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ABSTRACT

How is the organisational success of a school assessed by the studentq teachers, parents and

educational administration: A case study of a high school in the Western Cape.

Sedick du Toit
M.Phil Thesis, Faculty ofEducatioq University ofthe Western Cape

This study exatnines how the various stakeholder groups assess the degree of school

organisational success.

A review of the literature relating to organisational success and school administrative theory
provides a theoretical framework forthe study. An examination ofthe research on school success?

school quality and school improvement is used in conjunction with interviews to develop criteria
which oould be used by the various constituencies to assess school sucoess. The criteria identified

were divided into eight categories which related to academic results, characteristics of students,

resources and facilities, teachers, the principal, ex-students, ethos and school organisation.

A framework which uses ethos, student-teacher relationships, and traditional output measures is
proposed. These measures reflect the complexity ofthe assessment of school success.

The criteriawereused inthedevelopmentofa questionnairewhichwasapplied to samplesofeach
of the stakeholder groups at the selected school. Respondents were asked to rate funportance of
the criteria to their assessment of school success. Respondents were also asked to rank the factors
which they considered most important when they assessed school success.

Anatysis of the data collected by the questionnaires revealed the complexity and interactional
nature of the factors which affect the assessment of school success by the various stakeholder
groups. Interviews were then conducted with samples of each of the groups.

A high degree of agreement was found to exist between the various groups with regard to the

factors which they considered most important. The factors identified as contributing to school

success focused on the interpersonal and interactional aspects ofthe school rather than those

factors which related to inputs and resources. Althouglr a basic level ofthese inputs and resources

were required increases in the quantity and quallty of these resources did not necessarily rezult in
increased levels of school success.
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I

CIIAPTER T . BACKGROUND AND SCOPE OF THE PROBLEM

1.1 General Background to the problem

l.l.I Education as a basic right

Education is recognised by most ofthe world as a basic rightto which all people are entitled. The

World Conference ofEducation frr All, sponsored by the UNO in 1990, had the following to say

in its World Declaration on Education for All

EveU Berson - ehild, youth and adult - should be able to benefit from educational

opportunities designed to meet their basic learning needs. These needs comprise

both essential learning tools (such as literacy, oral expression, numeracy and

problem-solving) and the basic leaming content(such as knowledge, skills, values

and attitudes) required by human beings to survive and develop their full

capabilities, to live and work in dignity, to participate fully in development, to

improve the quality of their lives, to make informed choices, and to continue

learning.'

This declaration not only emphasises the fact that people have the right to education but also

provides guidelines as to the aims of education. These guidelines provide some indication

regarding what the quality of education should be.

South Africa has recently emerged from a penod where basic rights have been denied to large

parts ofthe population. This denial of basic rights has fallen into the political, economic and

educational spheres. The various groups which opposed the Apartheid system focused on

yarious issues ofVtrich education formed an important part. The right to education has been

accentuated in ths minds of those parts of the population which were oppressed under the

Apartheid system.

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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The Govemment ofNational Unity (GNU) which was elected during April of 1994 has taken

these demands into account by enshtining the right to education in the Constitution of South

Africa. The state has recognised that it has a continuing obligation to take'purposeful and

effective action to achieve the satisfaction of this right'. This right to education not only

guarantees education but the right to equitable education. This implies that the quality of

education which people receive should be equal. In the past there has been an unfair

distribution of resources. Per capita allocation of funds for education for the various 'race

groups'identified by the state during the Apartheid era was grossly unfair. Similarly capital

expenditure on school buildings andprovision offacilities has also shownmarkedimbalances.

These differences and inequalities have been well documented (see McGregor 1992:22).

For the Ministry ofEducation to overcome the imbalances ofthe past and to effectively satisfy

the educational needs of the population it will be necessary to evaluate the success of

educational organisations and progrirmmes. These imbalances need to be seen in terms ofboth

the quality and quantity of education. Educational quantity is usually defined in terms of the

years of attainment while educational quality refers to what is taught, how it is taught and the

quality of the experiences to uilrich students are exposed. While equity in both quantity and

quality are desirable and necessa"ry, the attainment of equity in terms of quantity can most

easily be attained and seems to be the focus of current govemment educational initiatives.

Educational quantity is, howwer, easily subject to manipulation e.g. by making promotion to

the next standard easier. Educational qualrty, on the other hand, defines what these years of

attainment achrally mean and is, in fact, the true measure of equity in education. Furthermore

the years of attainment may have difEerent meanings for the different stakeholder groups. Thus

the determination ofthe organisational success ofschools, by the different stakeholder groups,

becomes necessary. 
\
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1.1.2 Unification of fragmented DepartmenB ofEducation

The dismantling ofApartheid has necessitated the transformation ofeducation since education

has been controlled by Apartheid structures based on ethnic lines. This hansformation of

education has involved the unification of the various deparfinents responsible for education

into a single unified Department ofEducation. The National Educational Policy Investigation

(1993:13) identifies fifteen separate departrnents of education which'do not function in an

integrated manner....' The challenge facing South Africa is that the unified education

deparfrrnent will need to develop uniform policies, procedures, regulations and standards while

taking into account the different organisational cultures, methods, procedures and policies

which existed in the previous education deparfinen8. A common approach to the

determination ofschool success will be needed so that, once schools which are'successful'can

be identified, those components, attributes and processes which have contributed to that

success can be determined and then can be developed at other schools so as to increase the

level ofsuccess ofthose schools.

1.1.3 Limited resources available for education.

The provision of education is subject to budgetary constaints. Only if suffrcient funding and

resources are available can educational services and programmes of the required quality be

provided. A simple solution appears to be to increase per capita spending to levels previously

allocated to 'Whiter'pupils. This is not, however possible, as the funds required for such a

solution are not available. Loots (Schrire 1992100) supports this view when he states that

expenditure parity at current White levels would increase government spending to an

rThe terms'white'and black'as used in this document are a consequence ofthe aparttreid
classifications upon which education in South Africa was based. They are included to illusffate
the imbalances wtrioh exist in educational provision in South Africa. Their use in no way
implies the acceptance of the ideological content of these terrns by the researcher.
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unaffordable level'. Pillay (Unterhalter, Wolpe & Botha" l99l:100) illustrates the same point

by estimating tha! based on current White per capita expftditure, R54 bitlion will be required

for education in the year 2000.

It is notjust a matter ofacquiringthe necessary funds to achieve fundingparity atthe previous

'White' levels of funding. South Africa already spends a high percentage, by international

standards, of its budget on education (NEPI 1993:55).

It is unlikely that schools will enjoy the quantity and quality of resources available previously

to certain privileged schools and thus successful schools will have to be less dependent on

material resources. It will thus be important to identify those processes which lead to a

successful school which are not totally dependent on material resources. Thus the reduced

resources demand different solutions to problems and processes than those which were used

in the past. In this respect measurement of school success is vitally important.

l.l .4 Current state of education

As has been indicated earlier, schools became the site of the struggle against the Apartheid

system. Rejection of the authority of the state has manifested itself in the rejection of all of

those in authority including those in positions of authority at schools. Campaigns aimed at

'making schools ungovernable'and the rejection of 'guuer educdion'has led to the loss ofthe

culture of learning at schools. This has resulted in 3 million young blacks between the ages of

15 and 30 who are virtually uneducated (Collins & Gllespie 1993:34). Furlhermore between

3 and 5 million young people are totally outside of the school system. To overcome these

problems of legitimacy it will be necessary to define what the various stakeholders consider

school success to be and to assess the degree of success of schools. This study will attempt to

determine how the various stakeholders ass€ss the degree of school success.

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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The Schools Bill and the National Qualifications Framework squarely place the emphasis on

equity in education in terms of equity in inputs and equity in learning (academic) outcomes.

This once more serves to emphasise the quantity ofeducation rather than the quality. However

the complexity of the educational process cannot be described only in terms of quantitative

inputs and outputs. These complexities need to be examined in terms ofthe outcomes which

the various constituencies consider to be desirable. The current sfiategies by the education

departrnent to reduce the number ofteachers has further served to focus attention on the issue

ofschool quality. The rela:ration ofpromotion requirements between standards, which appears

to be an attempt to increase equity in terms of quantrty, has also served to highlight the issue

of school quality. These issues have focused the attention ofthe South African public on the

issue of school quality to an extent not experienced before.

I . I .5 Increasine demand for education

The problem of limited funding available for education is compounded by the increasing

demand for education. To determine the demand for education is no easy matter. Caillods

(1991) explains that in some countries there were areas where primary schools were built and

then remained empty because parents became discouragedbythe scarcity ofjob prospects and

then ceased to send their children to school. Since the right to €ducation has only recently boen

won and as this right to educafion has been an important issue in the fight against Apartheid

it is unlikely that the situation described by Caillods will occur in South Africa in the

foreseeable future.

The attitude of the South African population towards education is summarised in the

Government Gazette (1994:40) as follows,

The people of South Africa rightfully entertain high expectations that their long-

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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term education and training needs will be recognised and actcd upon by their

government.'

It can thus be assumed that, in South Africa's case, an increasing population will lead to an

increasing demand for education. The extent of this increasing demand resulting ftom

population growth is illustrated by the following:

a) The population of South Africa is growing at2,6Yo per annum (COSATU 1992.4)

b) South Africa's population is extremely youthful by world standards.

c) School enrolment by the year 2O2O is estimated at 17 million (Unterhalter, Wolpe & Botha

1991:98)

These figures have added significance if it is taken into accountthat education in South Africa

is already under pressure to meet the existing demand for education.

To meet this increased demand there will be increased pressure to provide quality education

for all. This in tum increases the need to determine the degree of success of educational

institutions.

1.1.6 Increased demand for transparency and accountabilitv

People are becoming more actively involved in all aspects of community life. Because the

majority of the population have only recently won their basic rights, these rights are being

exercised vigorously. This demand for transparency and accountability also manifests itself as

far as education is corcerned.

Communities are demanding greater involvement in education. This need has to some extent

been recognised by the State in terms of the Western Cape Education Law, No.l0 6f 1994

which makes proviion for the'... active involvement of parents and local commr4ities in the

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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education system' and involves the various stakeholder groups in policy determination.

Increased parent and community involvement will mean that the way in which these groups

assiess school success will become increasingly important. Schools will need to justi&the use

of resources by showing their application and the degree of success in which their application

has resulted.

Cognisance must be taken of the needs of communities and the extent to which educational

institutions meet the needs of those communities. Thus the extent to which communities

consider schools successful is important

1.1.7 The economic need for education

The economic situation in South Africa makes the need to measure and to improve education

absolutely essential

The economic situation in South Africa leaves much to be desired. Economic growth,

employment levels, productivity and disposable income show little or no growth (NEPI

1993:1). This view of economic'underachievement'is further supported by Smit (Schrire,

1992.39) who characterises the South African economy as having 'poor and declining

productivity'as well asi poor growth in the primary and secondary sectors.

While authors such as Bowles and Gntis argue that education can only reproduce the social

division of labour which exists in society, many other authors view education as an important

tool which can be used to combat the economic problems identified above. The following

economic implications of improved education are stated by NEPI (1993:3):

1) Education confributes to skills, productivity and income generation in the long term.

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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2) Education contributes indirectly to economic and social development through improving

spatial (geographical) and occupational mobility.

3) Education is, in itself an importantcontribution to individual, household and community

welfare.

NEPI (1993:55) indicates that expenditure on education as a percentage of government

spending (zff/r) and GDP(7%) is already high by world standards. However increased

productivity levels, resulting from increased quality of education, will cause an increase in

GDP and an increase in the funding available for education without an increase in the

percentages allocated.

A study by Pillay (1994:19) furltrer concludes that matriculants receive higher eamings than

those without a matriculation pass2 and that the quality of the matric pass, as indicated in the

aggregate symbol also affects subsequent earnings. Pillay thus supports this idea of a cyclic

relationship between education and eoonomic growth (increased productivrty and increased

earnings). This can only be achieved by successful schools delivering quality education.

1.2. Specific prgbkm to be studied

This study proposes to determine howthe degree ofsuccess ofa school is assessed. Since there

are a number of different constituencies involved in the school one would have to determine

how each of these groups assesses the success of the school. Thus the overall problem of

determining school suoaess must be addressed by determining howthe various constituencies

determine the degree of school success. The following groups have been identified for the

2The rnatriculation examination is the school leaving examination at the end ofstandard ten.
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purposes of this study,

1. Educational Administation (represented by Circuit and Area Managers)3

2. Staffofthe school

3. Pupils of the school

4. Parents of the pupils of the school

Once the different viewpoints ofthese groups have been determined differences and points of

agreement can be identified. In this way greater understanding between these groups can be

promoted, which will lead to more efficient and effective functioning of the school.

1.3. Importance of determining school success to Educational Administrators

I.3. I Determination of Deparhnental success

The overall success of Education Departments, whether at a national or provincial level will,

to a large exten! be determined by the success of individual schools. Policies decided at

national and provincial level must be implemented effectively by schools to be successful. The

infrastructureprovided bytheEducation Departnents haveto be effectively used by individual

schools. Thus it is of vital importance to the Educational Administration to determine the

success rate ofschools, so as to determine and improve their own succesis rate. Schools which

enjoy a lower rate of success can be identified and the reasons

for their lack of success determined.

Schools are not static organisations but open systems which must grow and develop to meet

the changing needs of society. Growth can be both in terms of new schools being established

3with the reorganisation ofthe Department ofEducation, Inspectors ofEducation are now
termed Circuit Managers and Chief Inspectors are termed Area Managers.
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and the growth and development of existing schools. In both cases some measure is needed

to determine

(a) the need for and direction of growth and

(b) some way of determining if grourth has occurred.

The measurement of school success fulfils both these needs.

The present level of departmental success is relatively low as pointed out by the ministry in

t994:

'The system ofeducation and raining, taken overdl, has developed many areas of

ineffrciency, where funds are wasted and staff are not well employed. The

productivity of the system - what is produced in terms of personal leaming

marketable skills, and examination results, in relation to what it has cost - is very

low in much ofthe system. (Go\rt Gazette September 1994:13)

To overcome these inefficiencies ongoing assessment and institutional development are

required.

1.3.2 Determination and maintenance of standerds

The maintenance of standards implies setting of goals and the confolling of the degree to

wtrich those goals/standards are attained. This in furn necessitates measurement of

achievement

and quality of processes so that it can be compared to the predaermined standards. This

facilitates feedback and also the necessary corrective action so that the desired standards can

be achieved.

Similarly advice and guidance to schools, which can be seen as one of the methods of
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'corrective action' identified above, should be based on improving those processes which have

been identified as contributing to the success of schools.

1.3.3 New problems reguiring new solutions

The unified Department of Education faces new challenges especially with regard to multi-

lingualism and multi-culturalism. There have, however, been a number of schools who have

been faced with and who have addressed these problems with varying degrees of success.

These solutions can be examined and applied to similar problems in the new education

structures.

The same point is stressed in the Education White Paper (Government Gazette, September

1994:4) by the Minister of Education,

'It cannot be business as usual in our schools, colleges, technikons and universities.

The national project of reconstruction and development compels everyone in

education to face up to the challenge of creating a system which cultivates and

liberates the talents of all people without exception'.

1.3.4 Determination of need and allocation of resources

Effective daermination of success rates of schools have implications for the way in which

resources are allocated. Those schools which have achieved a high level of success need only

be allocated resources at current levels, since they have already achieved a high level of

success, while those schools which enjoy a lower degree ofsuccess could be eligible for higher

levels of resource allocation if the reason for their lack of success is caused by resource

deficiency.
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Thus resources will be allocated where they are needed most and where those resources can

be used most productively.

The limited availability ofresources means that all resources must be used as productively as

possible. Those schools which have achieved a high level of success can be regarded as

resources in terms of the experience, processes and problem-solving abilities which exist

within the school. As NEPI (1993:58) explains '... progress towards equity in education

entitlements needs to be balanced against preservation of existing good quallty schooling.'

1.4. Importence to Stalf

1.4.1 Basis for Performance Appraisal

The effective measurement of school success has important implications for the performance

appraisal of teaching staff There is a close relationship between the overall organisational

success and the success of the individual and group components of the school organisation

(Mol and van Dyk 1984'22). Thus the determination of organisational success affects the

measurement of individual success i.e. the measurement ofthe performance ofteaching staff

This view is supported by Fidler (fuehes & Morgan, 1989: l9l) where he states,

' Inevitably school and college evaluation reflect on the individual teacher's

performance'.

However, the converse is also true, that overall school success is dependent on individual

success (Paisey 1992:149).

The problem of under-qualified teachers should not be underestimated. Hofmeyr and
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Mclennan (Schrire, 1992.176) state that in 1989 52oh of DETa teachers and 45o/o ofteachers

in the Departnent of Education and Cultrres had less than Standerd Ten plus a three year

teacher's certificate. Wilson and Ramphele (1989:144) express similar sentiments but also

identify a lack of motivation among teachers. Thus the effecfiveness of the organisation is

dependent on the number, formal qualifications and motivation ofteaching staff fusessment

is thus necessary to identifr needs in schools regarding the factors identified above.

Performance appraisal is important for the following reasons:

a) Feedback provided on the level ofperforrnance will lead to higher standards being achieved

and maintained. Paisey (1992:149) illustrates this point as follows,

Most people at work like to know how well they are doing at a job. Above all they

want that good job to be recognised by those uilro are in a position to know that a

good job is being perflormed.'

b) To be used for human resources decisions such as transfers, salary increases, permanency

and promotions.

c) Employee development - besides the direct motivation effect performance appraisal helps

the employee to identify those areas ofjob performance which can be developed and improved

upon. This will result in furlher feedback and recognition, prsonal developmen! goal setting

and career development. (Flall & Goodale, 1986: 417418)

1.4.2 Basis for motivation

Besides providing the basis for performance appraisal, which if handled properly can provide

aDepartrnent of Education and Training responsible for 'black' education under the
apartheid system.

5Responsible for'coloured' education under the apartheid systern.
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employee (teacher) motivation, the assessment of school success can also serve as a

motivational tool in ieelf. It has already been illustrated that the quantity and quality of

teaching staffcan only be utilised to the fullest extent if the teaching staffremains motivated.

The aim of achieving higher levels of organisational success at a school could be used as a

means ofmaking teachers more goal-directed. Instead ofconcentating only on subject specific

issues, broader issues would be examined which could result in a higher degree of

organisational success. The interrelationships between teachers would have to be reassessed

and teachers would have a greater sense of contributing something worthwhile, a sense of

belonging and a sense of 'ownership'of the school. Once higher levels of school success are

achieved the school and those belonging to it would enjoy higher status and levels of

motivation.

1.4.3 Creating a surplus of resources for growth and development

It is important that teachers have an understanding of the concept of organisational success.

Success leads to creation of surplus energy resources which can then be directed towards

organisational, indMdual and goup grouith. Only once the level oforganisational success has

been determined can the need for growth and development of that organisation and the

components thereof be ascertained and the necessary growth and development sfategies

planned. Only once an organisation is efiicient, which is a component of organisational

success, can it create a surplus (of energy and resources) which can be used for organisational

growth and development. This surplus energy can be used to satisfy many of the needs of

teachers such as the need for growth, the need for recognition, general motivation and growth

in skills. The satisfaction of these needs could in turn solve problems such as lack of

motivation, teachers feeling that they are in a'rut', absenteeism and high stafftumover rates
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(specifically people leaving the teaehing profession rather than changing schools)

Continuous programrnes aimed at teacher gpowth and development will lead to increased

teacher success and thus increased school suocess. This view is supported by Gerber, Nel and

van Dyk (1987:89) where they state

'In a non-profit seeking enteryrise the satishction experienced by employees or

members by participating in the enterprise's activities may stimulate further

motivated behaviour.'

1.4.4 Increased teacher involvement anld input

Teachers will become increasingly involved in the decision-making processes at schools.

Unilateral decision-making by those in management positions will no longer be acceptable.

More participative and consultative management styles will need to be used. The Labour

Relations Act has been rewritten to include those groups previously excluded from the

collective bargaining process and other methods of resolving industrial disputes. Teachers

constitute one such group.

Teachers will thus have a greater input into the functioning of schools. This fact has been

recognised by the provincial Deparfrnent ofEducation in the Western Cape Education Law,

No.10 of 1994 where it is stated that the 'organised teaching profession should be consulted

when planning the puqposes of education'. To make a meaningful input teachers will need to

assess the degree ofschool success and also to understand how this process occurs.

1.4.5 Reduction of conflict and dysfunctional sfess

There has been an increase in the number and level of conflicts with Education authorities,
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pupils and parents. Many of these conflicts arise out ofthe different perspective which these

groups have with regard to the functioning and purposes of the school. These conflicts are

usually highly emotional and rather than increasing performance, as a ccrtain level ofconflict

does, they are generally dysfunctional, resulting in lowering of levels of motivation among

teachers and thus reducing performance. This could, unfortunately, give rise to further conflict.

If a common approach can be found or if a higher degree of understanding exists regarding the

way in which success is determined a major area of conflict will be resolved

l.S.Importance to Pupils

1.5.I Better education due to more efEective processes and activities within schools.

The effective measiurement of school success will lead to the identification of those activities

and characteristics which contribute to school success. These can then be duplicated in other

schools or the processes involved in problem solution can be adapted for use at other schools.

Thus a greater number of schools will be able to achieve a higher degree of organisational

success. This will result in pupils receiving better educational services. This obviously has a

multitude of advantages for the pupils.

1.5.2 Motivational aspects of attending a successful school

If a school is considered to be successful it will have a motivational effect on all those

associated with the school. Pupils will have a sense ofpride and also a greater sense ofworth.

This will manifest itself in a higher self-image, a higher level of motivation and in the long

term a higher level of goal attainment. Thus the level of success attained by pupils wrll also

increase. This will further contribute to the success of the school since pupil success also
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contributes to overall school success. This, in turn, will further motivate pupils.

Thus increased school success and recognition of such success would lead to increased sense

of worth by pupils, a greater sense of belonging, the education processes will have greater

vocational relevance and increased pupil involvement and input. These factors could, in turn,

lead to even higher levels of school success.

1.5.3 Increased student involvement in the functioning of the school.

Studens will become more involved in the functioning of schools. The Education White Paper

onThe organisation, governance andfunction of schools (1996:16), makes provision for the

inclusion ofstudents ('learners') in the goveming bodies ofsecondary schools. Thus the student

perception of school success will be vital.

l,6.Importance to Parents of Pupils

1.6.1 Economic consequences of school selection

The financial contribution from parents differs from schoolto sshool. Some schools request

nominal amounts of R50 to R100 per annum as school fees (mainly state schools) while the

school fees at other schools (Model C6 and private schools) could amount to thousands ofrand

per annum. MacKenzie (1993) quotes the South Africa News as R1500 per child per year

being the average figure. As this represented more than ten percent of the average annual

6Model C schools were formally state schools which converted to a state'aided school. The
school receives 75oh of its normal operating expenses as a subsidy. The rest of its funds is
rarsed by fees and donations. From April 1992,96oh of white state schools became Model C
schools and their fixed property and equipment were given by the state to the Governing Body
of each school. Although this position has recently changed with school being classified as

either state schools or private schools, the large variation in the amount of school fees has
remained.
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income of black South Africans in 1989 it was clearly a barrier to the enfiy of black studenr

into the Model C Schools, Only once the degree of success of a school can be effectively

determined can parents effectively weigh the costs of the different schools and decide if the

extra expenditure is justified by the higher degree of success ofthe school. Increased costs can

also include expenditure on stationery, textbooks, uniform and travelling.

The new educational system will make parents responsible for financing education from

Standards Eight to Ten. This will increase the need to assess school success in terms of the

financial sacrifi ce required.

1.6.2 Social consequences of school selection

The number ofworking parents is on the increase. Pupils are spending increasing amounts of

time away from their parents. Thus the time spent at school becomes increasingly important.

The school is not only seen as a supplier of 'formal education' by the parents but also as a

socialising agent which passes over values and norms of society. The amount oftime spent at

school increases the degree of influence of the school on the pupil. This makes the selection

of a school and thus the measurement of school succe$s more important.

1.6.3 Increased political and civic involvement

Increased parent and community input and involvement will increase the need for schools to

justifr their processes to the communities they serve.

Parents are realising that state organisations are accountable and they are demanding this

accountability especially in respect of schools.
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Furthermore the Education White Paper (1996:16) indicates that the governing body of a

public school should include elected represerftdfues of 'parents or guardians of learners

currently enrolled at the school'. Thus the assessnhf -of school quality by parents assumes

added importance.

1.6.4 Education as a tool for overcomin$ discrimination

Groups previously oppressed under the Apartheid system see education as tool wrth which

their children will overcome the legacy ofoppression. With the opening ofschools previously

under the White' Cape Education Department many parents sent their children to these schools

simply because of the department under which they functioned. Many parents have

subsequently voiced their disappointnent at the quality of some schools previously under the

Cape Education Departrnent and have realised school quality is not guaranteed by the

department which schools function under or only by the quality of resources which they

possess. This trend is illustated by the number of students returning to schools previously

under the Department ofEducation and Culture. In this regard they realise that some sort of

assessment of the degree of success of schools is required.

Thus the parent will select a school which the parent deems most likely to provide the pupil

with the tools necessary to overcome the discriminatory practices of the past. Parents feel flre

need to provide children with a'better'education than that which they received.

Furthermore the struggle against Apartheid included a rejection of'gutter education'. This held

implications for the way in which the quality of the schools of the oppressed was assessed.

However, despite the erosion of the learning culture during the years of struggle against

oppression, quality did exist at many schools and thus reassessment of school quality by
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parents ls necessary

1.7 Approach to the problem

It is clear that education plays an important role for each of the constituencies identified and

that the ways in which these various stakeholder groups asisess the degree of success of the

school will each contribute to a greater understanding of the concepts school success and

school quality, It is thus the purpose of this study to determine the importarlce which these

stakeholder groups place on the various criteria which were identified from the literature,

interviews and the personal experiences ofthe researcher. The theoretical contributions ofboth

school administative and organisational theory will be considered. A questionnaire will b€

developed and applied to samples of the various stakeholder groups. The data will then be

analysed to determine the importance which the various stakeholder groups ascribe to each of

the criteria. kovision will also be made for respondents to add to the list of criteria.

Furthermore a comparison will be made between the ways in which the different groups assess

the degree of organisational success ofthe school.

A sample of respondents from each stakeholder group will then be interviewed to investigate

the reasons for various criteria b"ir,g considered more important than others. This data will

then be analysed to provide further insight as to how the variors stakeholder groups assess

school quality.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATT]RE REVIEW

2.1 Organisetionel Bohaviour and School Administrative TheorT

Be'fore one can oramine how the organisational success of a school is d€t€finirrcd one must examine

the theoretical background to organisational success. This theoretical background provides the

framework necessary to understand the various studies which have examined school success.

The most commonly identified phases in the development of the theory of organisational behaviour

are classical theory, social systems theory, open systems theory and contingency theory (Kimbrough

& Nunnery 1976, Owens 1981, Hanson 1985). Each of these phases influenced the studies which

examined school success.

2.1.1 The Classical Theory

The classical theory includes the work of Ma:r Weber (1947), Henri Fayol (1916) and Frederick

Taylor (1947) and is based on their experiences during the Industrial Revolution. This background

explains much regarding their view of the organisation.

This approach was based on the assumption that there was'one best way'of doing things and that

once this best way'was found workers would be compells{ 1s implernent this method. Little or rc

provision was made for individual differences.

This theory has strong linls to the scientific management movement which reduced workers to the

level of machines or tools. Only the formal structure of the organisation was considered and the

informal structure was totally disregarded. Inputs and outputs were considered to be of vital

importance. The actual process€s which occurred within the organisation were regarded O attr[

bot' which had little importance forthe determination oforganisational zuccess. Inthe classical theory
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motivation was considered to be a simple matter. Poople need money to satisfr their basic needs and

thus they awfrpt and pursue the goals of the orgianisation. The managernent of the organisation was

also to follow standardised procdures.

As Owens (1981: 12) points out scientific managernent and the classical theory had a proformd and

long lasting impact on the way in which schools were organised and administeted. [n fact, Elwood

Cutrberly in 1916, said that schools were factories in which raw materials w€re sha@ and fashioned

into productsto meet the various dernands oflife. Bobbit (1913:89) advised educationalists to do'as

industry does' and to provide teachers with detailed instructions regarding standards, methods,

resourc$, and how work was to be done.

The major effects ofthis theory on education were in the fornr of emphasising efficiency in the form

of lower costs per unit, the rigid application of uniform and detailed work procedures and detaild

accounting procedures. Research in education during this period focused on the development of

standard and uniform procedures for the most mundane of tasks, such as the cheapest methods of

waxing floors and the most cost-efficient methods of ventilation.

This theory was not without its critics even during the 1930's. The narrow view ofthe organisation

and worker and the total disregard of the processes within the organisation were among the major

shortcomings. Much ofthe early research into school effectiveness saw an application ofthe classical

theoSs input-output model.

2.1.2 Social Systems Theory

A study conducted by Elton Mayo (1933) examined the effects of the lwel of lighting on the lwel

of output of the workers. The findings, however, were contradictory and led to the realisation thst
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social-psychological factors also had an effect on the level of output. The social systerns theory

identified conflicts between the needs and goals ofworkers and those ofthe organisation. There was

a realisation ttrat needs beside the material ones played an irnpolknt role in the rnotivation ofworkers

and thus the functioning of the organisation.

Where the classical theory dedt with rational systems which ernphasised structure and how people

should behavg the social systems theory dealt with natural systems and how people actually behave

in organisations. The focus thus shifted from the inputs and outputs of the organisation to the

interaction between people and groups within the organisation. The processes within the organisation

were no longer considered to be a black box.

The social systems theory brought about major changes in the way in which motivation and

organisational structure were viewed. The informal structure of the organisation was consida6dtu

be just as important as the formal structure as it gave an indication of the actual interactions within

the organisation. The theory suggests that organisations are made up of groups, which nre social

systems, that collaborate to achieve organisational and individual goals. Thus a degree offit between

individual, group and organisational goals needs to be attained.

Another major difference between the social ryst€rns theory and the classical theory was with regard

to their views on motivation. The social systems theory views workers in terms of McGregor's

(1960;33-35) Theory Yurhereas the classieal theory viewed workers in terms ofTheory X. The social

systems approach emphasised the importance of human interactions within the organisatisn and had

the ef[ect of focusing attention on factors zuch as organisational climate, atmosphere and ethos.

As with the classical theory its effects and influence spread quickly both in industry and into
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education. The main contribution of the social systems theory was to shift the focus on to what

happened inside the organisation.

2.1.3 Ooen Systems Theory

Both the classical theory and the social systems theory considened the organisation to be a'closed

system'i.e. while the componert parts ofthe organisation influenced tach other, the environment had

little impact on the functioning of the organisation. The open systfiis theory, poineered to a large

extent by Katz & Kahn (1966), took changes in the environment into account as it considered the

adaptation of organisations to changes in the environment as being vital to the functioning of the

organisation. The role of the environment in the open systems theory cannot be over-emphasised as

it provides the inputs which the organisation processes and also recdves the outputs of the

organisation.

Mol & van Dyk (1988:4-7) identify a number of charact€ristics of open systems which explain the

impact ofthe theory on the understanding ofthe functioning of organisations and, more specifically,

the functioning of schools as organisations.

I Energy intake: To be able to function the organisation needs to take in energy ftom its

environment. This enerry can be in different forms zuch as mat€rial resouross and motivation. In the

case of schools the energy intake could be in the form ofthe reptrtationq cooperation and appreciation

from parents and community.

2 Throughput process: The organisation uses the energy taken from the environment to create some

form of output. In the case of the school this throughput process is of vital importarrce. While what

is achieved by the school is important, how it is achieved in tenns of the quahty of the throughput

process is perhaps, of even greater importance.

3. Output prooess: Every system produces an output or end product of some kind. This may be in the
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form of an 'educated student', academic results or in the quality of the experiences to which the

student is exposed.

4. Process cycles: Acontinuo.rs cycle ofinput-throughput-output exists. Energy generated by outputs

form the basis for new input. Quality outprrts by the schools will generate increased cooperation from

parents and the community which creates new inputs.

5. Negative entropy: Positive eritropy is a natural movement towards dtrline and disintegration. To

combat this situation the organisation must create a situation of negative entropy whereby a strrplus

of inputs is created so that organisational growth and development can occur. In other words not all

the energy in the organisation must be used in the throughput proc€ss. Thus in the school situation,

although the teaching process must enjoy priority, sufficient resources and energy must be directd

towards the growth and dwelopment ofthe school as an organisation. This includes the dwelopment

of both material and human resources.

6. Fdback: Since the organisation is dependent on the environment for inputs, information regarding

tlre acceptability of its ouputs are ofvital importance. The organisation's ability to survive and grow

in the long term depends on the ability of the organisation to adapt to the changing needs of the

environment. Only through effective and continuous Hback can these needs be communicated to

the organisation.

7. Systern equilibrium: Abalance must be maintained between increasing and improving the outputs

of the organisatioq on the one hand, and satisfying the social and motivation needs of the people

within the organisation on the other. An imbalance betwe€n these two needs could result in a decrease

in the degree of organisational zuccess.

8. System boundaries: Organisations have boundaries which may be permeable or impermeable

depanding on the degree ofopenness ofthe organisation. The school represents a very open system

with the increased comnnrnity demands for transparenry and accountability. The degree ofcommunity

involvement in schools is increasing and will increase in the light of the latest legislatioo onithool
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govemance.

This theory represents a major step forward in the way in which schools as organisations are

perceived. The fact that there is a continuous interaction between the school and its external

environment brings into a play a number of factors which under prwious theories were not deemed

relevant.

2. 1.4 Contineency theory

The contingency theory r€,presems the logical conclusion ofthe open systems theory. As organisations

differ internally and are atrectd in different ways by a dynamic environment there cannot be a

definitive explanation of the way in which each organisation functions, rather a framework exists

against which the functioning of individual organisations can be analysed.

Owens (1981:95) explains the contingency theory as follows:

'A contingency approach to organisation takes a different view: although there is not one

best way to organise and manage people in all circumstances, there are certain designs of

organisation structure and describable management methods that can be identified as being

most effective under specific sitr.ration contingencies. '

Hanson(1985:l5l) offersasimilarorplanation. Morgan(1986:48)identifiesthebasicassumptions

of the contingency theory which are discussed below:

l. Middle grotrnd: The theory recognises that there is some middle ground between the two

conflicting views which are held about organisations namely that there is one best way to manage

all organisations and that each organisation isunique and must be studied as unique. Both ofthese

views have contributed greatly to the lack of understanding of how schools function as
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organisations. This middle ground represents a framework within which the organisation can be

analysed and its functioning understood.

2. Croals: While the organisation has anoverall goal e.g. to educate students, there are many other

goals within the organisation which may be formal or informal and which can be overlapping

rmcoordinated and even contradictory Any analysis ofthe organisation must take these goals into

account as they are the determinants of events within the organisation.

3. Open systems: All organisations are open systems and interact with their elilernal environments.

4. Performance: The lwel ofperfornance and thus the organisation's srccess is determined by the

match between the elctemal requirements and the internal state and processes of the orgianisation.

5. Basic Functions: The basic function of administration is the coordination, not only of groups

and individuals but also the technologrcal, structural and task elernents of the organisation.

6. Best Way: There is no one best way of organisatiorL management or administralion. fu a result

of this different rnanagement approaches may be appropriate in different parts ofthe organisation

or at different times. Similarly different ledership styles may be appropriate in differcnt situations.

7. Initiation: Managers rarety have the opporhrnity to take on problems at their begiffngr, which

are uzually numerous and stem from many sources.

8. Information: Managers never know werything that is happening around them in the

organisation.

The effects of this theory on understanding of organisational functioning and the detennination

of organisational success are far reaching. The value of the contingency theory to the

determination of school $rc@ss is illustrated by Harber (198t2)

'Schools operate not only in an economic context but also in a oiltural one - they re{lect the

values, attitudes and practices of the urrrounding soci€fy.'
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2.2 The determinrtion of orTnnisetiond success

2.2.1 A General Approach

The deternrination of organisational success is no easy matter. In the light ofthe preceding discussion

it is clear that to define organisational success purely in terms of outputs is too narrow. Duncan

(1981:307) has the following to say regarding the matter,

'To define organisational effectiveness interms of goal accomplishment is fartoo simplistic.

Most organisations have diverse and competing goals.'

Likert (1967:75) also argues that the outputs cannot beused as the sole meazures of perfonnanoe ast

they disregard, what Likert terms, intervening factors. These intervening factors refer to the

interactions and processes which occur within the organisation.

Crenerally organisational zucoess is expressed in terrns ofef[ectiveness and efficiency. These concepts

will now be briefly examined.

Lawless ( 1979:32) says the following,'Most commonly, effectivoress is defined in terms ofthe degree

ofgoal achievement inthe organisaion'. Bobbit, Breinholt, Doktor& McNaul (1978:al) andEtzioni

(1964:8) provide similar definitions. Mol & van Dyk (19E8:20) cite Druker (l9n:a\ as follows:

Effectiveness means doing the right things, and refers to how well the organisation fulfils the

neds of the community. The more effective an organisation is, the greater the dernand for

its serviceVproducts.'

It can thus be seen that effectiveness relates to whether the goals of the organisation have been

attained or not or to what degree the goals have been attained. This is not, however, simple as it is

complicated by a number of factors namely that not dl the goals ofthe organisation are quantifiable,
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organisations have multiple goals and that, as an open system, the groups and individuals within the

organisation have their own goals which may not coincide with organisational goals. Furtherrrore the

goals of the organisation neod to be ac@able to the external environment. Often a choice needs to

be made between competing goals. This is especially true of schools.

Whereas effectiveness addressed the question ofwhat has been achieved, efficiency asks the questiorl

TIow has it been achieved?. Etzioni (196a:8) explains efficiency as follows

'The efficiency of an organisation is measured by the amount of resources used to produce

a unit of output.'

Bobbit et al (1978:41) define e,fficiency as how well resources are being used to produce output'.

Where Mol & van Dyk (1988: 20) speak of doing the right things as defining effectiveness, they

speak ofdoing things right when explaining efficiency. It is thus clear that efficiency relates to the use

of resources within tlrc organisation and how well those resouroes are being used.

Although Lawless (1979.32) proposes a model which has efficiency as a cause of organisational

effectiveness, the two concepts are independent. There is a relationship between the two as theyboth

contribute to organisational success. However, to state that the relationship is causal, as Lawless

proposed, wotrld be incorrect. Some organisations may be effective without being efficient while

others could be efficient without being etrective. It has become clear that organisational success is

dependent on both organisational effectiveness and organisarional efficienry.

When considering organisational sucoess it is important to remernber that the organisation is an open

system. The organisation consists of a number of zubsystems which interact with each other. Eactr

ofthese zubsystems can be enaluated in terms ofeffectiveness and efficiency. That these subsystems
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have their own goals and values which coincide with the overall organisational goals and values to

varylng degrees. The subsystems are also open systems and arclEected by the functioning of other

zubsysterns just as the organisation itself is atrected by its environment. Thus the relationships

between subsystems i.e. grotrps ard individuals will also atrect organisational success.

Mol & van Dyk (1988: 19) propose the following model of organisational success:

Figure 2.1

The important contribution ofthis model is the fact that individual, group and organisational factors

atrect overall organisational success and the interrelationships between indMdual, group and

organisation functioning. The importance of people, both as individuals and as groups, in the

determination of organisational success is further illustrated by Melcher (1976:7) who indicates that

while two organisations may have the same equipment and other resources, they may be markedly

different due to the behavioural pattems which develop between the people in the organisation. So

while physical nesc,urces and technology do play a role in the determination of the success of an

organisation, the most important factors are the people who populate the organisation and the

interrelationships between them.
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Albrecht (1983:23) identifies evaluation, adaptation, graduation and inilff&ion asthe ctraract€ristics

of successful organisations. These characteristics emphasise, once mord, the interaction between the

organisation and its environme,nt and the applicability of the open systerns and contingency theory.

2.2.2 Deterrnination of School Organisatioral Success

The questionnowarisesasto whetherthe models and principlesidentffied in organisationalbehaviout

are applicable to schools. Some authors are ofthe opinion that models for daermining organisational

sucoess of organisations not in the educational sphere cannot be applied to schools. Ball (1987:1) is

one such author who argue as follows:

'It is my contention that organisational anatysis - I include both work in organisational theory

and the "sociology of organisations" traditions - have liule or no significance to tell us about

the way in which schools are actually run on a day-to-day basis. Indeed a great deal of

,rriting in this field has actually tended to bypass and obscure the realities oforganisational

life in schools.'

Ball further states that the models developed in organisations other than schools and analyses

using the systems approach have produced only abstract descriptions which lack conceptual

meaning and have little meaning for teachers.

Campbell et al (1983:63) takes an opposing view when he states:

'There is a substantial body of literature that discusses the nature of organisations and their

behaviour. Much of this literature is relevant to schools, which like other organisations

involve groups of people working together to achieve certain goals.'

Campbell does, however, warn that is must be taken into account that schools differ from other
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organisations in terms of a number of important attributes. It is the view of Campbell which is

supported in this thesis.

While mafly authors believe that organisational behaviour primarily studies commercial or profit

malcing organisations this is not so. An examination ofthe definitions oforganisations indicates that

schools should not be excluded. Duncan (1981:5) offers the following definition:

'An organisation is a collection of interacting and interdependent individuals who work

toward common goals and those relationships are daemnined according to a certain

structure.'

Berrien (1976) and Gbsorq Ivancevich & Donelley(Lg7g) give similar definitions. Thus the models

dweloped in organisational behaviour can be used in the det€rrnination ofthe organisational success

of schools the particularities of schools as organisatiorr are taken into account.

2.2.2.1 Schools as organisations

Schools differ from other organisations in a number of ways which impaa the way in which the

organisational zuccess of the school is deterrrined. These differences mainly involve the difficulty

schools have in defining their goals, the nature of the people working in the organisation

(professionals) and the apparent lack ofinterdependence between tasks.

Many of the problenrs associated with the determination of the success of educational organisations

arises from the fact that there are a number of problems with using the output goals of these

organisatioils to determine their success. The output goals ofthese organisations can beproble,lnatic

in that they are difhctrlt to define, difficult to measure and may not be immediately apparent. The

goals ofthe organisation need not, howwer, only be expressed in terms of output goals. There are
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other goals which relate to the functioning of the orgfrisation itself.

Mol & van Dyk ( I 9EE : I 3 ) identiff five categories oforganisational goals nanrely societal goals output

go'ds, systern goals, prodtrct go'ds ard derived goals. Thus schmls, and other organisations, need not

define theh goals simpily as outputsbut alsointems ofthenanrreEtdtlrye ofprocesseswttic{t occur

within the organisation. The quality of the experiences to which the pupils are exposed within the

school can themselves be defined as goals. Thus the term'effectiveness'becomes more meaningful

in an educational setting.

While the term 'efficiency' has been severely criticised when used in connection with the determination

of school success it should play a role. In the light of the increasing demand for transparency and

accountability and the severe limitation on the resources available for educatioq the efficiert use of

resources will become a necessity. Firstty, as has beelrillustratdearlier, asituation of negentropy

nnrst be created. The surpfus €nergy whicfi aises wiil beusedfor orgrorisational dwelopment md

growth which wifl impact the quality of the services rendered by that organisation. Secondly, as an

open systern, the school forms part of a larger suprasysterL the Education Department, which has

limited resources to share among the many schools under its control. These resources must be used

as efficiently as possible at an individual school level so that a more equitable distribution ofresources

can be obtained. While the role played by efficienry in the determination of school success has

nowhere near the importance ascribed to it by the classical theorists it does play a role especially in

Less Dweloped Countries (LDCs) where resources are very limited.

Organisationswith a lrge rnrmber ofprofessional emplopes refrmdamerrtsltyditr€rertinstntcttrre

from the majority of organisations. People in the lower levels of the school structure at*ler

themselves to be professionals and demantl and receive alarge tlegree of autonomy h chssroom
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sitnatims. In this regard Campbell ct al (1933:61) points out that closc supcrvisisr and dhcr

traditiorul' fiwrrugefiwfi techniques tre twt ffictblc end ttar other fiienfis nftrst be fould to assure

that teachers seek to attain organisational goals. Morgan (1976:24) has the following to say:

Frofessional organisations are cllaracterised by a dual arthority stnrcture - an administrative

structure organised bureaucratically and a professional atrthority sfitrcture distinguished by

collegiality and professional autonomy.'

While sorne anthors believe the number of professionals ipthe school to be problerRatic, Davies et

d (19%:10) see it as having the potential for a degree of self-evaluation linked to other methods ard

thus, in fact, being m advantage to the organisation. Because ofthe fa€t that ttrey are professionals

the evaluation of school quahty by teachers bears greater weight.

Schools can also be described as'organised anarchies'(Cohen 1972:l; Davies 1976:19; Campbell

1983:350). In thc school it is difficult to speciS a consistent set ofgoals. Goals may vary htu/een

different parts ofthe organisation, betrveen the different zubsystems and may alsovary overtime. This

precludes the application of a simple input-output model to determine school sucoess. Paisey

(1992;17) points out, howwer, that schools are not alone in experiencing the need to reconcile

different viewpoints and that it is a coflrmon phenomenon in many organisations.

The tlpe and degree of interdependence among the individuals and groups in the organisation play

a vital role in the functioning of the organisation. The more depordant the component parts are on

each other the nrore cohesive that organisation will be. In this regard schools have been described as

'loosely coupled systems' (Campbell 1983:350; llanson 1985:156; Scheerens 1992.2!' Horne

1982:EE). The processes within the organisation ocsur relatively independentty of each other. This

low level of interdependence implies that lower lwels of cohesiveness and agreement on goals can
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orist in schools than in other organisations where greater lcvels of interdependence exist. While thc

level ofinterdependence is relatively low in terms ofteacffiprocesses, one should not underestimate

the psychotogicat and motivational interdependence between teachers. So while there is a low levef

oftask inter&pendence, there is a high level ofpsycfrological interdependence. This is due to the lack

of explicit rewards for good performance and the lack offeedback on job performance.

Morgan (1976:27) makes the following points about the implications for management of the

characteristics of schools as organisations:

1. because they are non-economic, the evaluative control function of managenrent becomes

corrnplicated as terms such as'efficiency', performance', 'otrtptrts'for the'market' of non-economic

organisations are difficult to define;

2. because they are pubtic-service, the management ofhuman resources flurst allow for the fuIfifinent

ofmotivation that seeks reward in expressive terms;

3. because tlrey are people processing the managenrent function needs to be more non-directive,

flexible, and permitting considerable autonomy in the classroom situation. Morgan further states,

howeve,r, that none ofthe implications are unique to the classroom situation. Paisey (1992 preface)

also refers to the similuity between schools and other organisations.

Miles & Schrnuck (Frenctr, B€ll & Zawachi 1978:393) summarise the school as an organimtional type

by making the following points:

I. Schools differ frorri other complex orgaflisatiofls.

2. They zuffer from ambigurty and diversrty of goals which have restrlted in conflict between the

school and its community environment.

3. They have difficulties in meazuring goal attainment.

4. Because of their non-competitive position they:
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a) under-invest in research and developmort

b) respond defensively and non-adaptively to changes in the environment.

5. The present evaluation systems discorage individualisation of teaching and the watering down of

innovations.

6. Many teachers, because ofindividuated roleg characterised by low levels ofinterdependenrce, often

feel isolated, alienated and lonely.

Bearing these facts in mind, one can now attempt to explain how the school and its various

subsystems interact so that an understanding of how school success can be determined can evolve.

An important contribution of the Mol & van Dyk model, described earlier, to the understanding of

school success is that success occurs at different levels, eactr lwel dependent upon the preceding

ones. This serves to highlight the role ofteachers and the quality oftheir teaching in the determination

of organisational success. Schools which do not have teachers who provide quality teaching cannot

reach high levels of success. Scheerens (1992:81) proposes a similar multi-level model of school

success. He speaks of'nested layers' within the school and the mutual influences between the different

layers.

Sciod Cmtort

Scfiod

Chs qTffihing Gmp

lndividual Pupil

Figure 2.2 Scheerens'multi-level model of school success.
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Hc firmly places emphasis on the lower lwels i.e. the indlffUuA pupils. He argues that an

understanding of school success begins with the characteristics of effective instruction He states that

the school context and the school characteristics can be regarded as facilitators of effective teaching.

Using the models of school evaluation and the principles of open systems and continge,ncy theory

outlifled previousty, the sfucture ofthe school organisation and its relationships with its etrvironment

can thus be represented as follows:

!7

EXTERI.IAL ENUROT{T'ENT

PHYSICAL

RESOTJRGES

- +- --.-

i
I

LEAT,RSFIP

--.\
I

I

t

PTJPIL

GROUP \ - GRcx,,,P

S@IAL STRI,'CTI'RE
TASK

EI,IVIRONMENT

(--t:-)

Figure 2.3 Amodel of school organisational structure

The mutual interactions between the pupil and teacher form the core of the model. The processes of

teaching, learning, motivation and Hback constitute the most important processes within the

school. The impact of teachers on students is perhaps best zummarised by Masink (1992:218) who

has the following to say:

'There is probably not a person who cannot identify at least one teacherwho had an irnportant

and high influential effect on him or her.

Each of the parties affects the other in terms of expectations and behaviour. The processes which
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occur can themselves be used to determine quahty and will also affect the output goals zuch as

examination results. The nature of the interaction processes between teacher and pupil are affected

by the characteristics, perceptions and motivations of those parties as well as their interactions with

their peer Soups. lndividual teachers atr€ct and are atrected by the teacher Eroup at the school.

Similady pupils are affected by and afu the pupil group at the school.

The central processes are affected both directly and indirectly by leadership, the physical resources

and the task environment. The leadership componenhuill, to a large degree, directly affect the nature

ofthe central processes interms of policy decisions. However, secondary influences are also exerted

on the teacher and pupil and the pupil and teacher groups thus also atrecting the teaching-learning

processes. The leadership component is also af[ected by its interaction with individuals and groups.

Similarly the physical resources of the school will directly affect the pupil-teacher interactions as

resourses are used in those interactions but secondary influences will also oocur as the perceived

availability and qualrty of physical resources will affect the motivation of both groups. The physical

resources are affected by their use by groups and indMduals. Leadership affects the availability and

allocation of resources. The task environment consists of what must be taught and involves the

cuniculum and other tasks which facilitate teaching. It has agreat effect on the quality ofthe central

processesr as well as a motivational effect on the groups and individuals within the organisation as

their perception ofthe relevance and value ofthe task environment will affect their le\iel ofmotivation

and enthusiasm.

Finally it mus be remembered that dl of these interactions take place within the context of the

orternal environment which includes parents, community and business. As an open systern the school

is greatly affected by the external environment. Each of the individuals and groups within the

organisation are affected by their interactions with the external environment. The orternal
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environment is important in that it provides inputs and accepts the outputs of the organisation.

It can thus be seen that the functioning of the school as an organisation is a complex iszue.

lnteractions between the various components play just as an important role as the nature and quatity

ofthe component parts. This approach is somemrhat in oppositionto themore linear modds, such as

that of Shavelson (1987:10) which urjoys much support.

INPUTS PROCESSES OUTPUTS

I

Quality

m
o$er
Resources

Scfiool
Quality

QualityTeacher

Quality

Quality

Background Aspirations

Figure2.4

The unidirectional influences, e.g. instructional quality being atrected by school quality, are limiting

to the understanding ofthe functioning of schools since instructional quality is also a determinant of

sehool quallty, One thus needs to consider the mutual interactions of the various components in the

school organization. Similarly while Corbett & Rossman (1988) argue that it is not superordinates

who empower subordinates but subordinates who empower superordinates within the school

organization, it is clear that there is a mutual interaction and the exchange of power (expert power

and arthorized power) between the parties concerned. Thus any attempt to determine thequality and

the success of the school needs to take these interactions into account, as well as, the nature and

qualrty of the resources, physical and humarq which are available.
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2.3 AReview of the research on School Successr

A review ofthe research on school succesJ'rtveals different phases which roughly correspond to the

phases identified in the development of organisational administrative theory. This occurs since the

type offrameworkormodel ofschooling applied inthe researchwill affect the nature ofthe research.

A review will also indicate I range of inconsistent urd contradictory findings. These contradictions

are indicative of the frct that there is little consensus on which model 6f sstro6ling to apply and little

understanding ofthe actual functioning ofa school as an organisation. Also until recently most studies

were based on the simple input-output model.

2.3.1 Early Studies - the period of ootimism

Research on school success in the Fifties and Sixties came to optimistic conclusions. They concluded

that there was a direct and very strong relationship between the services which schools provided and

pupil achievernent. Two zuch studies w€re those of Mollenkopf & Melville (1955) and Goodman

(1959). These studies were correlational studies which examined the relationships between specific

factors or inputs and specific outcomes or outputs. They thus had close links to the classical theory

of educational administration.

Mollenkopf & Melville studied a nation-wide sample of 17 000 students in grades 9 and 12. T\ey

attempted to measure tho schools' effect on the students' performance while attempting to cortrol for

non-school factors. They measured cognitive development by means of aptitude and achievement

tests and determined the correlations between these measures and variables dealing with the socio-

economiccharacteristicsofpupilsandparents, availabilityofeducationalopportunitiesandthequality

of available school services. These factors were measured by means of questionnaires. In this study

' The section on Effective Schools Research is largely based on the work ofCollard(Ig84)Sd
Silve(1994).
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four input variables, namely number of special stafi, clasr Clil, pupil - teacher ratios and instructional

expenditures per head, were found to be significant.

Goodman's sample covered 70 000 grade 7 and I I students in 102 school districts in New York.

Achieraement test data was correlatd with other variables while controlling for socio-economic

background. Goodman found similar results to Mollemkopf& MeMlle but also examined classroom

atmosphere as an input variable. Teacher experience was also found to be a significant deternrinant

of pupil performance.

These findirgs convinced the policy makers of the time that improved inputs ofthe type identifid in

these studieswould lead to improved pupil performance and increased lwels of pupil achiwerneilt.

These studies were, howwer, limited by ttre application ofa simple input-output model which focused

on inprts and ignored the processes which occurred within the school. Collard (1984:149) also

indicates that the outcomes or measures against wtrich achiwement w€re measured are also open to

criticism.

2.3.2 Cohman and the oeriod of pessimism.

The optimistic findings of these studies were to be challengedby a second phase of research. The

findings of these studies were far more pessimistic.

The study which was the catalyst for nuny of those which followed was the Coleman Report of

l966.Data was collected from over 400 schools and standardised tests of ability and achievernent

were applied to 645 000 pupils. fhe results oftests were used to relate pupil achiwem€nt to school

resources. Data was also collectedfrom teachers, principals and district zuperintendents. The pupil's
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socio-economic background and attitudes towards school were also examined. The findings of this

study contradicted those of the earlier studies. Coleman fdfrmd tliEt school differences accounted for

only a small percentage ofthe differences in pupil achievement and that socio-economic factors were

of more importance.

These findings elicited intemational commeflt and discussion including oiticisms ofthe methodology

employed in the study and the fact that the compensatory programmes which had been studied had

not been properly implernented at that stage.

Jencks et al (1972) reached similar conclusions. Reworking the data generated by Colernan, Jencks

found that 80 percent of the variation in pupil achievement was the rezult of genetic and

environmental factors and that only 20 percent ofthe variationwas the result ofqualitative differences

between schools. Jencks usd as criteria of pupil suc@ss in adult life, cognitive skill, ducational

attainment, occupational status and subsequent income. The findings ofJencks were considered to

be even more pessimisticthan those ofColeman as awider range ofvariables had been exmined and

a more daailed analysis of outcomes had occurred.

The conclusion drawn from these studies was that if school quality were to be assessed in terms of

access to material resources and facilities, then it bears no relationship to pupil achievement. As

Good, Biddle and Brophy (1975) point out,

'... those who had assrmed that they could increase the achiwement of pupils simply by

spending more money on schools were shocked by the Colernan Report.'

Interestingly, Nevr York has more than doubled its spending on primary and secondary education

during the decade prior to 1992 (to $11 billion) and better results have not resulted (Public Policy
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Unit:1992).

In Britain similar oonclusions were reached. The 1967 Plowden Report produced similar findings.

These studies sparked a wave of other studies, mainly aimed at disproving the fmdings of these

studies. This new wave of studies led to the development ofthe Effective School Research move{rert

(ESRX Silver 1994:80)

2.3.3 Responses to Colernan and the Effective Schools Mov€rnmt (ESM).

One of the first responses was that of Walberg & Rasher (1974). A nation-wide sample of eigtrteen

year old rnales who failed the Selective Service mental tes in 19,69 and 1970 was $udied. They found

that the highest frilure rates were found in states where there were high pupil+eacher ratios, low rdes

of pupil expenditures in public schools and low rates ofenrolment in the prblic schools.

Good et al {1975) identified process variables as a determinant of student achievement. Brookover

(1979) matched schools with similar socio-economic intakes but whose students had achieved

different lwels of achiwernent on standardised achievement tests. Data was collected by means of

questionnaires which were administered to pupils, teachers and principals and was then related to

mea$res of student success. The variables which were found to be significant were the degree of

student sense of futility, teachers' oeectations of pupils and the willingness of teachers to push

students to achierre. Process variables were seen as being of prime importance. Sarason's t97l study

The Calture of tlre Sclr@l @d the Problem of Clwnge also strifted the focus onto the int€mal

processes of the school.

Madaus and colle4gues (1979) also identified a number of process variables. They used as
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effectiveness measures the student performance on tests which wt|fe curriculum related rather than

the use of general standardised tests of achievement only. Out-of-school factors wef,e controlled for

and it was found that substantial differences occurred. The factors which were found to be

determinants of pupil performance were academic orientation of courses, studelrt commitment to

acade'nric values and the climate of expectation between teachers and students. This study not only

identified process variables as being important but idetrtified the interaction between pupits and

teachers as being the most important of the process variables.

Weber (1971) identified eight faaors, namely strong leadership, high expectations, a good

atmosphere, a strong emphasis on reading additional reading personnel, the use of phonetics,

individualisation and careful evaluation ofpupil progress, which contributed to school effectiveness.

A number of studies built on Weber's findings took place in the United States. They found the

following factors to be significant: strong principal leadership, the experience of teachers and

principal, teachers being warrner in their relationships with pupilg teachers having higher expectations

of pupils and closer teacher-parent relationships.

Good, Biddle & Brophy (1975) went a step further by making teachers the focus of the study of

effectiveness. Dyer, n 1972, suggested a model which formed the basis of research for the next

couple of decades. This model compared predicted performance with actual performance by the

school's students. The predicted performance was based on the input conditions such as

characteristics of the studentg homes and comrmrnity and the students level of performance at that

tinre. A prediction was made ofthe students' likely perfonnanc€. The differeoce between the two was

an indicator ofthe schools relative effectiveness.

Researchers had moved fromthe study of'relatively static characteristics'to the examination of'more
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complex and dynamic processes'in schools and classrooms. Researchers became concerned with

irterpreting school-related dat4 school organisation, administration and culture, elements of schools

structures, and processes that could explain the differences between schools.

A research design which had become popular during the 1970's was to compare pairs of schools,

matched as high-achieving and low-achieving.

Brookover and Lezotte (1977), categorised pairs of improving schools' and 'declining schools' and

compared them. The factors which they found to be sipificant were basic objectives in reading and

mathematics, high expectations on the part ofteachers and principals, good leadership by theprincipal

and less complacency. This study included an observational study of four schools in the Michigan

area.

A zubstantial study by Brookover (1979) concluded that'school social systems could offer a potent

source of explanation for the school level differenoes in achiwement'. The researchers looked for

specific features ofthe schools social structure, rather than assuming that social composition was the

only applicable measure. The study considered such characteristics as school size, attendance rates,

teacher-student ratio and teachers' qualiEcations and training. Importantly this study also considered

the perceptions of students and teachers regarding the effectiveness of the school.

Edmonds and Frederiksen n lgTg looked at the identification and analysis of city schools that were

'instructionally effective'for poor children. The following characteristics were identified:

strong educational leadership, climate of expectation, an ordedy but not rigid atmosphere, and

unphasis on teac*ring, teaching activities has prime claim on resources and that pupil progre*was

frequently monitored.
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David Reyrnlds and colle4gues (1976) attempted to find out whether the individual school does make

a difference to the sort of adolescents that the pupils become. The study examined a relatively

homogeneous working-class area so that differences by late adolescence were likely to be the result

of differences in schools ratlsthan differences in the S.E.S. The data was gathered in nine secondary

schools during the period 1966- 1973 . The differences Mrreen the schools were deterrnined on tlree

measures namety school attendance, academic success and delhquarcy. The results consistently

showed that schools with a high delinquency rate had low academic attainment and low attendance

rates. The differences could not be explained by differences in social composition of the various

intakes of the school. The differences thus had to be the result of differences in the schools

themselves.

Bnmer et al (1976) udpublic oramioation rezults to analyse the relationship between cbaracteristics

of pupils and schools on the one hand and pupil achievement on the other. It indicated larger school

differences than could be derirred from the Coleman study. In this regard British research showed a

close similarity to American research in the field (Silver 1994.91).

The Rutter (1979) team's study investigated 12 London secondary schools. They also rejected the

research findings ofColeman and Jencks and focused on the internal life ofschools. It was concerned

with the relationship between school features and outcomes. Four mea$res of outcome were used

namely attendance, behaviour, examination successes and delinquency. It analysed the organisational

and process variables, which included status, sex composition, size and space, age of the buildings

and number of sites, staffing and class size, and aspects ofttre internal organisation ofthe school, and

investigated tlre association between school features and school prooesses.

Elliot (lgEl) differentiated between the product and process features of schools and established the
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importance of perceptions ofthe likely personal happiness of the child as being more important than

examination rezults. Given that schools and teedfiers had a variery of goals it was important to focus

on specific ones and by doing so teachers could be shown to'vary in their influence on students'.

Schweitzer (1984) identified similar characteristics to previous studies. This correlational study

identified educational leadership, emphasis on achievernert, safe and orderly climatg high

expectations and frequent evaluation as the characteristics of effective schools.

Peter Mortimore and colleagues ( 1988) studied junior schools in London for the age range 7- l L The

study foorsed on pupil intakes, school environment and educational outcomes. The research looked

at components of the schools, headteachers and their deputies, the teacher in the classroonr, the

curriculurq pupil's progress on cognitive and non-cognitive meazures, teacher expectations and pupil

grouping.

MacBeath (1989) in asking 'Wut makes a god school ascertained that process factors predominate.

Good discipline, good teaching and reputation are seen as ofprime importance. MacBeath found that

parents were prepared to attempt to define the ethos of the school in terms of impression,

atmosphere, interest, teacher responsiveness, purposeful activity and a feeling of a relaxed but

controlled corporate life.

Harber (1992) provides a useful summary ofthe findings ofthe effective schools r$earch movernent.

The main factors associated with the effective school are:

1. The leadership role of the principal and senior managenrent team is vitd.

2. It is crucial for schools to be well managed institutions. In this context a happy, efficient staffis of

key importance. In-service training is important. Staffoperating on agreed, united policies appear to

be the most effective.
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3. Effective schools are orderly at all times, bdh inside and outside the classroom.

4. The quality of teaching staffis pertraps the most rmportant frctor. Schools with a weak staffwill

never be as effective as those with a strong staff.

5. Schools need to concentrate much more of their endeavour upon teaching itself while at the same

time promoting empathetic puprl care and learning orientated approaches in the classroom.

6. The curiculum should be as important for low-achieving as high achieving pupils.

7. Regular feedback on performance needs to be given to all pupils.

8. The academic demand of courses, allied to a commitment to traditional academic and behaviour

values is very important.

9. Pupils strould expect and receive professional standards from teachers at all times. When this

happens pupils reciprocate.

10. Proper use should be made of classroom teaching time as part of stardard practice within schools.

ll. Traditional'core'zubjects should be enrphasised by schools, particularly reading writing and

maths. It appears that reading standards are vitally important. Once pupils fall behind in the basics,

dissatisfaction may replace the desire to learn.

12. Pupils should be encouraged to participate in the running and organisation of the school. When

pupils identift with their school and its staffthey will be more respectful and show a more positive

behaviour and learning features.

13. Pupils are more likely to feel part of a school unit in buildings which are clean and well carcd for,

and in schools where the organisational structure does not make them feel lost.

One ofthe most commonly quoted summaries (Ilolmes& Wynn 1989; Jotrnson and Holdaway l99l;

Cuttance & Reynolds 1992; Scheerens 1992;Chapman 1993; Silver 1994) of the Effective Schools

Research in that ofhrrkey & Smith (Elementry School Jottrnal l9E3:427452). The organisational

variables which they identiS are:
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l. School site man4gernent is emphasised with considerable autonomy at an individual school level.

2, Strong instructional leadership by the school principal.

3. Stability and continuity are valued and agreement and cohesion *. prordld.

4. Curriculum articulation and organisation are used to achieve agreement on goals and to coordinate

instruction.

5. There is a schoolwide staffdevelopment program, based on teachers' expressed needs, involving

the whole staffwhich is related to the school's instructional program.

6. Parents are informed about, and are in zupport ot, school goals and student responsibilities,

especially with regard to homework.

7. Schoolwide recognition of academic zuccess is provided, thereby encouraging students to adopt

similar values.

8. Time is used effectively with more time devoted to acadernic zubjects and less time to disnrptions

and non-academic subjects.

9. Support from the school district is evident.

The process variables which where identified were:

l. Collaborative planning and collegial relationships were evident and help break down barriers,

develop sonsensus and promote a sense of unity.

2. There is a strong sense of community (a feeling that one is a member of a recognisable and

supportive community reduces alienation and increases commitment to schools goals).

3. Clear goals and high expectations, including clearly defined purposes and agreernent on priorities

are evident.

4. Order and discipline are based on clear rules and are enforced fairly and consistently.
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FACTORA{EASURE t 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Number of Staff x
PupiVteacher Ratios x

xClassroom Atmosphere

Cognitive skills x x
Educational Auainment x x x
Occupational Status x
Subseqqent Income x

xTeachers' Expectations x x x x x x
Management / Leadership x x x x x x x
Teachers' Qualifi cations x x
School Atrnosphere / Ethos x x x x x x x x
Frequent evaluation and Feedback x x x x x x
Individualisation x
Emphasis on teaching x x x x x
Pupil Intakes x
Physical School Environrnent x x
Teaching Methods x x
Non-Cognitive Skills x
Teacher involvement in Policy Determination x x

x xConsisency among teachers

Parental Involvement x x
Cuniculum / Subjea Choice x x
Pupil+eacher relationships x
Pupil Happiness

Communication x
Discipline x x

50

A of the factors found to be in School Effectiveness Studies: Table 2.1

l. Jencks 2. Brookover 3. Weber 4. Edmonds & Fredricksen
5. Mortimore 6. Schweitzs '1. MacBeath 8. Harber 9. Purkey & Smith
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While these srmmaries give an indication that there is general agreement on the factors which make

an school effective, Harbison & Harnrshek (1992: 18,24) paint a different prcture. They indicate that

an examination of the rezults of studies which have applied the basic input-output model show an

almost equal proportion of studies showing statistically insignificant results as those which show

statistically significant results. This is true of studies both in the United States and in Developing

Countries.

It is clear that the Effective Schools Research Movement has been characterised by contradictory

findings. This is the result of an application of an input-output model and the search for the'one best

wa/for a school to achieve success with an almost total disregard for contingency theory and

contextual factors. The interactive nature of the various factors is also, to a large extent, ignored.

2.3.4 School improvement ard school qualiw.

While many of the later studies included process variables these variable where still used within the

context of the input-output model and simply considered to be another input to be correlated with

given outputs. Jansen (199a:l8l) argues that a new framework should be applied which does not

reduce these processes to the level of inputs but that they rather be considered within a different

framework. The approach should be one ofassessing school quality rather than a quantitative analysis

of given inputs to desired outputs. Jansen places the focus of study both on the school as an

organisation and on classroom interactions.

Schrerens ( 1992:7 -10) asks a number ofquestions with regard to the determination of school success.

Any attempt to assess school quallty or success must address these questions. The questions are:

a) From whose perspective is school success judged?

b) Which activities or areas of the school determine success?
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c) Over which time period will success be measured?

d) What sort of data are used to determine success?

e) How is the data interpreted to determine school successi

Aspin et al (194:199) identify five main areas in which school qualrty can be judged. Firstly they

state that the quality ofthe school can be judged by characteristics ofthe'graduates' of the school in

terms of the values, skills, beliefs and attitudes brought about as a result of their education at the

school. Secondly they state that the quality of schools may be judged by the quatity of the processes

of education which occurs within the school. What is being taught, how it is taught, the meastrrement

and community involvement in what is being taught and how it is taught. Thirdly the quality of the

resources which are used and the way in which these resources are used daermines the quality of

a school. The fourth dimension identified refers to the management, administration, leadership and

organisation which oc,curs within the school. Then, finally, the quality ofthe school can be judgd in

terms of the atmosphere or ethos of the organisation.

An international research project into school quality, Improving Educational auahty (IEQ) has a

threefold purpose. Firstly it seeks to understand the classroom processes which influence student

performance and thus improve educational qualrty. Secondly it seeks to integrate classroom research

into the educational system. Thirdly it seeks to promote educational quality by creatrng opportunities

for co-operation between researchers and educators.

The Educational Quality Indicators @QI) initiative was an attempt to develop and implernent

indicator systerns to measure the success of educational institutions. It originated as a collaboration

baween Alberta Education and 12 school districts. The initiafive is based on two important beliefs

(McEwen 1992: 769-170). Firstly that the student is the central reason for schooling and secondty
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that education is a purposeful endeavour that can be assessed. The initiative promoted a results-based

approach to education. Both the Lethbridge Catholic Schools (flimsl & Lambert 1993:257-273) and

FortMcMurraySchoolDistrict(Willard 1993:245-256)develo$instrumentsformeasuringstudent

development interrrs of social skills. Brooks School District used administratoE teacher, and student

input to dwelop quality indicators of responsible student behaviours and values that contribute to

acadernic success. Community and school perceptions of apptopriate stude,nt behaviour were

coordinatedat communitymeetings@llefson 1993:235-243). Aspart ofAlberta'sprovincialinitiative,

stakeholders (staff, parents, students, and community members) at each school in Grande Prairie

School Dstrict identified indicators of quality education in the areas of student achievement, school

clirnatg instnrctional qusllty, and funding. Each school developed criteria which reflected stakeholder

concerns (Mestinsek 1993 179-189). This inclusion ofall the stakeholders in the assessment ofschool

quahty represeuts and important step inthe development ofthe concept of school quality as opposed

to the expert only view.

Glasser (1990; 1992) argues that the 'Quality School" is determined by what is taught. Costa &

Liebman (1995) state that 'process is as important as content'. Elliot (1985) reported on an

investigation as to why parents chose a particular school. The frctors identified were

1. Provides a balanced well rounded education.
2. Curriculum eaters for child's personal and academic level,
3. Children are generally happy at the school.
4. Parents can easily approach head/staffon child's progress.
5. Atmosphere at school is personal rather than impersonal
6, The school is well managed and efficient
7. Children get on well with teachers.
8. Discipline is good.
9. Teachers make sure that basic skills are acquired.
10. The school is good at keeping parents informed of the problems and progress of children.
I l. Children are stretched in the classroom.
12. The school has good exam results.
13. Children enjoy lessons.

14. Teachers knowtheir zubjects and howto put them across
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Studies by Petch (1986) and West and Verlaam (1991) examined the views of parents and pupils in

their last year of primary school. Petch asked about the reasons for choosing a school in a city

location and found that the most frequent r@sons to r*et* were that the school was conveniently

situated, the availability of a wider range of courses and the provision of specffic subjects at the

selected school and by the fact that siblings were there. They identified the most important reasons

for selecting the school as being that the child would be happy there, that it was the child's choice and

that the school had better discipline.

One ofthe most detailed studies ofprivate education was carried out by Fox( 1 985). The main reasons

were getting on better in life (28yo), acadernic advantage (23%) and to develop character and foster

discipline (14%\. A more recent study by MON(1989) for the Independent Schools Information

Service specifically exarnine parents reasons for choosing the independent system rather than the state

system. The rnost stated reason was the higher standard of education. AIso mentioned was better

discipline.

Aspects mentioned by West(1992) as important in choice of senior/secondary school were

1. suits child's needs

2. good discipline / well behaved students
3. good exam rezults
4, pleasant buildings and environment
5. pleasant atmosphere
6. good choice of subjects
7. pupils stretched I re,achpoturtial
8. good extra-curricular activities
9. good / competent teachers
10. good relationship between pupils and teachers
I l. encourages responsible attitude towards work
12. good relationships between teachers and pupils
13. good reputation

Hirsch(1995:251) examines the findings of nvo surveys one in Sweden and one in England.
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The Swedistr Survey listed good peer atmosphere, small classes, good teachers and social factors

atrecting students as being most important while the English survey listed child's preference, ease of

travelling child's friends and standard of academic education as being most important.

An examination of these results indicates a wide variety of findings. Many of the differences can be

explained by the different socio-economic conditions which exist in the different countries. For

example facilities do not seem to be much of a fhctor in the Swedish survey. This may be explained

by the fact that because of their sound economic conditiorq schools may not differ much in terms of

the facilities which are available. Thus the factors which parents consider important could differ

markedly from community to community.

The perceptions of students as to what constitutes a good school also needs to be considered.

Patricia Phelan and colleagues (Phi Delta Kappan May 1992:695) exanrined students'perceptions of

what oonstitutes a good school. Firstly students value teachers who recognise and treat them as

individuals. TheD, seek emotiond safety in classrooms from teachers and pc€,fs. Secondly, they want

teachers who care. This may be in the form of extra attention in an academic sense or it may be to

make them feel valued as an individual. The teaching process itselfis also evaluated by students. They

tend to prefer classes where they are actively involved rather than passively receiving instruction.

Another important aspect dealt with is the school environment. This environment constitutes both

social and physical aspects and includes:

a) accessibility of principal
b) general attitude of staffas a group
c) perceived degree of physical ufety
d) t1rpe of interactions between student groups
e) student behaviour generally
f) availability of extra-curricular activities
g) general condition of school facilities

Glover (1992:223) investigated the perceptions ofall the stakeholders in the schools. It was decided
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to approach a defined sample of 30 of each of the stakeholder groups in each of the schools in the

investigation and to ask them to complete a sinple questionnaire which listed 12 possible strengths

of the school and asked them to tick those listed features which they felt to e a strength of the

school. A further 25 interviews were undertaken with a cross-section of the community of each

school to explore the rationale for some ofthe findings from the questionnaire responses and provide

some explanation and evidence to substantiate perceptions. While a similar sa of factors were

identified the inclusion of the perspectives of all stakeholder groups was important. A similar

methodology will be applied in this study.

2.3.5 The Search for Ouality in Southern Africa.

Research on school quality in South Africa can be grouped into three categories namely

a) research done at 'white' schools which focused on achievement, both academic and sporting, as a

measure ofquality. Researchers examined aoadernic resultq ethos ard specifically the role oftradition

while ignoring the effects of facilities (as all of these schools were extremely well resourced).

b) research done at black' schoolswhich focused almost exclusively on the effects oflack of facilities

without looking further than this lack of facilities. These studies tended to conclude that an increase

in facilities would inevitably lead to the creation of quality schools. School success was also defined

in terms of academic success.

c) research done by NGO's and other progressive organisations based on the principles established

in international research andtheguidelines contained in the policy documents ofthe various liberation

organisations.

a) Research at bhite' schools.

This group of research projects is typified by the work of Janson van der Westhuaen & Monteith
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(1993), Kok & Myburgh (1992) and Steyn (1995).

Janson et al (1993) examined the organisational structure of top achieving schools. They make the

point that the organisational culture ofthe schools influences teachers and pupilg as well as academic,

sporting and culturd achievements ofthe school. Ten top achieving Afrikaans medium schools were

chosen on the basis of their academic, sporting and cultural results dudng the period 1986 to 1990.

The following characteristics ofthe organisational climate ofthe top achieving school were identified:

a) Schools for boys perFormed better than schools for girls or co-educational schools.
b) Buildings were well cared for and there were displays featuring students who had performed

well.
c) It appeared as if good sports facilities were conducive to sporting achievemeots.
d) The ethos of the schools was defined in terms of loyalty, pride in the school and the unique

bonding between students and teachers.
e) Tradition also played an important role. The schools'tradition lay in striving for excellence

in everything that was undertaken by all concerned.
f) The schools with the best discipline were those with only one rule, namely, to do nothing that

would damage the good name ofthe school.

Furttrernrore they state that the principal plays an important role by creating a unique organisational

structure in the school. This uniqueness will contribute to a sense of identity which will encourage

loyalty and a sense of belonging.

Kok & Myburgh (1992) conducted a study to determine which criteria figurd most strongly in the

judgement of a school's quality. Three groups of respondents were used namety first-year education

students, third-year education students and teacherswithvarying degrees oforperience. Respondents

were asked to rate the following factors on a 5-point scale ranging from l-unimportant to 5-

important,

l. There is opportunity for individualisation.
2. Students are given opportunities to use their initiative.
3. A variety of activities are offered.
4. Students from different socio-economic backgrounds are successfully accommodated
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(academically and extra-murally)
5. Students voluntarily support intra- and extra-mural activities
6. Students are encouraged to think in a critical and problern solving rnanner.

7. Strong emphasis is placed on mastering basic skills.
8. Students are conzulted on decisions which directly affect thern.
9. A positive style ofdiscipline is employed.
10. Self-discipline is encouraged above external disciptine from teachers.
11. A high percentage of students complete Std 10.

12. The school has good oramination rezults.
13. The school performs well in the sporting and cultural domains.
14. Parents are closely involved in the school's activities.
15. The ideas and aims of the school are clearly stated and made known to the community
16. The school grounds and buildings are constantly maintained in a good and attractive

condition.
17. Teachers are happy at the school.
18. Teachers are treated as professionals and their talents are utilised.
19. The school has a good image externally.
20. Good career guidance occurs.
21. Students are happy at the school.

It was found that significant differences existed between respondemts dependent upon the amount of

experience they had, the teacher training course and the language ofthe high school which they had

attended. Kok & Myburgh conclude that any instrument aimed at determining school quality must be

based on three faaors namely an alignment/directedness on studentg the role of teachers and the

school as a facet of society.

Steyn (1995:2\ mahes the following important points regarding qualityin education. Firstlyhe states

that there are various determinants which affect education namely quality ofthe teachers, physical

facilities, par€nt and community involvement, school ethos, pupil responsibility and style of

management ofthe school. Secondly he emphasises the inctcas€d foqrs, in South African society, on

transparency and accountability where he states that,

'Quality in edtrcation implies that interested parties should be satisfied with the outcomes

or results of education.'

He adds, however, that these outcomes or rezults should not be ssen as only academic and
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oramination standards but that

'Quality in educatiorq in addition transcends the purely quantitative aspect'

b) Research done at black schools.

Typical of the studies in this group were those of Mboya & Mwamwenda (1994) and Mwamwenda

& Mwamwenda (1992).

Mwamwenda & Mwamwenda (1992.4549i) examined teachers views regarding the quality of

education and successful performance in the Primary School Leaving Examinations in Botswana.

They group the factors which affect school quality into two categories namely physical and human

resources. The physical resources identified in the study included adequate zupplies of books,

classrooms, equipment and instnrctional materials. The hurnan resources were teachers who are

competent, efficient and oommitted. They further state that the two sets of resources are

complementary and that

'One without the other is insufficient to bring about quality education.'

Specific factors, which affected school quality, identified in the study were:

Class size
Automatio promotion of students
The need for syllabus based oraminations
The level of difficulty of examinations
Teacher qualifications
Teaching experience
Availability of classrooms
Availability of teaching equipment
Availability of furniture (desks and seats for pupils)
Availability of a library

Mboya & Mwamwenda (1994:385-391) also examined the issue of school successfromthe teacher
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p€rspective. Their study, however, examined the views of secondary teachers. The findings were

similar to those in the earlier study. The two main categories of physical and human resouroes were

identified. The physical resources were described as the n€cessary infrastructure required for use by

teachers. However, the qualities ofthese teachers were only described in terms oftheir acadernic and

professional qualifications ( I 994 : 3 86).

An examination ofa'successful' high school in Soweto (Contreras 1996:35) also defines the zuccess

ofthe school in terms of academic results. It examines the factors which allowed the school to obtain

a 98Yo pass rate in the school leaving examination as compared to a 55Yo pass rate in the school

system. The factors identified as contributing to this success were'committed teacherg strong

disciplinary measures and hard work'.

c) Research by N@'s and progressive organisations.

In South Aftica the Thousand Schools Projeo (TSP) (Mehl et al:1995) aims to improve the quality

of 1000 schools both primary and secondary across the country. The TSP emphasises the ideas ofthe

integration ofthe school into the broader community by means offull stakeholder involvement in the

project. The project built on the experiences of the Chilean 900 Schools Project. Howwer, wtrile the

900 Schools Project focused on the first years of primary education the TSP deals with both primary

and secondary schools.

The TSP focuses on an inryrovement of school quality which it defines in terms ofthe interrelatedness

between the component parts. It defines the improvenrent in qudity as behg in the fields of co-

operation between teachers and principalq positive changes in attitude, improvement in teaching

methodg provision and care ofptrysical resources, ongoing waluation, closer links with parents and

other schools and expectation of higher levels of achievement.
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Anotherprojectlaunchedin SouthA&icaistheEdrtuttionQualitylmprovernentProgramme(EQUP)

of The Education Policy and System Change Unit (EDLIPOL). The EQLIP project identifies quality

as occurring at the classroom level. Furthermore the attainnrent of quality is relatively independent

of national strategy. The community, stafi, parents and pupils need to take responsibility for quality

improvernent and aszurance. The findings of EQUIP support the idea that there is no all-purpose

recipe for success, that how quality is attained in the school is dependent on the charactedstics and

circumstances ofthe school. There are, howeveq certain essential elements which have to present in

the classroom before quallty can be achieved. These factors are a commitment by all the stakeholders

to the achievernent of quality, an improvement in school governance, provision of basic facilities,

improvement ofteacher quality (in-service training), curriculum development and the availability of

textbooks and other materials.

The recentness of the studies examined are a clear indication of the current state of affairs regarding

the examination of school quality in South Africa.

2.2.6 Evaluation of School Success by Educational Administration.

An examination of how the education administration determines school quality also needs to be

examined. In this regard the manual for inspectors of education, with the accompanyrng forms, is

examined as well as the annual reports of the education departments.

The Manual for Inspectors of Education (1986:10) defines the purpose of the inspection as being

'to determine the effectiveness of the school as an educational institutiorq to evaluate

teaching staffand to give guidance to increase the effectiveness of teaching.'
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Furthermore it is stated that since no formal or set procedure existg it is incumbent on each inspector

to develop his (or her) own strategies which a) use tltC least time and b) collect the most information

regarding the ability ofteachers and quality ofwork. Generally Inspectors ofEducation are instructed

to obtain an overall view of the following:

a) condition, accessibility and use of buildings
b) teaching methods and use ofteaching aids
c) studmt activities and achievements
d) general school organisation and the effectiveness of teaching staff
e) extent to which departmental policy, rules and regulations are applied and
f) whether guidance and prescriptions regarding the syllabi are followed.

A number offorms are then completed. The main purpose ofthe inspection appears to be a check on

the use and care ofresources rather than to determine the quality ofthe school. Little evidence could

be found in either the manual or the prescribed forms which indicate anything more than an

e>ramination of physical resources and the most basic judgements of school organisation factors, as

well as student achievement, in terrns of examination rezults. The instnrction that inspectors use as

little time as possible to complete their inspections, perhaps indicates the type ofjudgement which is

required from them.

The Department of Education and Training, in its annual report (DET:1991), measures the

performance of education in terms of three output variables namely matric pass rate and symrbols,

subsequent performance at university and trainability in work situations.

2.3 Conclusion

It is clear from a review of the literature that the concept of school quallty or school success is one

which is not easy to define. Any attempt to define it in terms of one or two dimensions would be an

oversimplification and by its very simplicity misses nnrch of the depth and complority ofthe coqDept.

On the other hand, to dismiss the concept as undefinable or totally unique to each of the schools in
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which it occurs ser.es no purpose. Adams (1993) has identified a number of dimensions relating to

education quahty. These dimensions relate to resource inputs, outcomes or outputs, prooesses,

oontent, reputation and added value. What ig however, perhaps even more important is the way in

which these dimensions are integrated in some way to form more coherent whole.

Much of the research discussed applied an input-output model, later models simply adding to the

complexity of the inputs which were examined and, in many caseq measuring outputs as a narrowly

defined band of academic outcomes. Furthennore, the findings are often contradictory and disregard

contingency theory and the influence of contextual factors. It is my beliefthat the factors identified

by the Effective Schools Movement contribute to schools which are'adequate' rather than being of

a high quality. Thus the concept of effectiveness as applied by the Effective Schools Movernent can

be equated with adequacy. School quality mus however go further than mere effectiveness and these

characteristics can be fourd in the way in which the variotrs aspects ofthe school are combined and

interact. The relationship between school effectiveness and school quality can tlnrs be expressed as

follows:

Sctrol Quallty and
Sdrool lmprownrnt

INADEQUATE ADEOUATE ouALlry

SCHOOLS scHooLs scHooLs

Focus on lnputs

and outBrts

Focus on Processes

Figure 2.5 The relationship between Effective Schools Research and
school quality.

In the South African context it is clear that a large number of schools fall into the 'inadeguatel

Eilecdue Schoob Rcseerch
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category, mainly due to the lack of physical and human resource inputs. And this is reflected in that

many ofthe strategies developed by the educatiodhl administration focus on the inputs ofthe school.

This focus also addresses a need for equity and perhaps the most easily identifiable area where equity

can be achieved is in the area of inputs. These strategies will, however, lead to the development of

adequate rather than quality schoois.

Thus while Mboya & Mwamwenda (1994) correctly argue that quality of education cannot be

obtained without the presence of basic infrastructure of the schoo! they classify the factors

contributing to quality of education into two categories namely human and physical resources. This

once more ignores the interactive nature of the school organisation. It is clear that, as Mboya &

Mwamwenda argue, quality ofeducation cannot occurwithout certain prerequisites such as ptrysical

and human resources. These prerequisites do not, however, guarantee quality of education. It is the

use ofthese resources and the nature of the interactions of all the role players which will determine

the quality of the education and tlte quality of the school. As Donaldson in an article in McGregor

(1990:312) points out:

'Qualitative improvements in basic schooling are not simply achieved through increased

spending...'

InthisregardMcGregor (1990:6) summarisestheessence ofschool qualitywhere he statesthat while

new school buildings and the availability of equipment and other resources are important, they will

not hhrg about an improveme,nt in qualrty on their own. Quality is determined by what happens in

the fuoom i.e. the interaction between teachers and pupils in a learning situation.

$chon| quality is determined by the quality of the educational experiences to which students are

elposed and the willingness of students to make use of these educational opportunities. The main

Snls of schoolquatity is thus what happens in the classroong the interaction between teachers and
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students. However, it must be reme,nrbered that in the school situation there are also learning

opportunities which exist outside ofthe classroom zuch as inthe areas ofqport, cultural activities, the

development of leader*rip skills and the whole process of socialisation. These learning opportunities

thus relate not only to academic development and the acquisition of knowledge but to the

dwelopment of all aspects ofthe shrdent rezulting inwhole+hild dorelopment. All ofthese learning

opportunities need to be considered wherr the quality ofa school is assessed. The creation oflearning

opportunitieg however, is not enough. They are ofno use ifthe students at the school do not make

use of them. Thus the strategies which the school develops to motivate students to take advantage

of the learning experiences offered also play a role.

As school quality is a complex issue it requires meazures which reflect that complexity. While the

variotrs inputs do play a role in the determination of school quality, it is the interaction betweem tlrese

inputs, between the various zub-systenrs within the school which deternrines the degroe of school

success. In this regard the ethos of the schoof the quality and nature of the teacher-student

relationstrips and the quality ofthe outputs Ooth in terms ofacademic achievement and in other areas)

can be used to assess school quality. They do, howeveq also influence each other and this must be

taken into account when school quality is determined.

A further advantage ofthese measures is the fact that they are assessable and understandable to the

various stakeholder groups. This is important in that it is my belief that school quality should be

determined by all stakeholder groups. The reason for this is two-fold. Firstty in terms ofthe increased

involvement of the stakeholder groups in the functioning and governance of schools, there is a need

for these groups to assess school quality. Secondly the psychological and motivational impact on

these groups. Belonging to a zuccessful organisation, in this case a school, serves to motivate

participation in the functioning of the school.
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ETHOS

TEACHER.
STUDENT

RELATIONSHIPS

OUTPUTS

Figure 2.6 Three areas identified in this study to be used to
assess school quality.

These dimensions also interact with each other but, more importantly reflect the interactions of

resources, indMduals and groups within the school. While resources, both human and physical, are

not important in themselves they are vitally important in terms ofhow they affect the quality of the

dimensions identified above. Sindlarly leadership is only important in terms of how it affects the ethos

ofthe school, the quality of classroom interactions and the quality ofthe output ofthe school. This

implies that because of the interactional and situational aspects school quality can be achieved in

different ways. There is thus no single recipe for success. Df[erent situations require diff[erent

combinations of the Educational Mix (physical and human resources, leadership, community

involvernent, interpersonal relations). As long as the minimum level of provision is met for each of

these factors, other factors can compensate for their deficiencies.

It is in the light ofthe above conclusions that the issue of school quality and how it is assessed by the

various stakeholder groups will be examined.

I
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CI{APTER 3. RESEAncn ujrsouor,ocv

3.1. General Approach

The purpose of this study is to determine how the various stakeholders, - namely educational

administrators, staff, parents and pupils-, assess the degree ofsuccess ofa secondary school. The term

case study as applied in this study uses the interpretation of Simons (Burgess 1989:l 16) where she

states

'Case study is not a method as is sometimes assumed, but a foors of study, whether that focus

a single classroonq institution or system. The essential feature is the case.'

r With regard to the choice of methods she has the following to say,

'Choice of methods is related to the purpose of the study and the nature of the case. A wide

, range of methods (both quantitative and quaJitative) may be utilized if they facilitate an

understanding of the case.'

In this case study three instruments were used namely:

a) an initial interview to identifi the factors which the various groups considered important when

determining school success;

b) a questionnaire, based on the factors identified in the initial interview and from the literature

review, to determine the importance which the various role-pleyers ascribe to the various factors and

c) follow up interviews to clarify and explain the results of the questionnaire and why groups

considered certain factors to be of greater or lesser importance.

Thus, a combination of qualitative and quantitative methods were used to give the data width and

depth.

Standard Mne and Ten students were used in the sttrdy. It was reasoned tltt:
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a) they had been exposed to the school for a zufficient length oftime to make an ffirmed judgernent;

b) they were mature enough to deal with the issues raised in the study, and;

c) their verbal skills would enable them to deal with the instruments as required.

lnspectors ofEducation (Circuit Managers)r were selected to represent the Education Authorities as

they were directly involved in the detennination of school quality from the perspective of the

Department of Education.

3.2. School Context

A school located in the Southern Suburbs of the Western Cape was selected. It is a single medium

@nglish) high school with a student population of 804 students who come from a variety of socio-

economic backgrounds. Students live in widely spread areas zuch as Wynberg, Heathfield, Mtchell's

Plain and Retreat. These areas are representative of various socio-economic strata. Students travel

to school mainly by bus and train. The school has 4l teachers. The school has a strong radition with

large numbers ofparents and teachers who previously attended the school (currently (1996) I I ofthe

4l teachers attended the school). It enjoys a good reputation partially indicated by the fact that in

excess of six hundred applications are received fbr enrolment annually for one hundred and eighty Std

6 places. The school is consistantly among the top performing schools in the final matriculation

examinations. The PTSA @arent - Teacher - Student Association), established in 1985, partly as a

rezult of student and community dernands at that time, is highly involved in the school and

negotiations are under way to have the PTSA recognised as the governing body ofthe school. At this

time (June 1997) the

issue is still unresolved.

1 With the reorganisation of the Department of Education,
Inspectors of Education have become Circuit Managers and Chief
Inspectors have become Area Managers.
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The researcher is currently employed as a teacher at the school and occupies the post of Head of

Department at the school. The possibility of bias was taken into consideration when the

questionnaires and interview schedules were constructed. Great care \ ias exercised in defining the

new role which the researcher performed In this regard the fact that the researcher was on leave and

was not actively teaching at the school during the data collection stages assisted in the process. The

primary reasons for selecting this school related to the ease of access and the ability ofthe researcher

to draw ofhis personal experiences at the school.

3.3.Permission to conduct the studv.

Permission to conduct the study was obtained July 1996 in accordance with the regulations as set out

in the Western Cape Education Department circular (0055/96) dealing with research in educational

institutions. Once the permission was granted by the Education Department the principal ofthe school

was approached and access to the school negotiated.

3.4Initial interview

3.4.1 Purpose

The purpose of the initial intenriew was to identifi the factors which the different stakeholders used

to assess the degree of school success. They were also used to confirm and refine the criteria

identified from the literature review

3.4.2 Procedure:

Semi-structured interviews were used. Notes were taken during the interviews where new criteria

emerged. The interviews were recorded on audio tape. Eight areas, identified from the literature

rerriew and from the experience ofthe researcher, were the primary focus ofthe interviews, although

respondents were free to add to the categories if it was deerned necessary by them (see APPENDIX
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A . PRELIMINARY INTERVIEW SCTIEDULE).

The interviews were piloted among a group of Standard Eight and university students to refine the

procedure and interview schedule. Twenty such interviews were conducted. The respondents were

not associated with the school which was the subject of the study. While no major changes resulted

in the procedure and schedule, it proved to be a worthwile exercise in that a rephrasing of some

questions did occur to improve clarity and to elicit wider discussion.

3.4.2.3 Selection of respondents and characteristics

3.4.2.3.1 General sampling procedure

Purposive sampling was used. Since the purpose of the initial interview was to get as many differant

view points as possible. This sampling strategy was deemed suitable by Mouly (1970:190).

3 .4.2.3.2 Circuit Managers:

Three circuit managers, who did not serve in the Wynberg reglorL were selected. Due to the small

number (7) of circuit managers in the Wynberg region it was decided to use the Wynberg circuit

managers for the final interviews.

3.4.2.3.3 Teachers:

Seven teachers were selected which included the Principal, a Deputy-Principal, and teachers to cover

the areas oflanguage, the humanities, natural sciences, mathematics, commerce and practical srbjeas.

Teachers were also selected to show variety in the following areas: gender; qualifications, marital

status, number of children and experience as it was felt that these factors could impact on their

perception of school quality
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3.4.2.3.4 Students:

Five students were selected to give variety in terms of gender, academic results (as indicated by their

symbol in the final examination of 1995), intention to study further, home language, leadership

position (SRC and prefects)

3.4.2.3.5 Parents

Five parents of sfudents currently at the school were selected to represent as many views as possible

with regard to the following criteria: gender, ex-student of the school, single parent or two parent

family, home language, socio-ec,onomic status (as indicated by job and residential area), acadernic

performance of child and school involvernent (membership of PTSA or governing body).

3.4.3 Method of analysis

fu the purpose of the initial interviews was questionnaire construction, the interviewees responses

were checked against the preliminary questionnaire which had been constructed using the criteria

identified in the literature review. Criteria were added where necessary while some of the criteria

became more focused as a resrlt of the initid interviews. AlthouglL it was not the purpose of the

initid interviews to determine trends, some trends did emerge. Firstly, the respondents emphasised

the human nature of the school by placing great importance on the interpersonal relationships which

occurwithinthe school. Secondly, examination results did not rate amongthsmost important factors

(although respondents felt that'others'considered them to be amongst the most important factors).

Thirdly, that respondents had strong feelings as to how other people assessed the quality of a school

and often expressed strong disagreement with the views which these'other'people held.

3.5. Orestionnaire

3.5.1Purpose:
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The purpose ofthe questionnaire was to daermine the impdttance which the various groups allocated

to the criteria for school organisational success identified from the literature review and initial

interviews.

3.5.2 Pilot study

The questionnaire was piloted among a group of parents, students and teachers not associated with

the school in order to refine the instrument. Thirty such questionnaires were administered. While no

major changes resulted in the questionnaire, it proved to be a worthwhile o(€rcise in that a rephrasing

of some questions did occur to improve the clarity and comprehensibility of the questions.

3.5.3 Structure

The questionnaire consisted of four parts, namely a biographical data sheet (which was different for

each ofthe stakeholder groups - see APPENDIX B) and a rating section where the respondents were

required to rate the criteria (this section was the same for all the respondents). A section where

respondents had to give the five most important criteria (which determined their assessment) and a

section to determine their availability for a follow-up interview (see APPENDIX C for rating, ranking

and availability sections) was also utilised. The questionnare was accompanied by a covering letter

which briefly explained the purpose of the study (APPENDD( D).

3.5.3.1 Biographical data sheets

The questions in the biographical data sheets were used to describe the respondents in terms of

characteristics which could possibly affect the respondents'assessment of school quality.

a) Teachers

Questions in the section related to gender, teaching experiance, subjects taught, post, level, whether

the teacher was an ex-student ofthe school studied, whether the teacher had school age children ard
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the qualifications which the teacher had obtained, as well as, the institution where the qualffications

were obtained.

b) Students

Questions in this section related to age, gender, standard, academic performancg intention to study

furtheE home language, leadership positioq who they live with and socio-economic status.

c) Parents

This section related to gender, relationship to student, socio-economic status, high school attended,

child's acadernic performance and mernbership of the PTSA.

d) Circuit managers

Duetothe small numberofcircuit rumagers involved (7) no attempwas madeto identify zub-groups

for analysis.

3.5.3.2 Rating section

3.5.3.2.1 Purpose

The purpose ofthis section was to determine the importance allocated by the respondents to each of

the criteria. This was done by means of a S-point Likert scale with the following points:

I - no importance
2 - little importance
3 - some importance
4'much importance
5 - great importance.

3.5.3.2.2 Structure

The questions were divided into eight areas namely academic results, students, resources and

facilities, teachers, principal, ex-students, ethos ofthe school and school organisation factors. These

corresponded to the areas identified from the literature review and which fit in with the model

proposed in this study.
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A total of 86 criteria were presented in the following categories:

Academic results
Students
Resources and facilities
Teachers
Principal
Ex-students
Ethos
School organisation

t2

8

7

8

8

l0
l8
l5

Under each of the criteria provision was made for the respondents to add comments.

3.5.3.3 Ranking section

Reqpondents were asked to rank the five most important determinants of their assessment of school

quality. They could however, give fewer if they so desired. Provision was made for comments.

Respondents could also add criteria which they considered important which were not included in the

questionnaire.

3.5.3.4 Follow-up interview section

This section was designed to get respondents for the follow-up interviews. Those willing to be

interviewed provided their names and contact numbers while those not willing to be interviewed

deleted the section.

3.5.4 Procedure

3.5.4.1 Selection of respondents

As the analysis of the questionnaire data was to be computerised it was decided to apply the

questionnaire to a random sample of the identified stakeholder groups.

The following numbers of questionnaires were iszued to the relevant stakeholder groups:
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Standard Nine and Ten students: One hundred and twenty students, out of two hundred and forty-

seven, were selected from standards nine and ten. Random sampling was applied using the class lists

and a table of random numbers.

Parents: One hundred and rwenty parents were selected in the same way as the students.

Teachers: All forty-one teachers were selected.

Circuit Managers: All seven circuit managers serving in the Wynberg Region were selected.

3.5.4.2 Application of the questionnaire

All respondents were given the opportunity to return questionnaires uncompleted if they wished.

a) Students.

Questionnaires were handed to students.They were asked to complete them at home. The completed

questionnaires were returned to the researcher at the school.

b) Teachers.

The same procedure was follwed for the teachers.

c) Parents.

Sealed and addressed questionnaires were sent to parents ofthe students. An orvelope was included

so that parents could seal the questionnaires. Parents complaed the questionnaires at home. The

sealed questionnaires were returned via the students to the researcher at the school.

d) Education administration.

Questionnaires were mailed to the circuit managers. Envelopes and the necessary return postage were

included. Completed questionnaires were mailed to the researcher. Due to a poor initid response a

follow-up letter was sent with a second copy of the questionnaire (APPENDIX E).

3.5.4.3 Method of analysis

Frequency tables were generated for the rating section. Factors were considered to be of great
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importance to stakeholder groups if fifty percent or more of the respondents in a group rated the

factor as being ofgreat importance. A factorwas considered to be ofmuch importance iffifty percent

or more of the respondents rated it as being of much or of great importance. The ranking section was

analysed by means of frequency tables for both individual factors as well as for the groups of factors

indentified previously. Differences between groups and within groups were analysed by means ofthe

median test and cross tabulations including chi-square.

3.6 Follow-up interviews

3.6.1 hrrpose

The purpose of the follow-up interviews was to investigate why the respondents had considered

certain factors more important than others. Thus, the interviews aimed at determining why certain

factors were important to the difEerent stakeholder groups, i.e. how they impacted on school quality

from the perspective of the particular stakeholder group.

3.6.2 Selection of interviewees

A random sample2 was taken from the repondents who had indicated that they were willing to be

interviewed. Five respondents were selected from each group except for the circuit managers. Only

one of the circuit managers was willing to be interviewed.

3.6.3 Procedure

The interviews were of a semi-structured nature. Each interview lasted between thirty and fifty

minutes. Some interviewees were interviewed more than once to clarify issues which had arisen in the

first interview. Interviews were recorded on audio tape and transcribed.

2Questionnaires were allocated a number upon receipt. These
nurnbers were then used in conjunction wlth a table of random
number to select the sample.
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The interviews related to the eight areas identified in the questionnaire. Interviewees were questioned

as to

a) how the various factors aftected them,

b) how the various factors afrected school quality and

c) how they would describe the various factors as they would occur in a good school.

3.6.4 Analysis

Interviews w€re then analysed to identify the themes and reasons why certain factors were considered

more important than others, to the various stakeholder groups.
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CIIAPTER 4. ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA

4.1. Initiel Interviews

As prwiously indicated, the purpose of the initial interviews was to identify the factors which the

various stakeholder groups consider important when judging the success of a school and to see to

what extent the factors identffied from the literature rerriew w€re appropriate. The interviews ranged

from 20 to 45 minutes and were characterised by the high degree of enthusiasm of the interviewees

to participate in the study.

In general the factors identified in the literature review were supported and confirmed in varying

degrees. Respondents (teachers, students, parents and circuit managers) tended to emphasise

interpersonal relationships and psychological / motivational aspects. Many had strong feelings about

how others judged schools and often these factors were mentioned by the respondent with the

comment that '... while many other people consider this factor importan[ I do not.' Two zuch factors,

frequently mentioned, were examination results, which'... while they are important are not the most

important thing' and ex-students who are accepted to study medicine which was often accompanied

by comments questioning why other professions did not enjoy similar importance by'some people'.

These types of comments were used to refine the questionnaire structure. Another interesting trend

cited was the way in which schools were compared to each other rather than against some theoretical

yardstick.

4.2. Questionnaires

General

As indicated earlier, when analysing the rating section i.e. the section when respondents are ask6d to

rank factors as being of no, little, some, much or great importance, the factor was considered to be

of great importance if fifty percent or more ofthe respondents rated it as being ofgreat importarrce
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and was considered to be of much importance if fifty percent or more of the respondents rated it is

being of much or ofgreat importance (APPEND[X F). Provision was made for conrments to be added

under each of the criteria which were rated. Both the rating of the criteria and the comments were

used for the analysis of responses.

4.2.1. Students

4.2. I .1 Characteristics of student respondents.

An response rate of 93,3Yo (ll2ll20) was obtained for the student respondents. Of the ll2

respondents6? (55,4%o) were female. Based on the occupations of their parents and their residential

areas and using the guidelines laid down by Schlernmer (1979),85 (75,9/o) were classified as middle

class and 26 (23.4o/o) as working class . Using their rezults in the most recent examination (June 1996)

nine (8,1olo) wene classified as high achievers, forty-four (39.60/o) as medium achievers and forty-six

(41.4%) as low achieversr. Thirteen (ll,6yo) did not indicate their symbol or were not classffied in

the last examination. The majority of the student respondents lived with both parents (84.5%).

Students in leadership positions (prefects or members ofthe SRC) constituted 29,5yo ofthe student

respondents. Standard Nine students represented 57 ,lyo ofthe respondents and standard tens 42,9/o.

4.2.1.2 Analysis of student resporurcs

4.2.1.2.1 The rating section

In this section students were asked to rate a number offactors as being of no(l), little (2), some(3),

much (4) or great importance(S) when they judgs the quality of a school. The most striking result of

the analysis of the student responses was the number of factors which the student respondents

considered important. Of the 86 factors in the questionnaire 73 were rated as being of much (4) or

,High achievers obtained A or B aggregate symbols, medium
achievers C or D aggregate symbols and low achievers E or lower.
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of great (5) importance by fiffy percent or more of the student respondents.

The data reveals a clear indication that the student respondents consider a large number of factors as

playrng a role in the determination of school quality. Only academic grouping had more than fifty

percent (60.4%) of the respondents rating it of no (1) or little (2) importance. Comments added to

the ratings indicated that a) different factors played a role at different times and b) that the factors

affect each other and are difficult to separate. The factors which students rated as being most

important to them were those which fifty percent of more rated as being of great importance (5).

There were twenty-seven such factors. The factors were:

Teble 4.1
FACTORS RATED OF GREAT TMPORTANCE (s) BY s0% OR MORE OF
THE STUDENT RESPONDENTS (N:l r2).

Factor 7o respondents
rating factor 5

79.5
78.6
76.8
71.4
71.2
7 t.2
69.4
68.8
67.0
67.0
65.2
65.2
il.3
63.9
62.7
59.8
59.5
57.1

56.3
55.9
55.5
53.6
53.2

Teacher attitude towards education

Quality ofteaching
Teacher attitude towards students
Teacher attitude towards the school
Subject choice
Teaching methods
The principal
Motivation glven to students
Student- student relationships
Teacher enthusiasm
Teachers
Matric Pass Rate
Career and vocational guidance
Teachers having a basic teaching qualification
Principal's organisational and administrative skills
Student-teacher relationships
Principal's interpersonal skills
Availability of basic facilities
Student behaviour
Student involvement in decision making
Student attitude towards education
Principal's experience as principal
Type of rules which the school has

Recognition of achievement of students (academic and

sporting / cultural) 52.3
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Drop out rate
Teacher experience

Size of classes (number of students)

51.4
50.9
50.0

Further examination ofthe factors rated as being of great irnportance rer,reals that teachers (8), school

programme and its organisation (5), ethos (4) and the principal (4) constitute the large majority of

the responses while resrlts (2), facilities (2), students (2) and ex-students (0) are considered by

students to be of lesser importance although they did play a role. To further underline the fact that

quality is the result of many factors students ranked an average of 34 factors of being of great

importance.

4.2.1 .2.2 Rankine section

In this section the respondents were asked to rank the five most important factors which they

considered when determining the quality of a school. Of the student respondents,40.2o/o indicated

that they had difficulty ranking the five most important because a) many factors were important and

b) because the factors were interrelated. While a number of respondents did not explicitly state that

it was a combination of factors and that ranking was difficult it became clear that this was the case

when the factors ranked were combinations of many factors such as

' A good school is defined by the type of students and teactrers that are at the school and

by their attitude towards life and education in general.'

The single most conrmon factor was student teacher relationships which was mentioned by 52%o of

the student respondents. The importance ofinterpersonal relationships and the psychological aspects

such as motivatioq pride and a sense of belonging were emphasised by the reasons given as to why

some ofthe other factors were important.
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ANALYSIS OF TTIE DIFFERENT CATEGORIES OF FACTORS.

Ethos

Factors relating to the ethoV climatd atmosphere of the school were mentioned by 7l,5yo of the

students when they ranked the most important factors which affected theirjudgment ofschool qualrty.

The factors which were rated as being of greet importance by fifty percent or more of the student

respondents lvere: student-teacher relationships (60%), student-student relationships (670/o), student

involvement in decision-making (56yo), type of rules which the school has (53%) and the type of

motivation which students receive (69/o) All these factors atrect students directly. The type of

atmosphere which the students described was one based on 'co-operation', 'working together', 'unity',

'pride', 'mutual respect' and a 'sense of belonging'. Many sfudents described as important the

interaction between all the groups involved in the school and that 'good relationships make a better

school'.

The factors which were rated as being of much or great importance by student respondents were: the

ethos / climate / atmosphere of the school in general (79o/o), student-principal relationships (71%),

teacher-teacher relationships (74Yo), teacher-principal relationships (80%), teacher-parents

relationships (65%), principal-parent relationships (69/o), the extent to which morals and values are

taught (76%), the extent to which excellence is emphasised (58%), the extent to which growth and

development is emphasised (68%), teacher involvernent in decision-making (68%) and opportunities

for teacher development (72%). Only the roles played by religion (34%) and tradition(39/o)were

rated as being of much or great important by less than fifty percent of the student respondents.

Interestingly, while religion was not considered to be of great importance, the teaching of morals and

values was.
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The data collected indicated that ethos plays a very important role in the way in which students

determine the degree of zuccess of a school and that'Students and teachers should feel comfortable

so that they can work easier together (sic)'.

Students

Factors relating to students were mentioned by 56,8Yo ofthe student respondents when asked to rate

the factors which they considered most important when determining school success.

Student behaviour (56%) and student attitude towards education (56%) were rated asbeing ofgeat

importancc by the majority of student respondents. They felt that 'it was the student who gave the

school a good name i.e. promote the school, not only academically, but also in their manner and

dress'. When describing the behaviour of the students most of the comments referred to discipline.

While the student respondents felt that 'discipline forms the backbone of the school' and that

'discipline makes a good school', they felt that it was important that students learn to discipline

themselves and that 'discipline must have a limit - students must not fear teachers and the principal'.

Ofthe factors relating to students, characteristics or qualities ofstudent s (7 I .5Yo), student appearance

(54.5yo), student attitude towards the school (77.6%) and student participation in sporting and

cultural activities (76.50/o) were rated as being of much or grcet importance by more than fifty

percent ofthe student respondents. Only student excellence in cultural and sporting activities (36.6%)

were rated as being of much or great importance by less than fifty percent ofthe student respondents.

Students played an important role when students assessed school qualrty in that it was felt that many

ofthe student attitudes and behaviour patterns were as a rezult of school factors.

Teachers
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Factors relating to teachers were mentioned by S5,9Yo of the student respondants when ranking the

factors which they considered most important when daermining school success. The qualities or

characteristics of teachers were ratd as being of great importance by 65.2Yo of the student

respondents.

The attitude of teachers was considered to be of grcat importance with the attitude of the teachers

towards education, the school and students being considered ofgreat importance by 79.5Yo,71.4yo

and76.80/o of student respondents respectively. It was felt that teachers should'love what they do'

and that 'teaching is more than just a job'. Students often used the word'dedicated'to describe what

teachers should be. While students felt is was important that teachers are able to 'teach well' or as one

student put it 'a good teachers will be able to let you understand what is being taught', they also

indicated that teachers should be tolerant, patient, understanding and have the ability to 'relate to

students'. The role of the teacher as a motivator was emphasised.

As far as teacher qualifications are concerned students felt that basic qualifications were of great

importance (63.y/o) because'... obviously we need to be taught by someone with at least basic

teaching skills', and the'... teachers need to know what is going on'as far as their subjects are

concerned. With regards to advanced qualifications it was felt that they'enriched the teache/ but had

liule eftect on student and the quality of the classroom interaction (13.5% rated them as being of

great importance).

Other factors relating to teachers which more than fifty percent of student respondents considered

to be of great importance were teacher enthusiasm (67%) and quality ofteaching (78.6%).

Of the factors relating to teachers the following were rated as being of much or great importance by
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more than fifty percent of the student respondants: qualities or characteristics of teachers in general

(gzyo),basicteachereducation(92.6yo),teacherexperience(70 .9/o),teacher attitudetowardsparorts

(77 .4%) and teacher involvement in sports and cultural qgtivities (59.8%). Only teacher appearance

(38.4%) and advanced teacher training (46.5%)were not rated as being ofmuch or great importance

by the majority of student respondents.

The data collected indicates that students consider teachers to be an important frctor when they judge

the degree of zuccess of a school and that teachers have a profound effect on students especially in

the emotional and psychologcat domains. The extent to which teachers'care'was considered to be

of the utmost importance.

Facilities

Facilities were mentioned by 3l,lo/o of the student respondents when asked to rank the most

important factors determining the quality or success of a school.

Student respondents rated basic facilities (57,lyo) atdclass size (50%) as being ofgreat importence.

They felt that facilities were not important in themselves but were important because 'facilities provide

a zuitable environment, which will stimulate the learning process'thus implying that the effective use

ofthe facilities were the key.

Of the factors relating to facilities the following were rated as being of much or grcat importance

by fifty percent or more ofthe student respondents: facilities in general (&.3yo),the condition ofthe

facilities (77.4yo), external appearance of the school (Str/o), basic sports facilities (61.7%) and

advanced facilities (55.4%). Many of the respondents mentioned the effects of a lack of facilities

rather than the positive effects of the availability of facilities. While this seems to indicate that

,l
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advanced facilities would be of lesser importance, advanced facilities were rated as being ofmuch or

great importance by 55.4Yo ofthe student respondents. However, much ofthe importance attached

to 'advanced facilities' related to the importance of computers. The student respondents felt that

'Computers skills are a must in today's world.' and that 'all students must be computer literate'. None

of the comments referred to any other type of 'advanced facility'.

Only advanced sports facilities (25.9/0) were rated as being ofmuch or great importance by less than

fifty percent ofthe student respondents with students feeling that \re are doing fine without them'.

While facilities were seen, by the student respondents, as providing the infra-structure necessary to

teaching to take place they were not considered important in themselves.

Academic results.

Acadernic results played an important role for 30,3yo of the student respondents when ranking the

most important factors.

Acadernic rezults did play a role in judging school quality because students saw them as a measure

ofthe interaction between students and teachers. While some students felt that '... exams aren't a true

reflection of a student's true capability ..'and that'I dont think it is a true reflection of what we are

truly capable of, others felt that it 'reflects not only the student's ability but the teacheds...' and that

'...it reflects that teaching is taking place at the school'. The two factors relating to academic rezults

which more than fifty percent ofthe student respondents considered to be of great importance were

matric pass rate (65.2%) and drop out rate (51.4%). Interestingly both of these are aggregate

measwes of the school rather than individual measures such as the number of 'A'aggregates which

students felt were'due to the students'ability'rather than the school.
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The following factors relating to academic rezults were all rated as being ofmuch or great importance

by more than fifly percent of the student respondents: acaderllilc results in general (81.3%),matric

pass rate (84.8yo), matric exemptions (56.2yo), matric ayerage marks (66.4yo), standard six to nine

pass rate (61.7o/o) and the drop out rate(6.70/o). This indicates that, while academic results were not

seen by the student respondents as the most important determinants of school quality, they did play

a role.

School orogramme and its organisation

Factors relating to the school programme and its organisation were mentioned by 2l,lYo of the

student respondents when ranking the most important factors they considered when determining the

degree of school succiess. The school programme and its organisation was considered to be of great

importance by 46,4Yo of the student respondents.

The factors which students rated asbeing ofgreat importance were subject choice (7l,2yo),teaching

methods (7l,2yo), careerguidance (&,3Yo)and recognition ofachievement(52,3Yo). Subject choice

was considered important both as preparationforfurther studies and also asrecognitionofthe student

as an individual i.e. that'students have different interests'.

The following factory relating to the school programme and its organisation, were rated as being of

much or great importance bV fifty percent or more ofthe student respondents: the school programme

and its organisation in general (79.lyo), communication with parents (72.9/o), parental involvement

(59.4o/o), frequency of evaluation and testing (63%), needs of average achievers are met (63.6yo),

needs of low achievers are met (72.5yo), students are given challenging work in the classroom

(63.6%) and efficient use oftime (80. t%). Students felt very strongly that acadernic grouping should

not occur as it'affects people's self-esteem' and that'sfudents do learn from one another'.
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Thus while the school proganxne and its organisation were clearly not amongst the most important

factors when students judged school quality, these factors do play a role in that judgement. This is

especially true of subject choice, car@r guidance and the recognition of achievement.

The orincioal

The principal was considered to be ofgreat importance by 68,8% ofthe student respondents althotrgh

factors relating to the principal were only mentioned by ll,9/o of the student respondents when

ranking the most important factors.

Many of the student respondents saw the principal as an example or role model and an embodiment

of the values which the school promotes. Both the interpersonal skills (59,57o) - TIe must be able to

relate to students'and'he must be approachable'- and organisational ability (62.7%) ofthe principal -

'he is in charge and the school and must know what is happening in the school' - were considered of

great importance by more than fifty percent of the student respondents.

All the factors relating to the principal were rated as bring of much or grcet importance by fifty

percent or more of the student respondents. These factors were: qualities or characteristics of the

principal (89.Tyo), educational qualifications ofthe principal (81.8%), the appearance ofthe principal

(61.9/o), the experience of the principal as a teacher (83.7Yo), the experience of the principal as a

principal (8trlo) and the principal's community involvement (68%.4). Once agairq although factors

relating to the principal did not feature in many students' selection ofthe most important factors, it

is apparent that these factors do play a role in the way in which students determine school quality or

success. The main influence ascribed by students to the principal seemed to be the effect of the

principal on the overall ethos of the school.
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Ex-students

The student respondents considered the factors relating to ex-students as being oflesser importance

when determining the degree of success of a school. Factors relating to ex-students were only

mentioned by 5,5Yo ofthe student respondents when ranking the most important factors. Only l7,lo/o

of the student respondents considered characteristics and qualities of ex-students to be of great

importance.

The student respondents felt that while'school has a tremendous effect on what we become' and that

'high school makes you what you are', what happened to ex-students once they had left the school

was largely up to thern and that it was 'their life' and that in general achievements of ex-students were

not the most important deternrinants of school quality. This was confirmed by the fact the none ofthe

factors which related to ex-students were among those rated as being of great impoftance by fifty

percent or more of the student respondents.

Howwer, the following factors were rated as being of much or great importance by fiftV percent or

more of the student respondents: ex-students in general (5l.3yo), type of jobs ex-students get

(50.9/o), ex-students accepted for further studies (65.4yo), ex-stud€nts accepted at universities

(59.8%), ex-students who complete their professional qualifications (60.3%), the quality of citizens

which qr-students become (51.8%) and the attitude ofex-students towards the school (53.6%). Only

the number of ex-students accepted to study medicine (29.5o/o) was rated by less than fifty percent

of the student respondents as being of much or of great importance. While this measure was

traditionally used within the school which was studied to determine school success, possibly because

ofthe stringent entrance requirements, students questioned as to'why only this'and'what about other

professions'.
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Thus, while factors relating to ex-students do play i tole when students determine the degree of

succ€ss of a school, the role is a relatively minor one.

Differences between student eroups

The student respondents showed a high degree of homogeneity. Of the 6022 comparisons between

groups only 20 (3,3oA) showed significant differences at the .05 level (this is the minimum level at

which one can be sure that the differences identified exist in the population and are not caused by the

sampling techniques). See APPENDIX G for the differences.

Summary of student resoonses.

While factors relating to ethos, students and teachers were mentioned most frequently as the most

important factors, the data indicates that the vast majority of the factors, identified in the study, play

a role when students determine the success or quality of a school. The fact that73 of the 86 factors

were rated as being of much or great importance and that students rated an average of 34 factors as

being of great importance is a clear indication ofthis. Furthermore their comments indicate that they

see interactions between the factors which makes consideration of the factors in isolation dfficult.

Ofthe nrenty-seven factors which they considered to be most important, most were related to people

and their attitudes and interactions with each other. In this regard the relationship between students

and their teachers appears to be central to their determination of school quality. Students were clearly

greatly influenced by their teachers.

The quality of the teachers attitude towards both the job and the students were vital to the students

assessment of school quality. The extent to which teachers \ilere prepared to 'get involved' with

'86 facta.r 4owared !n ? 4ffer.nt vaF i... geder. !4cio-..onod. !tatu!. fdly !tEuctur", !nt4ntion to !tudy further, leader!Up polition,
ltrndaEd.trd.rdnaBlon r€lult 1n the Iast.rdn.aion.
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students 'as individuals' was seen by students as the key to school sucoess. Similarly student

willingness to participate and to involve themselves in lessons and the school in general were also

considered vitd. The student respondents, however, felt that this was largely dependent on the ethos

of the school, especially the attitude of teachers towards them.

Students were greatly influenced by the ethos ofthe school. They needed to feel 'safe', 'comfortable',

Valued as individuals' and a sense ofbelonging This greatly influenced how they perceived the actions

of teachers and the principal.

As expected students rated factors which atrect thern directly as being important but perhaps even

more revealing was the fact that they also rated factors which did not atrect them directly as being

of importance e.g. teacher-teacher relationships and teacher involvement in decision-making. The

other factors such as facilities, the principal and the school prograflme and its organisation lvere

considered to be important in that they impacted upon the interaction between students and teachers.

The role played by academic results was that they were important in that they meazured an important

aspect of schooling. However, other aspects were considered as important, or in some cases more

important than acadenric results. Thus academic results were not listed amongst tlre most important

factors. Similarly factors relating to ex-students were considered to be of lesser importance.

Perhaps the most telling comment which reveals the psychological and motivation aspects of school

quality from the student perspective is the following:

' Quality does not necessarily mean the best, quality comes about how you feel about your

school.'
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4.2.2. Teachers

4.2.2.I Characteristics of the Teacher Respondents

The questionnaire was administered to forty-one teachers i.e. the full staffcompliment. There was a

response rate of 80,4% (33 out of 4l ) by the teacher respondents. Fifteen (45,5yo) of the respondents

were female and eighteet(54,5%o) rnale. The experience ofthe teachers ranged from those in their

first year of teaching to teachers haring 29 years experience. Of the respondents, six ( I E,2olo) had less

than five years teaching experience, fourteen (42,4yo) had betrveen five and ten years teaching

experience and thirteen (39,4yo) had more than ten years teaching experience. Six (l8,2yo) of the

respondents occupied management positions i.e. promotion posts (head of department, deputy

principal, principal). Nineteen (57,6yo) ofthe respondents had children. All the teacher respondents

had at least a basic teaching qualification of three years post- matric study and ten (30,3Yo) had

advanced qualifications i.e. B.Ed, Honours or Masters degrees. Ten (30,3Yo) of the teacher

respondents were ex-students of the school. Teachers had mainly obtained their teaching

qualifications at the University of the Western Cape (13) and the University of Cape Town (12).

4.2.2.2 Analysis of teacher responses.

4.2.2.2. I Rating section

Ofthe 86 factors in the quesionnaire 75 were rated as of much (4) or of great (5) importance by fifty

percent of more of the teacher respondents. Thirty-four ofthe factors were rated ofgreat importance

(5) bV fifty percent or more ofthe teacher respondents.

Table 4.2
FACTORS RATED OF GREAT IMPORTAIICE (5) BY Sff/o OR MORE OF
TI{E TEACI{ER RESPONDENTS (N:33)

Factor 7o respondents
rating factor 5

E7.9
78.8
78.8

Principals interpersonal skills
Teacher attitude towards education
Teacher attitude towards students
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Quality of teaching
School programme and its organisation
Principal's organisational and administrative skills
Efficient use of time
Teacher enthusiasm
Student auitude towards education
EthoV climate,/ atmosphere of school
Motivation given to students
Teacher attitude towards the school
Student-teacher relationships
Extent to which morals and ethics are taught
Oppornrnities for teacher development
Availability of basic facilities
Teachers
Size of classes (number of students)
Teachers having a basic teaching qualification
The extent to which gfowth is emphasised
Drop out rate
Recognition of achievement of students (acadernic and
sporting / cultural)
The needs of average achiwing students are met
Students gtven challenging work in class
Career and vocational guidance
The Principal
Student attitude towards the school
Teacher involvement in decision making
Teacher-principal relationships
Principal's community involvement

Qualrty of citizens which ex-students become
Student behaviour
Student-student relationships
Parental involvement

78.8
72.7
72.7
7t.9
69.7
69.7
69.7
69.7
66.7
66.7
63.6
63.6
63.6
63.6
60.6
60.6
57.6
57.6

56.3
56.3

56.3
56.3

54.5

54.5

54.5
54.5

51.5
51.5
5 r.5
s1.5
50.0

An average of 35 factors were rated 5 (of great importance) by the teacher respondents. While the

majority of the most important factors related to ethos (9), teachers (7) and the school progranme

and its organisation (7), the other groups of factors were also represented i.e. the principal (4),

students (3), facilities (2), ex-students (t) and academic rezults (l). As in the case of the student

respondents this indicates that a wide variety of factors play a role when teachers assess the quality

of a school. This further supported the view, which originated from the literature review and which

is outlined inChapter 2,thatthe interactional and contingency nature of school success precludes its

definition or assessment in terms of criteria which do not take the interrelationships between the
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factors into account

4.2.2.2.2 \aftins section

Ofthe teacher respondent s,6.7o/oindicated that the factors influenced each other or that quality was

the result of the interaction of many factors. A number of teacher respondents commented on the

difficulty of ranking the factors. Typical comments were 'Although the above are ranked, I feel that

they all should be taken seriously when considering the success / qualrty of a school.' and 'All factors

whichwill onpowerand instill a sense ofworth and not detract from itwouldbe ranked as important'.

ANALYSIS OF THE DIFFERENT CATEGORIES OF FACTORS.

Teachers

As indicated this group of factors was most commonly mentioned (71.s%)by teacher respondents

when asked to rank the factors they considered most important when determining the degree of

school success. The type ofteacher often described as contributing to the success of a school was one

who was

' ..dedicated to the education of the pupils, looks at teaching as a vocation and not just

as another job.'

Of the factors relating to teachers, teacher respondents rated quality of teaching (78.Syo), teacher

attitude towards education (78.5%), teacher attitude towards students (78.8yo), teacher enthusiasm

(69 .7%),teacher auitude towards the school ( 66.7yo),qualities or characteristics ofteacher s (63 .6Yo),

basic teacher training (60.60/o), teacher involvement in decision making (54.5%) as being of great

importance. With regard to the quality of teaching, the teacher respondents felt that it required

'commitment' from the teachers and that 'education reaches beyond the boundaries of their subject.'.
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All ofthe factors relating to teaoltsrs were rated as being of much or great importence by more than

fifty percent of the teacher respondents i.e. qualities of teachers (93.9%), basic teacher training

(87.gyo), advanced teacher training (71.9/o), teacher experience (63.7yo), teacher attitude towards

the school (94o/o), teacher attitude towards education (97%), teacher auitude towards students

(97yo), teacher attitude towards parents (72.7%), teacher appearance (54.6yo), teacher enthusiasm

(93.9/o), teacher involvernent in sporting and culturd activities (81.8%) and qudity of teaching

(97%). The teacher respondents place a great emphasis on the role played by teachers in the

determination of the quality of a school. This view is summarised by one of the teacher respondents

who had the following to say:

'Teachers and their motivation daernrines the quality of a school.'

The data indicatesthat theteacherrespondents do not onlyconsiderthetechnical (subject) knowledge

which teachers possess as important but also the human relations and motivational skills which the

teachers apply in their interactions with students . The way in which teachers themselves are

motivated, by the other role players and their physical environment, also plays an important role.

Ethos

The ethos ofthe school was mentioned by &.2% ofthe teacher respondents when asked to rank the

most important factors affecting their judgernent of school success. The ethos of the school (in

general) was rated as being of great importance by 69.7o/o of the teacher respondents.

The factors relating to ethos, which teacher respondents rated as being of great importence were:

type of motivation Sven to students (69.7yo), student-teacher relationships (66.7yo), teaching of

morals and values (63.6yo), opporhrnities for teacher developmant (63.6%), the extent to which

growth is emphasised (57.6%), teacher involvement in decision-making (54.5%), principal-teacher
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relationships(54.5o/o) and student-student relationships (51.5%). Interestingly teacher respondents

considered theirrelationships with students and with the principal as being of more importance than

relationships with their peers.

Only the roles played by tradition (30.4o/o) and religion (24.2%) were rated as being of much or of

great importance by less then fifty percent of the teacher respondents (APPENDIX F).

The ethos of the school seemed to affect teachers in two important ways. Firstly, it affected the

interaction with students in that ethos affects student attitude and motivation and how students

reacted to teachers. Secondly, the ethos ofthe school has a profound effect on the quahty ofwork

life of teachers and thus afued their motivation and attitude and interactions with students.

Students

Factors relating to students appeared n64.2yo ofthe answers ofteacher respondents when asked to

rank the most important factors which determined their assessment of school quahty. The qualities

or characteristics of students were considered to be of much or of great importance by 87.9/o ofthe

teacher respondents. They identified the following characteristics of students at successful schools:

balanced students with a sense of worth';

'well rounded people equipped to deal with the outside world';

'self-reliant students who learn how to thinh not what to think'and

'students who fulfil their potential'

The overall development of students was thus considered by teachers to be ofvital importance,

in fact that 'students develop to their full potential in academic, cultud sporting and social

spheres'.
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The aspects of sfudents which teacher rdJpondents considered ofgreat importance were student

attitude towards education (69.7yo), student behaviour (51.5%) and student attitude towards the

school (54.5o/o).

With regard to student attitude towards educatiorq teachers felt that they should have 'an

enthusiasm for and love of learning'. They also felt that student behaviour should be characterised

by 'students exercising self-discipline and responsibility'. Teachers felt that students should be

'proud of their school'.

Only student excellence in sports and cultural activities was rated as being of much or of great

importance bV b than fifty percent (42.4%) of the teacher respondents. The factors which were

rated as being of much or great importance by fifty percent or more of the teacher respondents

were. student appearance (63.7%) and student participation in sporting and cultural activities

(66.7%).

Facilities

Facilities were included by 60.70/o of the teacher respondents when asked to rank the most

important factors which affected their determination ofthe degree of school success. They felt that

'the physical environment promotes a culture of and motivation for learning' and that 'decent

facilities will allow teaching to take place'. The teacher respondurts referred not only to the direct

effect offacilities on the teaching process but also ofthe motivation effects of 'decent' facilities on

both the students and themselves. They also felt that without effective use of the facilities by

teachers that facilities'are of little use'.

Teacher respondents rated the availability of basic facilities (63.6%) and class size (60.6%) as
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being of great importence.

The following factors relating to facilities were rated as being of much or of great importance

by the majority of the teacher respondorts: facilities in general (54.6%), condition of facilities

(81.9/o), external appearance of the school (57.60/o) and basic sports facilities (57.5%). Only

advanced sports facilities (28.2o/o) were rated as being ofmuch or ofgreat importance by less than

fifty percent of the teacher respondurts.

Facilities thus played a role in facilitation of the processes of teaching and the motivation in the

participants in that interaction. It was, however, felt that while a severe shortage offacilities would

make teaching difficult, a committed and creative teacher could overcome shortages in facilities.

School progamme and its organisation

The school programme and its organisation were mentioned by 32.loZ of teacher respondents

when they ranked the most important factors which atrected their judgunent of school success.

The school prograilme and its organisation was, howeve,r, rated as being of great importance by

72.7yo of the teacher respondents.

The factors which were rated as being ofgrret importence by the majority ofteacher respondents

were: the efficient use of ttne (79.lYo), recognition of achievernent in academic and

sporting/cultural fields (56.3yo), student set challenging work in class (56.3%), career and

vocational guidance (56.3yo), needs of average students being met (56.3%) and parental

involvement (sWo)

All the factors, except academic grouping (34.4%), relating to the school programme and its
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orginisation u/ere rated as being of much or of grcat impoilence by teacher respondents (see

APPENDD( F).Thus, while factors relating to the school programme and its organisation were

not amongst the most important they did play a role in the determination of school quality by

teacher respondents.

The orincipal

Factors relating to the principal were included by 25o/o of the teacher respondents in the most

important factors which affected theirjudgement ofschool success. The characteristics or qualities

were rated as being ofgreat importance by 54.5% ofthe teacher respondents. However, the factor

which was rated as being of great importance by the largest percentage (87.9%) of the teacher

respondents was the interpersonal skills of the principal.

They felt that the principal'sets the tone for the school' and that his leadership qualities are of 'vital

importance'. The leadership function related to both'task fulfilment'and'human relationships'

The factors, relating to the principal, which teacher respondents rated as being of great

importance were: the principal's interpersonal skills (87.9/o), the principal's organisational and

administrative ability (72.7%) and the principal's community involvernent (51.5%).

All ofthe factors relating to the principal were rated being of much or grcat impoftance by more

than fifty percent ofthe teacherreqpondents. The ratings were qualities or characteristics (90.9/o),

principal's educational qualifications (57.60/o), principal's appearance (75.7%), principal's

experience as a teacher (81.87o), principal's experience as principal (72.8%) and his community

involvement (81.8%).
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Teacher respondents felt that the principal played a vital role in creatlng a quality school by his

ability to organise the activities at the school and his effect on the atmosphere of the school

rezulting from his interpersonal skills. These functions had a profound effect on both students and

teachers.

Academic results

Academic results were mentioned by 2l.4yo of the teacher respondents when asked to rank the

most important factors which affected their judgement of school success. Academic results were

not considered to be ofvital importance by the teacher respondents because examinations'do not

always test higher order thinking and creativity'.

Only the drop out rate (57 .6Yo) was rated as being of great importence by more than fifty percent

of the teacher respondents. The factors which were rated as being of much or of great

importance by the majority of the teacher respondents were: examination results in general

(72.7%), matric pass rate (72.8Yo),matric average marks (72.7yo), standard six to nine average

marks (66.7%), drop out rate (78.8o/o). The number of matric exernptions (39.4%) and number

of matric 'A' aggregates(33.4Yo\ were rated by less than fifty percent of the teacher respondotts

as being of much or great importance.

As in the case ofthe student respondents these factors were perceived to be flreasures ofindividual

achievernent rather than achievements of the whole school and were thus of lesser importance.

Ex-students

Factors relating to the former students of the school were ranked by 2l.4Yo of the teacher

respondents as being arnong the most important when judging the sucoess of a school.
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The only factor, relating to ex-students, which was rated as being of grcat importnnce by the

majority of the teacher respondents was the quality of citizens which they become (51.5%). The

factors rated by more than fifty percent of the student respondents as being of much or of great

importance were: characteristics of ex-students in general (57.6%),jobs which ex-students get

(54.5yo),studentsacceptedforfurthenstudy(69.7yo),ex-studentswho completetheirprofessional

qualifications(66.7o/o) and the attitude of ex-students towards the school (72.7). Incomes of ex-

students (2l.3yo), ex-students accepted at university (48.5%), ex-students accepted to study

medicine (l5.2yo), and ex-students who become prominent mernbers of the community (25%)

were rated as being of much or of great importance by less then fifty percent of the teacher

respondents. While the teacher respondents felt that the school did play an important role in what

ex-students did, they also felt that there were many other influences beyond the control of the

school and thus ex-students played a less important role when the quality of a school is

determined.

Dif[erences between teacher Eoups

Teacher respondents were to a large degree homogeneous. Ofthe 7743 possible cases difFerences

only occurrd lrl.2l (2.7o/o) of the cases (see APPENDX tt). The majority (ll) of these

differences were between different amounts of teaching experience (6) and differences in

institution where teachers obtained their teaching qualification (5).This was a comparison between

those who had studied at UCT and LIWC as this represanted the majority (25 out of 33) of the

teacher respondents.

Summarv of teacher responses

tercUng

r86 f.ctorr cory.E.d ln 9 u.yr 1... g.nd6r, te.cung epaEience, !6J€ct' t.ught, standar& taught (Judorr /r€nloE), polt lavsI, vhetheE !h6 t6.chsE
a parent, acad.dc Sallfletions (b.31c /!&anced), yheth;E the teach.i va! and ex-rtudent ail tha lnrtitution .t vhlch the teecher hd obtdn..l thelr
S.Ilf1c.tton.
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While the teacher respondents mentioned teachers, ethos, facilities and students most frequently

when ranking the most important factors which affected their judgement of school qualrty, an

analysis ofthe factors which they rated as being ofgreat or of much importance indicates that they

consider a wide variety of factors when they assess the degree of success of a school. This is

srpported by the fact that 75 ofthe 86 faaors were rated as being ofmuch or of great inportance

by fifty percent or more ofthe teacher respondents. Teachers rated an average of35 factors as

being of great importance. None of the factors had a median of less than three (of some

importance).

Their comments, both in the rating and ranking sections, indicate that the teacher respondents

consider the factors to be interrelated and that a shortcoming in one factor can often be

compensated for in another factor. They consider factors such as school organisation, the principal

and facilities as playing and important role in that they affect, both direc'tly and indirectly (by

affecting the levels ofmotivation ofteachers and students), the teachers interaction with the pupils

including the actual processes of teaching. This interaction between students and teachers was

seen as being central to the concept ofschool success.

The role played by the principal was deemed to be a very important one. The interpersonal skills

of the principal was rated as being of great importance by the highest percentage (87.9/o) of

teacher respondents. His interpersonal skills were seen to affect both the ethos of the school in

general and very importantly, from a teacher perspective, the quality ofthe teachers work life and

thus their levels of motivation.

The teacher respondents seemed to have a similar attitude towards academic results and qualities

of ex-students, which can be considered to be output factors. They felt that while low levels of
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academic achievement and achievement by ex-students indicated a lack ofqudity, they did not feel

that higher levels lvere necessarily indicators of quality

4.2.3. Parents

4.2.3.1 Characteristics of the parent respondents.

There was a response rate of 74,loh (89 out of 120). 54,5oh of the parent respondents were

female. 14,60/o ofthe parent respondents had children at the school who were high achievers,S*/o

had children at the school who were medium achiwers, 35,4yo had children at the school who

were low achievers and llYo did not indicate the aggregate symbol obtained by their child in the

June 1996 examination.

l6,5yoofthe parents were ex-students ofthe school, while 77,syo ofthe parent respondents w€re

classified as Mddle Class (using Schlemme/s (1979) guidelines). An extremely small percentage

(3,4o/o) were involved in the PTSA or governing body of the school.

4.2.3.2 Analysis of parent responses

4.2.3.2. I Rating section

Of the 86 factors in this section 8l were rated as being of much or of great importance by the

parent respondents. Forty-eight factors were rated as being of great importance by fiftV percent

or more of the parent respondents.

Table 4.3
FACTORS RATED AS BEING OF GREAT IMPORTANCE BY MORE
THAN FIFTY PERCENT OF TI{E PARENT RESPONDENTS (N:89).
Factor 7o ofrespondents

rating factor as 5

Qualrty ofteaching 92.1

Teacher attitude towards students 88.8

Teacher attitude towards education 88.8

Qualities or characteristics of the principal 84.1
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Teacher attitude towards the school

Qualities or characteristics of the teachers
Basic facilities
Student behaviour
Student attitude towards education
Type of motivation gtven to students
Teaching methods
Teacher enthusiasm
Principals interpersonal skills
Subject choice
Matric pass rate
Student-teacher relationships
Teaching of morals and values
Career guidance
Examination results in general
Efficient use oftime
Drop out rate
Principal's experience as a teacher
Student attitude towards the school
Communication with parents
Principal's organisational and administrative skills
Type of rules which the school has

Basic teacher training
Teacher experience
Teacher-principal relationships
Appearance of the principal
Facilities (in gener{
Advanced facilities
Educational qualifi cations of the principal
Extent to which growth is emphasised
Needs of low achievers are satisfied
Student-student relationships
School programme and its organisation
Size of classes

Frequency of testing and evaluation
Principal's experience as principal
Extent to which excellence is emphasised
Student-principal relationships
Condition of facilities
Opportunities for teacher development
Teacher-teacher relationships

Qualities or characteristics of students
Teacher attitude towards parents

Std six to nine pass rate

80.9
77.5
77.3
76.4
75.3

75.0
74.2
71.9
71.9
71.9
70.8
69.3

69.3

67.4
67.4
67.4
66.7
66.3

65.2
65.2
65.2
65.2
&.4
62.5

61.4
58.4
58.4
58.4
57.3

57.3

57.3

56.8
56.3
55. l
55. I
55. I
54.s
54.5
53.9
53.4
53.4
51.7
5 t.l
50.6

The parent respondents rated an average of43 factors as being of great importance. The spread

of factors amongst the different categories also indicates that parent respondents considered a
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wide variety of factors important when determining the degree of zuccess of a school. The

following spread was identffied: factors relating to ethos (l l), teachers (9), school programme and

its organisation (8), the principal (7), facilities (5), academic results (a) and students (4). None of

the factors, rated by parent respondents as being of great importance, related to ex-students.

4.2.3.2.2 Ranking section

Of the parent respondents3S.2Yo indicated that the factors influenced each other or that quality

was the result of the interaction of many factors. A t)rpical response included aspects from many

of the groups e.g.

'The academic achievernents or improvements of all students, from the best to

the weakest and the interaction between teacher, principal and student who

takes pride in all activities.'

Thus a wide range of factors atrect the parents' judgernent of school quality

A}.IALYSIS OF TIIE DIFFERENT CATEGORIES OF FACTORS.

Teachers

fu indicated 62.7yo ofthe parent respondents mentioned factors relating to teachers when asked

to rank the factors they considered most important when assessing the degree of success of a

school. This does not, however, indicate the full importance which parents attached to teachers

as the quality of teaching was rated as being of great importance by (92,1o/o) of the parent

respondents and as being of great or much importance by all of the parent respondents. Qualities

or characteristics of teachers were rated as being of great importance by 77 .5% of the parent

respondents.
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Other factors which were rated as being of great importnnce by the majority of parent

respondents were: basic teacher training (@.4%), teacher experience (62.5yo), teacher attitude

towardstheschool (80.9/o),teacherattitudetowardseducation(8E.87o),teacherattitudetowards

students (88.870), teacherattitude towards parents (51.1%) and teacher enthusiasm (71.9/o).The

terrns which parent respondents used most commonly to describe teachers at a successful school

was that they are'dedicated','interested' and'concerned'.

All of the factors related to teachers were rated as being of much or great importance by more

than fifty percort ofthe parent respondents. Teacher attitude towards education was rated as being

of great or much importance by all the parent respondents ( APPENDIX F).

Parents see teachers as playing an important part in the determination of school quality.

Students

Factors relating to students were mentioned by 58.2yo ofthe parent respondents when ranking the

most important factor which afued their judgernent of the degree of school succ,ess.

The qualities or characteristics of students (5l.7yo), student behaviour (76.40/o), student attitude

towards the school (65.2%) and snrdent attitude towards education (75.3%) were rated as being

of great importence by more than fifty percent of the parent respondents. The students at a

successful school were described as possessing 'life skills' to deal with the 'adult world'. In this way

it was felt that students would be'responsible and successful'.

All the factors relating to students were rated as being of much or of grcrt importrnce by the

majority of the parent respondents (see APPENDIX F).Parents saw a zuccessful school as
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producing students who were ready to take their place in the outside world.

Ethos

Ethos and factors relating to the ethos / climate / atmosphere of the school were included by

52.2yo of the parents when asked to rank the factors they considered most important when

determining the quality of a school.

Alarge variety offactors were ratd as being of great importance. The relationships benveen all

the different stakeholder groups within the school were considered to be of great importance

namely student-teacher (69.3Yo), student-student (56.8%), student-principal (54.5%), teacher-

teacher (53.4%), teacher-principal (6l.4Yo). Parents considered their relationships with these

groups to be of lesser importance. Other factors which they considered to be ofgreat importance

were teaching ofmorals and values (69.30lo), emphasis on excellen cn (54.5%o),emphasis on growth

(57.3o/o), opportunities for teacher development (53.4o/o), type of rules which the school has

(65.2%) and the tlpe of motivation which students receive (75%). Parents described the type of

atmosphere which exists in a good school as being'pleasant and challenging'although it should

also be based on'respect' and'discipline'.

Only the role played by tradition (38.60/o) was rated as being ofmuch or great importance by less

then fifty perrcent ofthe parent respondents.

According to the data the happiness oftheir children was of paramount importance to parents, in

this regard the ethos of the school played a vital role.
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Academic results

Academic resrlts were mentioned by 49.3o/oofthe parent respondents when they ranked the most

important factors which aftected their assessment of school success.

The factors which were rated as being ofgrcat importance by fifty percent or more ofthe parent

respondents were: academic rezults in general (67.4yo), matric pass rate (7o.8yo), standard six to

nine pass rate (50.6Yo) and the drop out rate (ffi.7Yo).

All the factors relating to academic results were rated as being of much or great importence by

more than fifty percent of the parent respondents. The matric pass was rated as being of great or

of much importance by dl the parent respondents.

The data indicates that academic results play an important role when parents assess the degree of

school success.

School programme and its organisation

Factors relating to the school programme and its organisation were mentioned by 29.9/o of the

parent respondents whe,n they ranked the most important factors affecting their judgement of

school quality. A higher percentage (56.30/o), however, considered the factors relating to the

school programme and its organisation as being of great importance.

The factors which the majority of the paxents felt were of greet importance were: teaching

methods(74.2yo),careerandvocationalguidncte(67.a%), communicationwith puerts(65.2Yo),

subject choice (71.60/o), frequency of waluation and testing (ss.lyA,the needs oflow achievers
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being met (57.3o/o) and the efficient use of time (67.4o/o).

Other factors also played a role as was indicated by the factors, relating to the school progranrme

and its organisatiorq which were rated as being of much or of great importence by fifty percent

or more ofthe par€nt respondents. These included all the factors except academic grouping which

only 35.6% rated as being of much or of great importance (see APPENDIX F).

School organisation factors were thus used, to a certain extent, by parents to assess school

succ,ess.

Facilities

Facilities were mentioned by 34.3yo ofthe parent respondents when listing the frctors which they

considered most important when they judged the degree of success of a school. Facilities in

general were considered to be ofgreat importance by 58.4Yo ofthe parents and of much or great

importance by 9l%o of the parents.

The factors relating to facilities which parents considered to be of great importance were basic

facilities (77.3%), the condition of facilities (53.9/o), size of classes (55.1%) and the availability

of advanced facilities (58.4%).

All the factors relating to facilities were considered to be of much or of great importance except

the availability of advanced sports facilities (41.6%) (see APPENDX f)

While the role played by facilities in the determination of school success was not as important as

some ofthe other factors, facilities did play a role in the assessment of school success by parents.
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The principal

While factors relating to the principal were only mentioned by 19.4Yo of the parent respondents

when ranking the most important faaors, the qualities or characteristics ofthe principal were rated

as being of great importance by 84.lYo of the parent respondents.

All the factors relating to the principal except the principals community involvement (3 I .5%) were

rated as being of great importance by the parent respondents. The principals community

involvement was, howwer, rated as being of much or of great importance by 73.lYo of the parent

respondents. Thus all the factors relating to the principal were rated as being of much or greet

impoftance.

The data indicates that parents placed great emphasis on the leadership role played by the principal

with special attention paid to his interpersonal skills.

Ex-students

Factors relating to o(-studentswere considered to be oflesser importance than other factors when

determining the degree of success of the school. These factors were only mentioned by 7,4o/o of

the parents respondentswhen ranking the most important factors and only 27Yoratedthe qualities

of ex-students as being of great importance.

None ofthe factors relating to ex-students were rated as being of great impoilance by more than

fifty percent of the parent respondents. The fact that these factors did, however, play a role was

irdicated by the fact that the type ofjobs which ex-students get (58.5yo), the number of students

accepted for further studies (77 .5%), the number of students accepted to study at a university

(68.2%), the number of ex-students who complete their professional qualifications (72.4Yo), the
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number ofpast studentswho become prominent members ofthe community (51.7o/o),the quality

of citizens which ex-students become and the attitude ofex-students towards the school (71.5%)

were rated as being of much or of greet importence by the majority of the parent respondents.

Ex-students were seen as playrng a lesser role in the determination of school quality by parents

Differences between parent Eoups

Parent respondents onty showed limited difference between groups. Fourteen significant

differences (at the .05 level) out of a possible 4304 (see APPENDIX I). Most ofthese differences

occurred baween parants who were or-students and those who were not (4), between the genders

(6) and between the results obtained by their children (4).

Summary of parent responses

The parenrt respondents appeared to be less focused than either the teacher or student respondents

as they generally rated factors as being more important than the other groups. They rated 43 of

the 86 factors as being of great importance and 81 of the 86 factors as being of much or of great

importance. Thus parents used a large variety of factors to determine school success.

The parents, more so than other groups, tended to refer to the situation which existed at'white'

schools. Similarly they tended to place greater importance on acadernic results and facilities than

the other groups did. However, they also identified the student-teacher interaction as being central

and considered the factors which afued that interaction as being important. While the factors

that involved the parurts were, as expected, rated as being important, they were not considered

as important as the factors affecting student-teacher interactions. The parents thus placed great

t5 f.ctoE! co4ar€d vlth relation to p.r.nt! vho vere .x-!tud.nt!, per.nt! vho rerw.d on the PTSA, gendeE, so.io-econdc rtatus and .xailn.tlon
.6rults of th.lr chlld ln th. Iart .ra.
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emphasis on the roles played by teachers, students and ethos, which they considered to be the

factors directly affecting the student-teacher interactions. Their concern was for their children to

be happy at school and thus ethos and teachers attitude towards students were v€ry important to

them. The happiness of students, it was felt, was indicated by student attitude towards the school,

as well as, student behaviour.

Factors such as school programme and its organisatioq facilities and the principal were considered

important in that they afued the student-teacher interaction.

Their greater concern with academic rezults seerned to result from their desire that their children

would be able to 'get on in life' and to have opportunities which perhaps were not available to their

parents. Ex-students were not considered very important.

4.2.4. Circuit Managers

4.2.4.1 General

A response rate of 57.1o/o was obtained. Four out of seven circuit firanagers completed and

returned the questionnaires after a follow-up letter was sent to them with another copy of the

questionnaire.

4.2.4.2 Analysis of circuit manager responses

4.2.4.2.1 Rating section

Due to the small number ofcircuit managers involved, the responses ofthe circuit managers were

analysed in a different way. Rather than focusing mainly on statistical analysis, greater use was

made of the comments provided by the circuit flranagers when they rated the various criteria. As
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the circrrit managers added comments to most ofthe criteria this proved to be a most worthwhile

exercise. Of the 86 factors in the questionnaire 74 were rated as being of much or of great

importance by the circuit managers and 52 factors were rated as being ofgreat importance bV fifty

percent or more of the circuit managers.

An examination of the factors which the circuit managers considered to be of great importance

reveals that while the majority of the factors relate to ethos (13), school programme and

organisation (13) and teachers (10), the other factors also play arole i.e. the principal (7), students

(5), ex-students (2), facilities (l) and academic results (l). Thus as in the case of the other

stakeholder groups circuit managers consider a wide variety of factors when determining the

degree of success of a school. This is further srpported by the fact that circuit managers rated an

average of 44 factors as being of great importance.

4.2.4.2.2 Ranking section

The ranking section further supportd the idea of many, interrelated factors determining success.

None ofthe circuit managers included factors relatlng to academic results, facilities or ex-students

when naming the factors they considered most important when determining school quality.

ANALYSIS OF THE DIFFERENT CATEGORIES OF FACTORS

Ethos

The ethos of the school was referred to by all the circuit managers when they ranked the most

important factors which affected the judgement of school quality. The ethos ofthe school was also

considered to be ofgreat importance to all the circuit managers. The factors in this section showed

the highest degree of agreement between the circuit managers.
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AII the relafionships i.e. between students, teachers, parents and the principal, were considered to

be of much importance by all the circuit maragers.

Similarly teaching of morals, emphasis on excellence, emphasis on growttr, opportunities for

teacher development, qrpe of rules which the school has and type of motivation which students

receive were rated as being of much importance by all the respondents. The roles played by

religio4 traditioq student participation in decision making and teacher participation in decision

making were considered to be of lesser importance.

Based on the data the ethos ofthe school thus plays a vital role when circuit rnanagers determine

the quality of a school. In their comments the circuit managers indicated that the'atmosphere' of

the school had agreat effect ontheirjudgement ofthe school. Varioustechniqueswereemployed

by the respondents, when visiting a school, to sample this atmosphere when they visited the

school. One of the respondents indicated that the ethos could not be'manipulated'as some other

factors, such as academic results (in standards 6 to 9), could be.

Teachers

Teachers and factors relating to themwere included by all the circuit managsrswhen asked to rank

the most important factors which affected theirjudgement of school success. Similarly the quality

of teaching and teacher attitudes towards education and towards the students were considered to

be of grrcet importance by all the circuit managers. Teacher enthusiasm was considered to be of

great importance by the majority (3 out of four) circuit managers.

All the factors, except advanced teacher training (l out of four), relating to teachers were rated
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as being of lhuch or of glcat impoftence by the majority ofrespondents, with the characteristics

ofteachers, teacher attitude towards the school, teacher enthusiasm and teacher attitude towards

parents rated as being of much or of great importance bV d! the respondents.

A great deal of importance is attached by circuit managers to the role played by teachers at

schools. This is a result of both their experience as teachers and the nature of their current jobs.

When assessing teachers, outside of the formal evaluation laid down by the Department of

Education, the circuit managers, in most cases, referred to the enthusiasrq involvernent and

discipline ofteachers. An important issue mentioned by many ofthe circuit managers was the way

in which students responded or reacted to teachers.

School programme and organisation

The school programme and its organisation were mentioned by three out ofthe four respondents

when ranking the most important factors. All of the circuit managers considered the school

programme and its organisation to be of great importance.

That challenging work was given to students in the classroom was considered of great importance

by all the respondents while teaching methods, the needs of all students being met, recognition of

achievement and efficient use of time was considered important by the majority of circuit

managers. Only academic grouping was not considered to be of much importance by the majority

ofrespondents.

As would be expected circuit managers placed great ernphasis on the school programme and its

organisation. This was expected as the main focus of their jobs involved administration and
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organisation. The circuit managers perceived school organisation as closely linked to the role of

the principal, even in caseswhere the administrative and organisational tasks had been delegated.

The organisation of the school and the school programme were seen as a reflection of the ability

ofthe principal.

The principal

The importance ofthe principal to circuit managers is indicated by the fact that factors relating to

the principal are mentioned by most of the circuit managers in the most important factors while

the qualities or characteristic ofthe principal were rated as being of great importance by all ofthe

circuit managers.

The interpersonal skills of the principal were rated as being of great importence by all the

respondants. All the factors relating to the principal, except for his or her educational

qualifications, were considered to be of much or of great importance by the circuit managers.

Furthermore his organisational and administrative skills were rated as beits of much or of great

important by all the respondents.

According to the data the principal plays an important role when circuit managem assess school

suocess. The principal was seen in most cases as the'key figure'who 'was the focus ofthe school

and who focused the school'.

Students

Factors relating to students were considered to be amongst the most important factors by two out

of the four circuit managers. Furthermore characteristics of students were considered to be of

much or of great importance bV dl of the circuit managers.
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The attitude of students towards the school and towards education were considered to be ofgreat

importance by all the circuit managers while student behaviour was considered to be of great

importance by three out of four circuit managers. All the circuit managers indicated that much

of their impression of the school was formed by the discipline, appearanoe and attitude (pride)

which students exhibited. In this regard informal observation of students played a vital role.

All the factors relating to students, except student excellence in sporting and cultural activities,

were rated as being of much importance by the majority of circuit managers.

Academic rezults

While academic results were not mentioned by the circuit managers when asked to rank the most

important factors, academic results in general were considered to be of great importance by two

of the four circuit managers.

None ofthe specific results e.g. matric pass rate or drop out rate were considered to be of great

importence by the majority ofthe circuit managers. On the other hand all of the factors relating

to academic results were considered to be of much or of great importence by more than fifty

percent of the respondents. Academic results, matric pass rate and matric average marks were

considered to be of great importance by all the respondents indicating that for circuit managers

matric results are considered more important than other results. This is ofimportance as they have

access to all the results of the school. The fact that the matric results were obtained on

standardised exams provides an easy means of comparison.

The data indicate that the circuit managers considered academic results important, they were not
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the most important factor

Facilities

Although facilities were not mentioned by any ofthe respondents in the section of most important

factors, the importance of facilities is indicated by facilities were considered to be of much or of

great importance by hdf of the respondents.

None of the factors relating to facilities, horrever, were rated as being of gleat importance by

more than half ofthe circuit managers and only availability ofbasic frcilities, condition offacilities

and external appearance ofthe school (3 ofout 4 in each ofthe cases) were rated as being of

much or of grrat importance by the majority of the circuit manager respondents.

Interestingly the role of facilities was less important to circuit managers than had been indicated

by the documentation regarding the conducting of inspections at the school, which as indicated

in Chapter 2, tended to focus on the use and care of facilities.

Ex-students

While the qualities of ex-students were considered by be of great importance by dl the circuit

managers, none of them mentioned factors relating to ex-sfudents amongst the most important

factors affecting their judgernent of school quality. Only the attitude of ex-students towards the

school was considered to be of great importance. The factors relating to ex-students which were

considered to be of much or of great importance by most ofthe circuit rnanagers were: jobs ex-

snrdents get, ex-students accepted for further studies,, ex-students who complete their professional

qualifications and the quality of citizens which ex-students become. Thus, while ex-students did

play a role in ttre determination of school success, these factors did not feature amongst the most
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important ones.

Summary of circuit man4gers responses

fu with the other groups, circuit managers considered a large variety offactors when determining

the degree of school success. While factors relating to ethos and teachers were included by all the

circuit managers when listing the most important factors which affected theirjudgement, it is clear

that the other frctors also played a role. Circuit managers ratd 52 out of the 86 factors as being

of great importance and74 out ofthe 86 factors as being of much importance.

The circuit managers tended to consider the people and their interactions within the school as

being of prime importance. The student-teacher interaction was seen as central. In this regard the

inputs of teachers were considered an important determinant. Also the response of students in

terms of their attitudes and behaviour was seen to be important.

The roles played by the principal and the school programme and its organisation were seen as

being very important to the facilitation ofthe student-teacher interaction. The role which circuit

managers performed focused their interest onthese dimensions. The circuit managers also focused

more strongly than other groups on the technical (administrative and organisational) aspects of

the school.

Academic results played a role in that a lack of good results was seen as an indication that

problems existed, while good results were used as a meazure in conjunction with other factors. Ex-

students played a lesser role than the other factors.

4.2.5 Comparison of the responses of the different groups.
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A great deal of similarity existed between the factors which students, teachers, parents and circuit

managers considered to be important (and those which they considered to be of lesser

importance). Students rated twenty-seven factors as being of great importance, teachers thirty-

four, parents forty-eight and circuit managers fifty-rwo.

Sixteen factors were considered to be of great importance by all the respondent groups.

Teble 4.4
FACTORS RATED AS BEING OF GREAT IMPORTA}.ICE BY ALL THE
RESPONDENT GROUPS.

Interpersonal skills of the principal
Teacher attitude towards education
Teacher attitude towards the students

Quality of teaching
Principal's organisational and administrative skills
Teacher enthusiasm
Student attitude towards education
Motivation which students receive
Teacher attitude towards the school
Student-teacher relationships
Availability of basic facilities
Characteristics of teachers
Basic teaching training
Characteristics of the principal
Student behaviour
Student-student relationships

Furthermore class size, drop out rate and career guidance were considered to be of great

importance by parents, sfudents and teachers. Recognition of achievement was considered to be

of great importance by all the groups except parents. So while the particular interests of the

respondant groups were reflected in their rating of certain factors being more important than

others, e.g. students interested the student involvernent in decision making and circuit ilranagers

more interested in the school programme and organisation, it is apparent that for this school a

common set of factors exists and that these factors tend to emphasise human relations aspects

rather than the physical resources. The students and teachers are seen as the central roleplayers
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with the other factors being important in than they affect the motivation ofthese groups and the

interactions between them.

4.3 Follow-uo interviews

While the purpose of the questionnaires was to determine which factors the stakeholder groups

considered important when deternining the degree of success of a school, the purpose of the

follow-up interviews was to find out why they considered these factors important and how these

factors impacted on school success.

4.3. I Student interviews
Most ofthe discussion with students revolved around two issues namely the teachers and the ethos

ofthe school.

Students indicated that they were greatly afued by the actions of teachers. This influence

extended beyond the interactions within the formal teaching situation. Students felt they were

affected by how teachers treat students, which actionVbehaviour teachers reward, which do they

punish and, most importantly to students, Do they care?'The students felt they responded better

to teachers if they knew why they were doing things. Teachers should show an interest in them

as people and not as a symbol achieved in the examination. Many of the students indicated that

they had little respect for teachers who taught'as if they were in a factory which produced A and

B symbols'. These students mentioned that teachers should give of themselves in more than an

academic sense. Often students indicated that they also felt that teachers needed to be'consistent'

and 'fair' and to take the needs and feelings of students into consideration. In this regard they

mentioned that teachers needed to 'get involved' and not be too distant. The example set by

teachers, as far as attitude towards work and social interactiorq were considered by most students
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to be of vital importance to how they responded and developed. They indicated that teachers

should work with them and not in spite of thern. In this regard, some sort of partnership should

exist between students and teachers. They were arnbivalent regarding the importance of teacher

experience indicating the inexperienced teachers were often nervous and thus unable to teach

effectively but also that some experienced teachers have lost their enthusiasm and have ceased to

grow as teachers. They (some e,nperienced teachers) are only concerned about 'getting the syllabus

done'.

The ethos of the school greatly affected the students both within the classroom and within the

school in general. Often students referred to the fact that learning did not only occur in the formal

setting of the classroom but also in other situations within the school.

Students often described the ethos of a good school as providing both emotional and physical

safety'while other felt that students could learn by experience not only by being told what to do'.

A common point mentioned by many students was that they felt that the atmosphere should be one

of 'mutual respect'with students given opportunities to exercise'self-discipline' and responsibility.

It appears that students found a desirable ethos to be one falling between two extremes, which

they termed'holiday camp' and'concentration camp', neither ofwhich they considered acceptable.

The concept of balance'was often used in this regard. Students oftan responded that they needed,

within certain limits, to be able to experiment and grow'without fear'. Thus while they desired a

structured environment they also required, what some sfudents referred to as'room to grow'. The

auitude which the school had to all students and 'not only the clever ones'was a good indication

to students regarding the quality of the school. Perhaps the best description of a desirable ethos,

from the student perspective, was'homely'i.e. that the school is seen as an e*ension ofthe family

with all the accompanyrng emotions, opportunities and responsibilities. These sentiments were
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echoed by another of the students who said,

'We can't work where we dont feel safe. In some classes we are afraid to make

mistakes because you are put down. We learn by making mistakes and thus

participation must be allowed and encouraged.'

An interesting perspective which emerged from numerous interviews with students was that while

they felt that teachers were largely responsible for creating the classroom atmosphere, they felt

that the principal played a vital role in the ethos of the school as a whole. In this rEgard they

considered his openness to the opinions of others and consistenry and 'fairness' to be of vital

importance They felt that he'exerts a great influence' and that this influence is often sbtle i.e. by

means of is actions and not only what he has to say. Furthermore many of the students indicated

that while they were influenced by what the principal had to say they were even more influenced

by how it was said. It was felt by these students that the principal was a great influance in terms

of the rules of the school and the way in which he organised the school. Many of the students

indicated that ifthe principal was prepared to explain why rules and policies existed, co-operation

would be more forthcoming from students. In this regard some students felt that the principal

should use his influence to'persuade' students rather than to force them to do something. They

also considered his openness to the opinions of others and his degree of tolerance of other

opinions as being of great importance.

They viewed school organisation in terms of what it meant to thern in both educational and

psychological respects. Almost all of the students interviewed said that a good school was

organised to facilitate leaming. It is important to note their emphasis on learning rather than

teaching. ffis is a clear indication that their perception of learning experiences extends well

beyond the classroom situation only. Most students also referred to the way in which the school
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programme affected their motivation. For example, they saw zubject choice not only as catering

for different careers but as a recognition of them as individuals who have different interests.

All the students interviewed mentioned the behaviour of students as an indication ofhow students

responded to the teachers, the principal, the ethos and other aspects ofthe school. They felt that

they needed to if students liked the school and what the reasons were for students liking the

school. They felt that student attitude to life beyond the 'academic side' of school was also an

important indication that the school was'doing a good job'. In summary they felt that

'Students should be committed to everything that they do, they should be eager to

help. In this way they will learn to interact with others and develop the social skills

necessary for the real world.'

Furthermore students should have pride in their school and in themselves.

While the student interviewees constantly indicated that academic results were not the most

important factor, it was evident from the discussion that academic results did play an important

role. Students, however, linked it to the identification and fulfilment ofpotential ratherthan simpty

'excellence' in terms of 'A' and B' symbols. In this regard teachers played an important role by

settlng individual standard for students. This was seen as further recognition oftheir individudity.

While the students used a number of sources to obtain information about schools, the sources

which they trusted most was their peers.

4.3.2 Teacher interviews

Three main thernes emerged from the teacher interviews namely the importance ofthe student-

teacher interactions and the influences of ethos and the principal on those relationships.
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Teachers identifiedthe student-teacher relationship as being central to the quality of the school.

In this regard the effect ofthe teachers was deerned to be the main determining factor. Teachers

felt that success at the classroom level was dependent on teachers getting to know their students

on a personal level and meeting their individual needs. They felt that the school and all the factors

concerned with it should be organised '... to facilitate the student-teacher interaction and focusing

on benefits to students'. Is was thus clear that in the good school the primary focus was on student

progress. Teachers indicated that in a qualrty school teachers constantly reflect on their teaching

practice. They need to examine what they are doing in class and ask themselves the question'Are

you really teaching the students anything?'. Much emphasis was placed on how students are

affected by and respond to teachers.

Most teachers saw themselves functioning relatively independently, making most of their own

decisions regarding classroom practice within very broad guidelines laid down by the principal.

In this regard these teachers considered the atmosphere created in the classroom as being of vital

importance. The creation of this classroom atmosphere was affected by the overall atmosphere at

the school. It was felt, by most of the teachers interviewed, that the overall ethos only hampered

or facilitated the creation ofthis classroom atmosphere and did not determine it. krthe casewhere

a good overall atmosphere existed good classroom atmospheres were easier to create which to

a large extent determined the quality of student-teacher relationships. The good classroom

atmosphere was described as being'caring', 'concerned' and 'structured yet relaxed'. The concern

and interest shown by teachers in the students would motivate them to participate freely in lessons.

Most of the teachers felt that the classroom atmosphere could not be one which was based on

fear.' The teacher respondents, in most cases, indicated that such an atmosphere could only be

created by teachers who see teaching as'.. more than just a job...' and who have the beliefthat '...

all students can learn something'. Furthermore these teachers should have a positive attitude and
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should'see opportunities not only obstacles'. The current implementation of continuous evaluation

was an example of this. The majority ofteachers interviewed felt that students'should try to do

their best' and that this was all that was really required of them.

The role played by the principal elicited the most passionate discussion. As in the case of the

questionnaires his organisational skills and interpersonal skills were seen as being of vital

importance. Further discussiorq however, revealed that delegation was seen as an important tool

for the principal. His job, in an organisational and administrative sense, was seen as ensuring that

administrative and organisational tasl6 w€re carried out, not necessarily carrying them out himself.

Furthermore, it was felt that effective delegation has a motivaional effect on teachers giving them

a'...sense of belonging and selfworth'.

It was the interpersonal skills ofthe principal, however, which were considered vital. The most

important results of the principal's interpersonal skills as far as the teachers are concemod are his

effect on the ethos of the school and his effect on the motivation of teachers. While it was felt thu

the principal should have a strong personality and should leave his'stamp'on the school, it was

felt that he also needed to be consistent and should not be'overbearing'.

The interpersonal skills oftheprincipalwere seen as definingthewayin whichrelationshipswotve

thus setting the tone in the school with regard to human relations and sryle of problem solving.

Teachers, in genera[ felt that how things were said were asi important and what was being said

by the principal.

The most important role, however, which most teachers ascribed to the principal was one of

providing motivational and psychological support. Because they perceive thernselves as relatively
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isolated in the job that they do they seek feedbaclq recognition and support from the principal

rather than simply organisational and administrative support. The position and associated status

and esteem enjoyed by the principal made his support more important than that of their peers.

Even the allocation of facilities and resources within the school were soen as having implications

as far as motivation is concerned. Allocation of resources and delegation of duties often being

perceived as a form ofrecognition. Further what he valued and rewarded played an important role

in the work life of teachers. The qualrty of teachers work life was to a large extent determined by

the principal, both directly and indirectly and in this way affected their motivation and thus their

interaction with students. It was important that the principal was 'in touch' with what was

happening in the school and should take measures to reduce stress on teachers and not add to it.

Respondents indicated that minimum levels of academic performance, facilities and organisation

needed to be achieved before the other factors came into play. This implies that ifthese frctors are

not present in the minimum qualities, school suc@ss will be dfficult to obtain. On the other hand,

hcreasing these factors will not in necessarily lead to an increase in school success. As far as

facilities were concerned it was felt that 'teachers can be creative to overmme the lack offacilities'

and that 'if facilities are poor teachers will have to put in a lot more effort'. The factor relating to

organisation which was mentioned most often was the efficient use oftime. Many teachers spoke

about both the quality and the quantrty oftime available. While others saw the efficient use oftime

as recognition of their worth and that what they were doing (in the classroom) was valued by

those who structured the use of time at the school.

All the teachers interviewed felt that the use of all resources, including time, should be focused on

the benefiting the students in an educational sense.
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While the achievements of ex-students were not considered that important as'that is an individual

achiwernent', the attitude ofex-students towards the school was considered important as they had

the ability to see ifwhat they had learned at school was relevant to the outside world and that if

the school had prepared them for'the reality ofthe real world'.

4.3.3 Parent interviews

Parents were most concerned with the preparation of their children for tlre'real world'. They saw

this'preparation'as occurring within academic, career and social spheres.

With regard to this preparatiorg parents saw the teachers as playing the most important role since

they considered that'... what happans in the classroom is what really mattetrs'and that'The teacher

is one of the most important links in the child's development' and thus teachers were closely

examined when they assessed school quality. The subject of teachers generated the greatest and

most animated discussion.

When describing teachers at a good school many parents spoke of the'commitment' of teachers,

their 'dedication and their 'willingness to teach'. The interest shown by teachers in all students and

not only those who achieve well acadernically was mentioned as an important factor by a number

of parents. As one parent responded 'a good school has teachers who have patiance to deal with

students who have difficulty absorbing the work'. They felt that the teacher serves as a role model

or example for students to follow and that'students imitate teachers'and that'teachers attitude rub

off on students'. Most parents felt that teacher qualifications only played a role in providing

teachers who are'equipped and qualified to teachr and that what more of more importance was

'teachers who love their calling and the people they are busy moulding.'As one parent responded
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'kids can't learn from duds'

Another characteristic of teachers at high quality school, which parents identified was the

willingness of teacher to'learn and improve'.

The majority of parents saw the function of the t@cher as far more than transferring information

and indicated that teachers should 'see themselves as developers' and that teachers should have a

'general conoern in the student as well rounded individual'. They saw the task of teachers as

including the development ofthe self-image of students and that'young people were made to feel

worthy'.

The importance of facilities and their role in the assessment of school quahty raised a number of

very interesting points. While many ofthe parents indicated that basic facilities were important for

'good, normal and quality education', that the'availability of resources enhance teaching'and that

'advanced resources would be'nice to have' and a bonus', further discussion indicated additional

importance attached to facilities. In this regard there was a constant comparison to model C and

historically white schools. While the most parents felt that 'adequate' facilities enhanced teaching

and motivated students they felt that it was'unfait' that these other schools possessed such a

wealth of resources. They felt that why should 'some' students have the benefit of excellent

resources and not others. In this respect facilities were identffied as an iszue of equity, to a certain

extent separate from the issue of school zuccess.

The principal played an important role in the assessmerfi of school quality by parents in that they

often saw him as a personification of what the school stands for. He was the person at the school

whom they had the most contact with. Parents considered his means of dealing with parents,
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students and teachers as being of vital importance. They felt that his function was to 'lead'the

school and not simply to be an administrator. They felt that the way in which he identified and

dealt with problems would influence their assessment of school quality. The majority of parents

interviewed hdicated that as the leader of the school he should be aware of problems and should

not be surprised when these problems are raised. They also revealed that his willingness to address

these issues and not to avoid them was very important and gave an indication of a'healthy school'.

They felt that he should be willing to listen and discuss problems with those concerned. The way

in which he dealt with problems and people set the tone for the whole school. Some parents

identified the need for the principal to be 'strict yet understanding' with the ability to bring

harmony to the organisation'.

Academic results were soen as being important if related to the potential of students and for the

role which they played in gaining admission to certain careers.

The ethos which indicated a quality school was one described as a learning environment. The main

focus of the parent discussion regarding ethos centred on the relationship between students and

teachers. This relationship needed to be'caring'and based on'mutual resp@t'.

Furthermore they indicated that the atmosphere in the school should be such that 'students,

teachers and parents can participate freely in the functioning of the school'. They indicated a

degree of ambivalence regarding the importance of traditioq indicating that it could provide a

'valuable basis for pride' but on the other hand that it could also be a limiting factor if it stifled

change. Parents, in general, felt that student opinions should be taken into account but 'should not

be binding'. In this regard they tended to favour a consultative approach to the management ofthe
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school rather than a fully participatory one

All the parents interviewed felt that the organisation and rules ofthe school should be'reasonable'

and geared to student learning. It was felt that the rules'should not be too rigid which puts fear

into children instead of preparing thern for life and its code of expected behaviou/. Parents also

felt that the vocational preparation of students by means of career and vocational guidance was

vital as'children need to know what to do once they have completed school'.

The role played by ex-students, in the opinion ofparents, wrm to provide'positive role models'and

as such played a relatively minor role in their assessment of school quality.

One ofthe parents perhaps best summarised what a successful school was about when he spoke

about

'The quality of education provided as reflected not only in exam results but also in the

level ofbehavioural development, self-confidence, initiative and leadership ability.'

Parents in most cases used information from their children and other students, tlpe of

communication with the school (including meetings and letters) and opinions of other parents to

assess the success ofa school.

4.3.4 Interview with circuit manager

In general in the circuit manager adopted an orgianic rather than mechanistic view of the school as an

organisation by comparing the school to a sponge. He indicated that he saw the school both as gaining

from its e,lrvironment (absorbing) and as shedding excess to the environment. In this way assimilation

and integration between the school and its external environment occurred. The important
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characteristics which were identified as a result of this comparison were growtb renewal and the

shedding oforcess. These characteristics were seen as berng important in allowing the school, as an

organisation, to achieve and maintain success.

The role played by teachers in the determination ofthe suc@ss of quality ofthe school generated the

most enthusiastic and animated discussion. The circuit manager differentiated between what he

termed 'educators' and 'teachers' and indicated that the successful school was populated by a high

proportion of the former.

The educator was characterised by the following. Firstly it was felt that there was a 'concern for the

child and not only the pupil', in other words not only a concern with the acade'mic development ofthe

child but a focus on'whole child development'i.e. the development ofthe child in all spheres including

the emotional, social, moral and intellectual. This implies a willingness to get involved in the sporting,

cultural and administrative aspects ofthe school as these aspects also impact on the concept of'whole

child development'.

Secondly he felt that the educator was a person who was wffing to 'give ofthemselves' , a person who

was concerned, committed, dynamic and possessing a sense of humanity which included the ability

and'willingness to admit that they were wrong'. In this regard the circuit manager also felt that

educators are'actors who can play a role without being perceived as being fhke'.

Thirdly it was felt that a sense ofprofessionalismwith regard to behaviour and appearance ofteaching

staffplayed an important role.

In summarising the role played by teachers at the succes$rl school the circuit qnqgsr indicated that
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they were one of the most vital ingredients and that to be successful they carried out the role of

'parents'(in loco parentis) to the best of their ability for all the children in their care.

With regard to facilities the intenriewee indicated that ?erhaps unrealistic expectations regarding

facilities have been created' and that it would be easy to explain the zuccess of some schools in terms

of superior facilities. Some schools, however, which did not possess an abundance offacilities have

become widely regarded as high quahty schools.

The circuit manager felt that facilities were'not a requirement' for a good education and that there

was an overemrphasis on facilities. While basic facilities such as classrooms were

essential, other more advanced facilities, while being beneficial, could be considered luxuries and not

essential for quality education.

Furthermore he felt that facilities'must be for the benefit ofthe pupils'. He ernphasised that they must

be used for the benefit of the most students and indicated instance where schools possessed facilities

which were not used for the educational benefit of the pupils.

In describing the role of students in the determination of the degree of school sucsess the circuit

manager differentiated between university 'students' and school 'pupils' to ernphasise the specific needs

and wlnerability of pupils.

He indicated that he felt that the appearance of the students is important. Furthermore their

development in all aspects must be encouraged, This includes the dwelopment in both the social and

emotional domains and should culminate in the development of self-confidence in the pupils. It was

the development of pupils in these dimensions which would determine the degree of success of the
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school.

The involvement of all pupils in the activities of the school was emphasised: the circuit manager felt

that 'the spectators are as important as the participant'and in this way sense ofunity is developed in

the school. This feeling that students had towards the school were also described as on of 'pride'and

a'sense ofbelonging'. In a good school this feeling was present. The effect of this sense of unity and

sense of belonglng was students who'did the best that they can' and who would perform to their

potential without coercion.

It was felt that the students should be the focus of the school and that the activities of the school

should be focused on creating'opportunities for their development'

fu far as the school programme and its organisation \ilas concerned the circuit nranager supported

a contingency approach to organisation, indicating that it is'not so important how the school is

organised but the fact that it is organised'. In his opinion the key characteristic ofgood organisation

was the 'eftbctive use oftime for educational purposes'.He once more indicated that these ed.rcational

purposes did not only include acadernic activities but the other developmental activities identified

earlier.

Furthermore he indicated that the programme and organisation must be dynamic and adaptable to

change and that the programme and its organisation should be for the benefit ofthe students.

The interviewee indicated the ethos of the school is reflected in the attitudes of the various role-

players towards the school. He described in the following way:

The ethos is all encompassing, atrecting all aspects, people and activities of the school.
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The ethos rnust'come shining through'and be evident in all areas ofthe school. Ethos is

evident in all aspects of school life, in the attitude of all roleplayers towards each other

and the school and education in general.'

He described the ethos at a successful school as 'encouraging the growth of student'. He further

defined this growth as being'whole child development, development of the child in all aspects i.e.

social, academic, spiritual, cultural and moral'. Furthermore he indicated tlnt sense ofbelonging and

involvement should exist affecting pupils, teachers and parents. This involvement should be

meaningful rather than simply'payrng lip-service to the idea of involvement. Once more the idea of

'family' and the fact the people cared for each other was emphasised.

The discussion of the role of the principal focused on two main aspects namely the human relations

skills and the involvement or dedication of the principal. It was felt that the principal'sets the tone'

for the school and leads by example. Because of his human relations skills people follow his example

because they want to. The main function of the principal was identified as that of frcilitator. That he

was involved in all aspects of the school but at the same time involved other members of staffin a

meaningful way. In this way the principal forms the link between the various parts of the school

organisation. The principal was described as being a'co-leader' and a'co-seryant' ofthe school. Once

more the circuit manager made reference to the contingency nature of the function and leadership

style ofthe principal.

While the interviewee indicated that in general academic results were over-emphasised, he felt that

they did have a place. He felt that a good school had 'acceptable' academic results. The acceptability

of result, he felt, were determined by the various stakeholder groups, taking into account the

historical performance ofthe school and results of other schools. Hestated that good rezults did not
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necessarily indicate a good school. The value of academic results was in that it was an indication that

'work has been done' and that it meazured an important aspect ofthe child's development. The current

trend towards continuous evaluation was mentioned as a means of further judgng the development

of the child. In summary the circuit manager indicated that 'quality is beyond the achievernent of

academic results'.

The circuit manager felt that ex-students were perhaps in the best position to judge in q,ralrty of the

school in terms of preparation for the outside world. They could evaluate what the school and

teachers were trying to achieve and see if what they learned at school had meaning in their current

situations. The attitude towards the school would be reflected in their loyalty to the school, the

continued involvement in the school and what they speak about when they refer to the school. Thus

the attitude of ex-students was deemed to be important, not only what they had achieved at school

or their subsequent achievements.
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The findings of this study indicate that school success is of major concern to educational

administrators and students, parents, teachers of the school used in the study. The findings also

indicate that, in general terms, the various stakeholder groups agree on what the central issues are

when the degree ofsuccess ofa school is assessed. In general the stakeholder groups considered the

school to possess a high degree of organisational success although they did indicate, in many cases,

that there were various aspects which could be improved. Interestingly a recent survey in the Sunday

Times (14 September 1997) rated the school as one of the top one hundred schools in the country.

What follows are the conclusions and recommendations which flow from this study.

5.1 The central focus of school quality

The core ofwhat the various stakeholder groups examine when they assess the quality or success of

a school can be defined as

The quality of the learning opportunities which the school creates and the success ofthe

strategies which it employs to encourage students to take advantage of those tearning

opportunities.l

A number of explanations and conclusions arise out of this definition.

a) The qature of the learning opportunities.

Although the majority ofthe learning opportunities exist within the classroonq the high quality school

also creates learning opportunities outside of the classroom. The whole focus of the school is the

creation of learning opportunities. Similarly these learning opportunities do not only relate to

'This definition is a summary by the researcher representing
the views of the various stakeholder groups.
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academic work but can also include social and behavioural development opportunities. The

development of responsibility, self-discipline, initiative and leadership potantial were some of the

social and behavioural aspects identified. The successful school thus focuses all its resources on the

creation oflearning opportunities. These oppornrnities can be created in the academic, sporting, social

and cultural activities of the school. Even though the school which was studied was not blessed with

an abundance of resources, the creation of learning opportunities outside ofthe classroom situation

enjoyed much importance. At the school which was the subject of the study there was a great

emphasis on sporting and cultural activities. Awide variety of sporting codes were offered including

athletics, soccer, rugby, ttnnis, volleyball, netball, softball, basketball and table-tennis.

b) Motivational strateeies.

The way in which the school encourages students to take advantage of the learning opportunities

which it creates is an important determinant of school success. A key issue was that the school, and

especially teachers, should care about what happened to students. In this regard the classroom climate

created by the teacher played a vital role. It should not be one based on fear but one which

encourages participation without fear. In this regard the recognition of achievement and growth play

a vital role. Interviews with the various roleplayers confirmed this view. The classroom climates,

which were deemed to be successful by students and teachers, indicated a wide variety of styles,

however the underlying basis was one where the teacher was concerned about the progress and

development of the students.

How students responded and behaved were seen as an indication of the success of these strategies.

Many of the teachers indicated that a variety of motivational strategies were used depending on the

circumstances and needs of students and that often different strategies had to be used before success

was achieved. A successful school is one which shows flexibility in terms of the motivational
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strategies which it uses and how it matches motivational strategies to the characteristics and needs

of its students.

c) The determination of school sqccess is a complex issue.

The degree of school success cannot be measured by means of one or two simple measures. The

measures of school quahty need to reflect the complexity of the functioning of the school as an

organisation. The interaction between the various component parts is as important as the quality and

nature ofthe components. In this regard multiple measures are required. The model proposed earlier

in this study which uses the quahty of the teacher-student interaction, ethos and the more traditional

output measures e.g. academic results, is supported by the data collected. However, like any such

model it can only provide a framework for examining the complex issue of school success.

While there are certain core issues which will be used by all school communities to determine school

success, as identffied in the study, the value of certain specific factors such as student involvement

in decision making, leadership style of the principal (in terms of his interpersonal skills and

organisational strategies), and the type ofteaching methods applied by teachers could diftbr between

different school communities.

Similarly there is no 'magic recipe' for school success or quality but rather an'educational mix' exists.

This educational mix consists of the various elements which can be combined in different ways to

achieve school quality. Shortcomings in one are4 such as physical resources, can be compensated for

by a higher qualrty in one of the other areas. Naturally there are basic levels for each of the areas

which must be maintained.

d) The role of teachers.
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The teachers were seen as the central figures in the creating of learning opportunities and the

development of motivational strategies. In this regard the quality of teaching, the concern and

'dedication' of teachers can be considered to be the most important determinant of school success.

While quality teaching can occur at schools which generally are not considered to be of high quality,

a school which is considered high qualrty, by definitiorq has many teachers rendering quality teaching.

A recurring theme during discussions with the various stakeholders was the quality of teachers and

the learning experiences which they created. The school was regarded as an organisationally

successful school because it had 'good teachers' and that an atmosphere was created which

encouraged these'good teachers'. An interesting issue was that ofteacher qualifications. While all of

the teachers at the school had a basic teaching qualificatioq those identified as 'good'teachers were

not restricted to the teachers who had advanced qualifications. Some of the teachers consistently

identified as being 'excellent'were those with a basic qualification obtained at a teacher training

college and not at a university. While some of the teachers with advanced qualifications were

identified as being'excellent', there were others who were not.

e) The role played by the other factors identified in the study.

In general the role played by the other factors identified in the study was determined by how these

factors affected the creation of the learning opportunities and the development of the motivational

strategies.

i) The principal

The principal, perhaps, played the most varied role in the determination of school quality. Students

considered the principal important because the principal sets the tone for the school. The impact of

the principal on the ethos of the school has a great influence on students. At the school studied the
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principal addressed students on a regular basis. A forty-five minute assembly on a Monday was

supplernented by talks each morning and at the end of each interval when the students lined up before

proceeding to their classes.

Teachers considered the principal to be important, not only for the role as defined by the students but

also in the role as the provider ofemotional and motivational support. The principal's role in providing

feedback and recognition was considered vital. In this regard the principal was in constant contact

with teachers, usually startrng each day with a 15 minute meeting. Further meetings were often

conducted during the intervals. Only in exceptional circumstances school was closed early to conduct

a staffmeeting.

The parents considered the principal important in that the principal was, in most cases, the direct link

between the parants and the school. This was achieved by means ofvarious meeting throughout the

year (mainly after an examination) and by means of various letters sent to parents explaining the

policies and regulations of the school.

While the formal interactions identified above were important, various respondents indicated that the

informal interactions with the principal had at least an equal impact. The interpersonal skills of the

principal were deemed to be of the utmost importance.

The circuit managers, who had a clear focus on school organisation and administratiorq valued the

principal's role in those areas. The interpersonal skills of the principal were considered by all groups

to be the most important asset, without which the principal would not be able to perform the other

tasks successfully.
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ii) Ethos

As the ethos of the school is the product ofthe interaction ofmany factors, it plays an important role

when school quality is determined by the various stakeholder groups. The ethos affects the nature of

all social interactions within the school and as zuch is an important indicator of school success. At the

school studied the desirable ethos could best be described as an extension of the family with all the

accompanying rights and responsibilities.

iii) Students

While it is clear that the school is not solely responsible for the achievem€nts of students, the school

does have a profound effect on them. The responses of students to the learning opportunities which

are created, not only in what they learn but in terms ofthe attitudes which develop as aresult ofthose

opportunities, are an important indicator of the quality or success of a school.

The students at the school were generally well attired and well behaved. They were respectful without

being submissive and were encouraged to take responsibilrty for organising events and were willing

to voice their opinions on various issues relating to the school.

iv) Academic results

Although respondents were constant in their indication that academic results were not amongst the

'most important'factors, it is clear that a basic, acceptable level of academic achievement must be

achieved and maintained. As is the case with some ofthe other factors a lack of academic success was

seen as an indicator of a lack of school success while a high degree of academic success was not seen

as an indicator of success on its own.

A high degree of importance was placed on academic achievement at the school. An annual piue-
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gMng ceremony is organised whereby high achieving students are rewarded. Although achievements

in other spheres are also recognised, the main focus is on academic achievement. Furthermore the

matric results are copied and sent to all the students. The principal focused on academic achievement

during many of his talks. Many of the teachers also discussed and focused on academic achievement.

The school had achieved a high degree of academic success in terms of its matric results.

v) Facilities

Facilities are considered important in that they affect the quality of the student-teacher interactions

and the quallty of learning oppornrnities and motivational strategies which are developed. While it

was reported that a lack offacilities can prevent quality from being achieved, the provision offacilities

is no guarantee of quality. The facilities which were considered essential referred to classrooms and

desks and other basic'facilities.

The school studied had twenty-five classrooms of which ten were constructed ofbriclq the remainder

were prefabricated. These classrooms served a student population of 848 students. Class sizes varied

from 33 to 45. Sufficient desks and textbooks were present. One of the classrooms was used as a

library although there was no full-time librarian. Various teachers worked in the library during their

'free' periods. A small section of one ofthe corridors had been cordoned offand used as a 'computer

room'. In this room were six computers ranging from XT's to 486's, these were mainly used for

administrative purposes such as the computerisation ofthe examination results and the printing of the

reports. A stretch ofland adjacent to the school had been developed as a sports field which consisted

of a rugby field, a soccer field, an artificial cricket pitch and cricket nets. No change rooms were

present.

While the majority of respondents felt that better facilities would be nice to have, they felt that as a
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basic level of facilities existed at the school, the lack of advanced facilities did not prevent the school

from achieving high levels of organisational success. Some respondents felt that while better facilities

could'enhance'the level of organisational success at the school, it did not preclude the achievernent

of a high level of success.

vi) School organisation

As in the case of facilities the school programme and its organisation were considered important in

that it could facilitate the creating of learning opportunities and the development of motivational

strategies. Teachers also saw the way in which the school was organised as a recognition of their

achievements i.e, how their subjects were treated and which duties were delegated to them.

At this particular school a wide subject choice was offered e.g. in standards eight to ten the following

subjects were offered: English; Afrikaans; Mathematics; History; Biology; Economics; Physical

Science; Business Economics; Accounting; Geography; )ftosa; Home Economics; Needlework;

Woodwork; Technical Drawing and Latin. Students, teachers and parents often saw this as both

recognition ofthe indMduality of students, as well as good preparation for a wide variety otlob and

study opportunities.

Teacherswereencouragedto participateintherunning ofthe schoolby means ofacommittee system

although the principal did play an important role when decisions had to be made. Various committees

were responsible for functions such as finances, enrolment, teacher selection, time-table and

curriculum development, prefects and sports activities. In this respect teachers achieved a sense of

ownership and belonging by being involved in the running ofthe school. The current rationalisation

process, whereby staffestablishment figures have been reduced to achieve a teacher-pupil ratio of l-

35 has alteady impacted on the participation ofthe teachers in the functioning ofthe school. Increased
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teaching loads had led to additional stress and less enthusiasm to participate in 'extra'activities. A

feeling exists amongst some teachers that the organisational and administrative duties should be

performed by 'those who are paid to do it" i.e. Heads of Department, Deputy-Principals and the

Principal.

vii) Ex-students

The role played by ex-students in the determination of school success by the various stakeholder

groups was a relatively minor one. The achievements of ex-students, while providing positive role

models, were seen more as the indMdual's achievement than the school's. A trend which was

observed in the responses of many of the stakeholder gloups was the value which ex-students placed

on the school. The rationale for this was that they were able to evaluate the applicability ofwhat the

school had taught them to the situations in which they currently found thonselves. The study revealed

that past pupils of the school showed a great deal of interest and affection for the school. Many of

them were actively involved in fund raising and many class reunions had been organised. A local

alumni association has been formed as well as one in Canada. These alumni associations make regular

contributions of money and equipment to the school.

viii) Parents

The parents ofthe students at the school studied did not really play an active role in the functioning

of the school. Beyond the involvement of a few parents in the Governing Body of the school most

parents seemed to have the attitude that the school, being a good school, should'get on with it'. The

socio-economic background of most parents precluded them from assisting with activities at the

school as in most cases both parents worked or, if one parents was at home, had small children to

look after. This was, perhaps, one area for improvement in this particular school. In general,

however, the participation of parents in the running of the school was not considered to be ofvital
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importance by the various stakeholder groups.

0 Agreement within stakeholder groups

The various stakeholder groups showed a high degree ofhomogeneity in their responses. None ofthe

groups had significant differences (at the .05 level)2 in more than 4yo of the factors.

g) ACneement between the different stakeholder groups.

While a great deal of agreement existed between the different stakeholder groups as to what was

important when they assessed the quality of a school, they were not aware of this agreement. In fact

when referring to the other stakeholder groups, they indicated with a fair degree of certainty that

those groups determined school quality in a manner different to the way which they did.

In general all the groups agreed on the student-teacher interaction as being the central process in

schools and thus the most important determinant of school quality. In this regard the teachers played

a vital role. The effects of teachers on students in terms of their behaviour and how they respond to

teachers was considered important. Similarly the ethos ofthe school was considered to be important.

Teachers, students and ethos were thus considered to be the most important factors to be examined

when school quallty was assessed. The role of the other factors was to facilitate this process. An

underlying 'acceptable' level of academic performance was assumed. While a lack ofacademic success

was considered to indicate a lack of school qualrty, academic success on its own was not seen as an

indicator of quality.

.The l-evel- at which differences can only be
differences in the population rather than by
resulting from sampling errors.

explained by
differences
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h) Different emphasis bv different Croups

While a great degree of agreement amongst the groups did exist, there were differences in the factors

which the different stakeholder groups emphasised. These differences were indicative ofthe differing

interests, needs and areas ofexpertise ofthe different groups.

i) students

While students placed great emphasis on the learning and motivational opportunities which existed

at the school they also valued recognition of thernselves as individuals and opportunities for

development oftheir self-image and self-estean. They spoke offreedom not in terms of a lack ofrules

but as the freedom to develop without fear within a struchred environment. They also indicated that

learning and development should not be limited to book knowledge'but should exist in other domains

as well.

ii) teachers

Teachers assessed the quality of schools not only as a place of learning for students but their own

place of work. They considered important many of the same fbctors, as other stakeholder groups,

which affected student learning opporhrnities but placed great emphasis on the principal. They

perceived the principal as the most important determinant of their quality of work life. Due to the

independent and relatively isolated nature of their jobs they required the principal to provide

motivational and psychological support.

iii) parents

Parents also focused on learning opportunities and motivational strategies but also assessed the

suitability of srch opportunities and strategies for their own children. The value of the opportunities

and strategies were expressed in terms of the preparation for the 'real world'. The parurts thus
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of 'adequate' schools but must take into account the complexities of the interactions between the

various components of the school which contribute to the quality of the processes and learning

experiences which exist in the school.

i) School qualitv changes over time

The pursuit of school quality is an ongoing process. Changing circumstances within the broader

community necessitate continuous re-evaluation of strategies and tactics which schools employ to

meet the needs of its community. The existence of a reputation that the school is a 'good school'

increases the expectations ofthe stakeholders which in turn necessitates the development and further

refinement of processes and strategies within the school.

While the school in question has enjoyed a reputation for achieving a high degree of organisational

success over the past 40 years, an examination ofthe functioning, strategies and policies ofthe school

indicates that, while there is a strong tradition at the school, there have been marked changes in the

ways in which the school has functioned and dedt with the changing demands of its various

constituencies.

k) Sources of information

Because oftheir perception that the different stakeholder groups assessed school quallty in different

ways, the different groups tended to value the information and judgernent of the peers as the most

reliable source of information on school quality although multiple sources are often used.

l) School quali8 shquld be addressed primarily at school level.

Although school success can be achieved in different ways, dependent upon the characteristics ofthe

school, and is subject to changes both in the broader society and in the specific school community,
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it is clear that school success is primarily determined at a school level. While the duty ofthe education

department is to provide the necessary criteria and prerequisites for the success of the school, true

school success is determined by the quality of the processes at the school. This requires constant

feedback from the various stakeholder groups, constant re-evaluation and development of the

strategies and processes which occur at the school, as well as the factors which affect such processes.

Success does not happen by accident but, being a complex phenomenoq is the result of an ongoing

quest by the various stakeholder groups. Thus the achievement of school success must be the focus

of the school rather than a by-product which it sometimes becomes. Opportunities must be created

at schools to deal with the issue of success. One of the clear indications of this study was the

willingness, which the various role players had to deal with school success. This witlingness to

address this important issue was, however, hampered by the lack of opportunities to discuss it.

Structures must thus be created at schools to deal with and focus on the issues of school success. The

stakeholders must be given the opportunity to reflect upon the issue of school success, as well as, the

contributions of the other stakeholders towards it.

m.) Subjectivity

Many of the criteria identified are highly subjective dependent upon the economic, cultural and

individual circumstances ofthe person assessing the degree of organisational success. Issues such as

the desirable type of ethos, the interpersonal skills of the principal and what constitutes a 'good'

teacher are subject to varied interpretations. It is, however, important that school success is seen in

the context of its environment and the expectations of its community and the broader public.

5.2 School success. school functioning and the study of organisational behaviour.

Ball (1987:l) is quoted earlier in the study, stating that the work done in other fields of organisation

functioning and behaviour has little or no application to educational institutions. While it is clear that
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a simple application of an input-output model is not suitable for the study of organisations, their

behaviour and development has long moved beyond the application of a simple input-output model.

In fact none of the findings and results of this study are in conflict with current thinking in the field

of organisational behaviour. This has important implications as many teachers and school

administrators agree with Ball's views. Strangely enougtg while the true applications oforganisational

behaviour and management are rejected by many teachers, there exists a beliefthat students are the

products of the school and that the good schools'produce'good students. An understanding of the

functioning of schools as organisations will remain difficult to achieve as long as this perception

exists.

Furthermore, the motivation of teachers can be explained in terms of the various theories of

motivation rather than the belief, which also appears to be quite widely held, that increased salaries

will make teachers happy The behaviour ofteachers can be explained in terms of the most commonly

used theories of motivation used in organisational behaviour.

An examination of the informal structure of schools will also lead to increased understanding ofthe

social dynamics of the school, thus leading to a greater understanding of the functioning and

attainment of success in schools.

5.3 The need for further research.

As this study was a case study of a single school it is clear that further research in this direction is

necessary. As the issue of school success is a complex one it needs to be examined on a wider scale,

in a greater variety and number of schools. The school which was the subject ofthis study was one

which was considered to be successful by the various stakeholders and by the media. No single factor

could be identified which set this school above the rest. The high level of success ofthe school could
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not be explained in terms of its pu;il intake as the policy of the school in this regard involves the

selection of students from a range of academic abilities.

The interactional nature of the various subsystems in the school seems to be the key to the

achievement ofhigh levels oforganisational success. Closer o<amination ofthese subsystems, as well

as a betterunderstanding ofthe functioning ofthe school as an organisation may enable more schools

to achieve higher levels of organisational success.

Thus a large-scale detailed investigation into school organisational success is required to allow for

the understanding of school organisational zuccess, to create opportunities to increase the level of

success of schools and to determine the impact of various policies, zuch as the current one relating

to rationalisatiorU on the degree of success attained by schools.

5.4 The impgrct of the current policy of rationalisation on school quality.

The current progranrme of rationalisation3, while aiming at redressing the imbalances of the past and

attaining educational equlty, has already and will continue to impact on the degree of success of the

school which was studied, as well as other schools. The impact of rationalisation will be felt most

keenly in the following areas:

a) One ofthe core issues, identified in this study, which contributes to school organisational success

is the relationship between teachers and pupils. Inevitably larger class sizes will impact negatively on

these relationships. Teachers will be faced with more students with the result that the degree of

,Currently measures are being implemented at schools to
attain a teacher-pupil ratio of 1-to-35 in hlgh schools and 1-to-
40 in primary schools. These ratios include the principal and the
deputy principals and will result in class sizes in excess of
forty pupils.
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individud attention will decrease. Teachers will be subjected to a greater degree of stress as a result

ofthe increased demands ofmanaging larger classes, teaching more classes (thus reducing the number

of non-teaching periods) and a greater load of marking. Furthermore a system of continuous

evaluation has been introduced which places further strain on teachers. This increased level of stress

will further negatively impact the quality of the relationship between teachers and students.

b) Effect ort learning opportunities

The rationalisation process will directly affect the nature and variety of learning experiences which

will be available to students. The effects will be most apparent in the following areas:

i) subject choices

Due to the reduced number ofteachers, schools will have to reduce the number of subjects offered.

At the school studied, the following subjects would have to be removed completely from the

curriculum: Economics, Xhosa; Woodwork, Needlework. History and Home Economics would have

to be removed from the standard Eight to Ten curriculum.

ii) loss of experienced teachers

Part of the rationalisation process was the oftbring of Voluntary Severance Packages (VSP's) to

teachers. The net result of this step was that a large number of experienced teachers took the VSP.

This has impacted negatively on the quality of instruction which many students receive.

iii) sporting cultural activities

Due to the increased teaching demands on teachers many ofthe sporting and cultural activities which

were offered in the past would no longer be ofFered. This will reduce the variety of learning

opporhrnities which exist outside the classroom situation. This is an important area identified by

stakeholders.
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d) Impact on school management and administration

The teaching load of principal and others in management positions (i.e. Heads of Department and

Deputy-Principals) will increase as they are included in the l-to-35 teacher-pupil ratio. The result of

this will be that less time and attention will be devoted to the management functions and more time

to teaching. This would obviously be detrimental to the degree of school organisational success.

e) Impact on the ethos ofthe school

The ethos of the school has becn identified as one of the key elements of school quallty. Increased

class sizes and teacher stress levels will impact negatively on the ethos of the school.

f) Responses of schools

An interesting development has been the response of schools previously designated as Model C. They

have indicated, in many cases, that they would maintain the number ofteachers by using the financial

resources at their disposal. This is significant as these schools have physical resources of a high

quality. Their response indicates the concerns ofparents and teachers. It also indicates the role which

they perceive teachers play in the attainment of high levels of school organisational success.

While this study reaches the conclusion that school success can be achieved in many ways, it is the

belief of the researcher that a basic requirement of school organisational success is a qualified and

motivated teacher corps. Many schools, especially those who have suffered under the Apartheid

system, have achieved high levels of school success in spite of not having the best in resources and

facilities. However a reduction in teaching staff, in these schools, cannot be offset by the quality and

quantity of physical and other teaching resources at their disposal. Furthermore the uncertainty and

added pressures on teachers has served to reduce the levels of motivation amongst teachers and, in

some cases, has impacted negatively on the health of teachers. These conditions will continue to
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deteriorate as further phases of rationalisation are implemented.

The current policy of rationalisation, aimed at achieving equity in education will have exactly the

opposite effect. Those schools which have sufEcient financial resources will employ additional

teachers and in this way will be able to maintain or even improve their level of organisation success.

Schools which do not have sufficient financial resources, which will mainly include those schools

disadvantageda under the Apartheid System will see a decrease in the degree of organisational

success. While the those who support the rationalisation process argue that black' schools will benefit

from lower teacher-pupil ratios, these ratios will still be too high to facilitate a high degree of school

success. Similarly the large amounts of capital being spent in provinces such as the Northern Cape

and Kwazulu-Natal will be wasted unless these school are provided with motivated teachers in

sufficient numbers and with the necessary skills.

The current process of rationalisation thus needs to be put on hold until the impact of this policy on

schools can be determined. The various stakeholders need to be consulted so that teacher-pupil ratios

can be determined which will allow schools to maintain high levels of srccess. An improvement in the

teacher-pupil ratio in black and rural schools needs to be improved beyond the 1-to-35 ratio so that

these schools can attain an acceptable level of organisational success.

.This incl-udes all schools which are were not classified as
Whlte under the Apartheid system.
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APPENDIX A
PRELIMINARY INTERVIEW SCI{EDULE

INSPECTOR OF EDUCATION / TEACI{ER / PARENT / STUDENT

Date Start: Stop: _ Duration:

GENERAL OUESTION
How do you determine the quallty or success of a school?
OR
Which criteria do p use to judge the quality or success of a school?

SPECIFIC OUESTIONS
What role, if any, do FACILITIES play in your judgement of the success or quality of a school?

2. What role, if any, do TEACTIERS play in your judgement of the success or quality of a school?

3. What role, if any, do STUDENTS play in your judgement of the success or quality of a school?

4 What role, if any, does TTIE PRINCIPAL play in your judgement ofthe success or quality of a
school?

5. What role, if any, do PARENTS play in yourjudgement of the success or quality of a school?

6 What role, if any, do ACADEMIC RESULTS play in your judgement ofthe success or quality of
a school?

7 What role, if any, does ATMOSPHERE play in your judgement of the success or qudity of a
school?

What role, if any, do SCHOOL PROGRAMME AI.ID SCHOOL ORGAI.IISATIONAL
FACTORS play in your judgement of the success or quality of a school?

8.
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ADDITIONAL FACTORS
FACTOR COMMENT

MOST IMPORTANT FACTORS
Which factors do YOU consider most important when you determining the success or quality of
a school.

Rank Factor

I

2.

3.

4.

5.

Comment (if any)
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APPENDIX B
BIOGRAPHICAL DATA SIIEETS

BIOGRAPHICAL DATA . TEACHERS

3

1. Gender

)

FEMALE For officc uc

Fc odEce use

For offce use

@lease tick)

Teaching experience in years
(at I January 1996)

Subjects currently taught
SUBJECT

MALE

Deputy-Principal HOD Teacher

NO

STANDARD

For offco use

4 Post Level: Principal
(please tick)

5. Are you an ex-student ofthis school? YES

6. Do you have any children? YES NO Fm office

For offcc uec
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7. Please list your professional and academic qualifications.

Name of Degree / Diploma Institution Obtained

For officc use
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BIOGRAPHICAL DATA . PARENTS

Please complete the following questions.

Relationship with student
(please tick) Mother Father Other(specify)

2. Occupation

(if self-employed please write self-employed and type of work)
(if unemployed please write unemployed and the type of work normally done)

3. Which High School did you attend?

4.

N/C .. Not classified CR ..Cant Remember

5 Do you serve on the PTSA (Parent- Teacher - Student Association)?
(Please tick)

YES (specify position)

6. Please indicate the area, e.g. Wynberg, Lotus River, etc, you live in

For ofllce use

For offcc nsc

For offce uce

For officc ure

Fcoftcrxc

For officc usc

Which symbol did your child obtain during the last exam (June 1996)
(If you have more than one child at the school please indicate the synbol of the student in the
highest standard)
Please tick.

A... 80-100% B ...70-79,9/o C ...60-69,f/o

D ...50-59,9/o E ...40-49,90 F ...33,3yo-39,9

FT ..30-33,2yo G ...20-29,9/o H ... less than}}Yo

NO
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3

Ten2.

Gender
(please tick)

Std
(please tick)

Female

Nine

Please complete the following questions.

161

STIIDENT DATA SHEET

Male

YES

Fm

For officc us€

For office use

For offce usc

Fot offir:e use

Fm officc rxc

Symbol obtained in your last exam (June 1996)
(please tick)
A ... 80-100% B ...70-79,9yo C ...60-69,9/o

D ...50-59,9yo E ...4049,9/o F ...33,3yo-39,9

FF ..30-33,2yo G ...20-29,9yo H ... less than2}o/o

N/C .. Not classified CR..Can't Remember

4 Do you intend to study after matric
(please tick)

NO

5

6

Are you a prefect? YES NO

Do you serve on the SRC?

YES (give po NO

Do you live with both your parents? YES
ifNO please indicate who you live with

NO

8. Please indicate which area you live in e.g. Wynberg , Grassy Park

9. Type of work done by FATfmR

7

MOTI{ER
For office
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APPENDIX C
OUESTIONNAIRE

Please rate the followtlg factors as being of
I - no importance
2 - little importance
3 - some importance
4 - much importance
5 - great importance
when YOU determine the success or quality of a school.

Please feel free to add comments in the spaces provided.

How important do you rate the following factors which relate to academic performance of the
school when you determine the quality or degree of success of a school?

1.1 Examination results (in general) 12345

1.2 The Matric pass rate 12345

1.3 The number of Matric exemptions 12345

1.4 The Number of Matric'A'Aggregates 12345

1.5 The matric average marks 12345

1.6 Std 6 to 9 Pass Rate 12345

1.7 Std 6 to 9 average marks 12345

1.8 The drop out rate (number of students who drop out of school) 1234s

How important do you rate the following factors which relate to students when you dAermine the
quality or degree of success of a school?

2.

2.1 Characteristics or qualities of students (in general) 12345
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2.2 Student behaviour 12345

12345

12345

12345

12345

12345

12345

1234s

2.3 Student appearance

2.4 Attitude of students towards the school

2.5 Attitude of students towards education and learning in
general

2.6

3.2

Student participation in sporting and cultural
activities

2.7 Student excellence in sporting and cultural activities 12345

How important do you rate the following factors which relate to school resources and facilities
when you determine the quallty or degree of success of a school?

3.1 Facilities and resources (in general) 12345

3

Availability of basic facilities and resources such as
classrooms and desks

3.3 Condition of facilities and resources
(how well looked after they are)

3.4 External appearance of the school

3.5 Size of classes 12345
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3.6 Basic sports facilities (e.g. field)

3.7 Advanced sports facilities (e.g. swimming pool, tennis courts)

3.8 Advanced tbcilities such as computer rooms

1234s

12345

12345
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4-much importance $ great importance

4 How important do you rate the following factors, which relate to teachers, when you determine
the quality or degree of success of a school?

4.1 Characteristics or qualities of teachers (in general) 12345

4.2 Number of teachers having a basic teacher education qualification
12345

4.3 Number of teachers having advanced qualifications
e.g. Honours or Masters Degrees

4.4 Teacher experience

4.5 Auitude of teachers toward the school

4.6 Attitude of teachers toward teaching and education in
general

4.7 Attitude of teachers toward the students

4.8 Attitude of teachers toward parents

4.9 Teacher appearance

4.10 Teacherenthusiasm

12345

12345

12345

12345

12345

12345

12345

12345

4.ll Teacher involvement in sporting and cultural activities 12345
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7.1 Ethos / Climate / Atmosphere (in general) r2345

7.2 Student - Teacher Relationships 12345

7.3 Student - Student Relationships 12345

7.4 Student - Principal Relationships 12345

7.5 Teacher - Teacher Relationships 12345

7.6 Teacher - Principal Relationships 12345

7.7 Teacher - Parent Relationships 12345

7.8 Principal - Parent Relationships 12345

7.9 The role of religion in the school 12345

7.10 The role of tradition in the school 12345

7.ll The extent to which morals and values are taught 12345

7.12 The extent to which excellence is emphasised 12345
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7.L3 The extent to which growth and development is emphasised 12345

7.14 Student involvement in decision-making e.g. by means

of the SRC (Student Represantative Council) 12345

8

7.15 Teacher involvement in decision-making 12345

7.16 The provision of opportunities for teacher development 12345

7.17 The type of rules which the school has 12345

7.18 The level and type of motivation given to students 1234s

How important do you rate the following factors, which relate to the school prograrnme and its
organisation, when you determine the quality or degree of success of a school?

8.1 School prograrnme and its organisation (in general) 12345

8.2 Teaching methods 12345

8.3 Career Guidance and Vocational Guidance 12345

8.4 Communication with parents 12345

8.5 Subjea Choice (variety of subject offered) 12345
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8.6 Parental Involvement in the school 12345

12345

12345

12345

8.7 Frequency of evaluation and testing

8.8 Length of the school day

8.9 Academic grouping of classes i.e. High achieving students
in one class

8.10 Needs of High Achieving students are met 12345

8.l l Needs of average students are met 12345

8.12 Needs oflow Achieving students are met 12s45

8. 13 Students are stretched in the classroom i.e. given
challenging work 12345

8.14 Achievement (academic and sporting / cultural) is
recognised and rewarded 12345

8.15 Efficient use of time 12345

MOST IMPORTATTT FACTORS
Please indicate in the spaces below the factors which YOU consider most important when
determining the success or quality of a school.

* Please rank thern in order of importance i.e. l-most important, 2-second most important, etc
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* You need not use all the spaces provided.

Rank Factor FqOffice Ure

I

2.

J

4

5

Comments (if any)
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l-no importence 2Jitfle importanc. S-roJJ l-portance
4-much importance $ great importance

FOLLOW.UP INTERVIEWS:
A follow up interview may be required.
If you are willing to be interviewed please complete the section below.
If you are not willing to be interviewed please write N/A or Not Applicable in the box below

NAME:

ADDRESS

TELEPHONE:

Please note agreeing to be interviewed does not affect the confidentiality ofyotr answers to this
questionnaire.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR VALUABLE TIME AND COOPERATION.

Sedick du Toit.
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APPENDIX D

Dear Parent / Student / Colleague / Circuit Manager

School quality is an issue which concerns us all either directly or indirectly. I am currently involved

in a sfudy which sets out to assess how parents, students, teachers and the educational

administration determine school quality. In this regard I would like to ask you to complete the

attached questionnaire. It should not take more than 25 minutes ofyour vafuable time to complete.

There are no right or wrong answers to the questions, it is yqu opinion which is important. Please

rest assured that your responses will be treated with the strictest confidentiality. Please feel free

to add comments in the spaces provided.

Thank you for your co-operation and valuable time.

Yours sincerely

Sedick du Toit
M.Phil (Education) student
University of the Western Cape
August 1996
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APPENDIX E
Dear Circuit Manager

AII of us are busier these days than we should be, and most of
us have a hard time keeping abreast of those obligations which
are essential and required. I know how the little extras
sometimes receive our best intentions, but I also know that in
reality none of us have the time we desire to fulfil those
intentions.

From the quest.ionnaire which reached you a few weeks ago I have
had few replies. Perhaps you mislaid the questionnaire, or it may
have miscarried in the mail - any one of dozens of contingencies
could have happened.

In any event, I am enclosing another copy of the questionnaire.
I am sure that you will find the time in your busy schedule to
complete it. Completed questionnaires can be returned to vour
secretarv Mrs. B. Barnes.

Thus far I have received 1 completed questionnaire. I feel that
it is important that the views of circuit managers be incl-uded
in the study.
It would be appreciated if the questionnaires could be completed
and returned by Mrs Barnes by 7 September 1996.

Once again thank you for your valuable time and co-operation.

Sedick du Toit
M. PhiI (Education) student
University of the Western Cape.
30 August 1996

P.S. If you have already returned your completed questionnaire
please ignore this reminder.
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APPENDIX F - "/6 RESPONDENTS RATING FACTORS 4,5 AND 4 OR 5

FACTOR

Exam Results

Matric Pass Rate

Matric Exemptions

Matric A Aggregates

Matric Average Marks
Six to Nine Pass Rate

Six to Nine Average Marks

Drop Out Rate

Students

Student Behaviour
Student Appearance
Student attitude to school
Student attitude to education

Student participartion in spofts
Student excellence in sports
Facilities

Basic Facilities

Condition facilities

External appearance of school
Size of classes
Basic sports facilities

Advanced sports facilities
Advanced facilities
Teachers

Basic Teacher Training
Advanced Teacher Training
Teacher experience
Teacher attitude to school
Teacher attitude to education

Teacher attutude to students
Teacher attitude to parents

Teacher appearance
Teacher enthusiasm
Teacher involvement sports

Quality of teaching
Principal
Principal educational qualifications
Principal appearanoe

Principals experience (Ieachers)
Principals experienoe (Principal)

Principals organisational skills
Principals interpersonal skills
Principals community involvement

SruDENTS(112) TEACHERS(33) PARENTS(89) MANAGERS(4)

5 4 4or5 5 4 4or5 5 4 4or5 5 4 4or5
42 39.3 81.3 33.3 39.4 72.7 67.4 30.3 97.7 s0 50 100

6s.2 19.6 84.8 27.3 45.5 72.8 70.8 29.2 100 25 75 100

22.3 33.9 s6.2 15.2 24.2 39.4 40.9 36.4 77.3 0 50 50
17 27.7 44.7 6.1 27.3 33.4 29.s 46.6 76.1 25 50 75

28.2 38.2 66.4 15.2 39.4 54.6 48.3 37.1 85.4 25 75 100

31.3 30.4 61.7 24.2 48.5 72.7 s0.6 40.4 91 25 25 50

17.9 28.6 46.5 21.2 45.5 66.7 37.9 42.5 80.4 25 25 50

51.4 15.3 66.7 57.6 21.2 78.8 66.7 17.2 83.9 25 50 75

Q.2 31.3 71.5 42.4 45.5 87.9 51.7 32.6 &4.3 50 50 100

56.3 29.s 8s.8 51,5 45.5 97 76.4 15.7 y.2.'l 75 25 100

24.1 30.4 54.5 18.2 45.5 63.7 46.1 31.5 77.6 25 50 75

4.6 33 77.6 54.5 30.3 84.8 65.2 2s.8 91 100 0 100

55.5 28.2 83.7 @.7 27.3 97 75.3 18 9S.3 100 0 100

37.8 38.7 76.s 30.3 36.4 66.7 19.3 38.6 57.9 50 25 75

10.7 2s.9 36.6 21.2 21.2 42.4 6.9 46 52.9 0 25 25
28,6 35.7 41.3 27.3 27.3 54.6 58.4 32.6 91 25 25 50

57.1 33 90.1 63.6 21.2 84.8 77.9 20.s 97.8 50 25 75
33.3 4.1 77.4 45.5 36.4 81.9 s3.9 s8.2 92.'l 25 50 75

21.4 28.6 50 18.2 39.4 57.6 36 41.6 77.6 25 50 75

50 30.4 80.4 60.6 27.9 87.9 55.1 30.3 8s.4 25 0 2s
30.4 31.3 61.7 33.3 24.2 57.5 n.5 51.7 74.2 0 25 25

14.3 11.6 25.9 6.3 21.9 28.2 14,6 27 41.6 0 2s 25

28.6 26.8 55.4 31.3 34.4 65.7 58.4 31.5 89.9 0 25 25
6s.2 26.8 y2 63.6 30.3 s.9 77.5 15.7 s.2 75 25 100

63.9 28.7 92.6 @.6 27.3 87.9 u.4 27.6 92 50 25 75
13.5 33.3 46.8 28.'.| 2L3.8 71.9 27 36 63 25 0 25

s0.9 N 70.9 18.2 45.5 63.7 62.s 31.8 94.3 25 25 s0
71.4 21.4 92,8 66.7 27.5 gt 80,9 15.7 96.6 50 50 100

79.5 17 96.5 78.8 18.2 97 88.8 11.2 100 100 0 100

76.8 18.8 9s.6 78.8 18.2 w 88.8 10.1 98.9 100 0 100

41.4 36 77.4 48.5 24.2 72.7 51.1 34.1 8s.2 50 50 100

17.9 20.5 38.4 27.3 27.3 9.6 ().8 32.6 76.4 50 25 75

67 24.1 91.1 @.7 24.2 s.9 71.9 24.7 96.6 75 25 100

25 34.8 59.8 39.4 42.4 81.8 25.8 36 61.8 50 0 50

78.6 17 95.6 78.8 18.2 w g,2.1 7.9 100 100 0 100

@.4 19.8 89.2 9.5 36.4 90.9 u.'l 11.4 95.5 100 0 100

48.2 33.6 81.8 21.2 36.4 57.6 57.3 30.3 87.6 25 0 25

36.4 2s.5 61.9 33.3 42.4 75.7 58.4 27 85.4 50 25 75

43.2 40,5 83.7 42.4 39.4 81,8 66.3 24.7 91 50 s0 100

s3.6 26.4 80 27.3 45.5 72.8 55.1 31.5 86.6 so 50 100

62.7 s0 92.7 72.7 21.2 90.9 6s.2 2s.8 91 75 25 100

59.5 24.3 83.8 87.9 9.1 97 7',t.9 21.5 90.2 100 0 100

s4.2 94.2 68.4 51.5 30.3 81.8 31.5 41.6 73.1 75 0 75
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FACTOR

Ex-students

Jobs ex-students
lncome ex-studenB

Ex students further studies

Ex students university

Ex students medicine

Ex students complete
Ex students prominent citizens
Ex students quality citizens

Ex students attitude to school

Ethos
Student-teacher Relationships

Student-student Relationships

Student-pri ncipal Relationships

Teacher-teacher Relationshi ps
Teacher-principal Relationships
Teacher-parent Relati onshi ps

Principal-parent Relationships

Religion

Tradition

Morals and values
Excellence

Growth
Student decision making
Teacher decision making
Teacher development
Rules
Motivation

Programme
Teaching methods

Career guidance

Communication with parents

Subject choice
Parental involvement

Frequency

Length of day

Academic grouping
High achievers needs
Medium achievers needs

Low achievers needs

Challenging work
Recognition of achievement
Use of Time

STUDENTS(1 12) TEACHERS(S3) PARENTS(89) MANAGERS(4)

5 4 4or5 5 4 4or5 5 4 4or5 5 4 4or5
17.',| 34.2 51.3 30.3 27.5 57.6 27 36 63 100 0 100

N.'.l 21.8 s0.9 21.2 33.3 54.5 31.5 27 58.5 25 25 50

11.7 17.1 28.8 6.1 15.2 21.3 18 23.6 41.6 0 25 25
213.6 21.8 65.4 24.2 45.5 69.7 40.4 37.'.| 77.5 0 50 50

33 26.8 59.8 1s.2 33.3 48.5 33 3s.2 68.2 o 25 25

12.s 17 29.s 6.1 9,1 15.2 16.1 31 47,1 0 25 25

30.6 29.7 60.3 45.5 21.2 66.7 39.1 33.3 72.4 25 s0 75

n.3 22.3 4.6 9.4 15.6 25 19,s 32.2 51.7 0 50 50

2'.t.8 30 51.8 51.5 27.3 78.8 36.4 36.4 72.8 0 75 75

25 28.6 s3.6 42.4 30.3 72.7 29.s 42 71.5 75 25 100

43.8 34.8 78,6 @.7 21.2 90.9 4.2 40.7 84,9 100 0 100
s9.8 31.3 91.1 66.7 27.5 94 @.3 26.1 95.4 75 25 100

67 26,8 98.8 51.5 30.3 81.8 56.8 s4.1 90.9 100 0 100

37.5 33 70.5 45.5 39.4 84.9 54.5 35.2 89.7 75 25 100

39.3 34.8 74.1 45.5 33.3 78.8 53.4 34.1 87.5 75 25 100

42.9 37.s 80.4 3+.5 36.4 90.9 61.4 31.8 s.2 75 25 100

31.s 33.3 64.8 33.3 45.5 78.8 €.8 36 79.8 75 25 100

24.5 4.5 69 42.4 51.5 s.9 46.6 37.s 84.1 100 0 100

20.5 13.s 34 't2.1 12.1 24.2 27 27 il 2s 0 25
9.3 29.6 38.9 15.2 15.2 30.4 13.6 25 38.6 0 50 50

37.3 38.2 75.5 63.6 33.3 96.9 69.3 25 94.3 50 50 100

N.4 28.4 57.8 18.2 42.4 60.6 54.5 31.8 86.3 75 25 100

30 38.2 68.2 57.6 39.4 97 s7.3 39.7 91 100 0 100

s5.9 27.9 83.8 42.4 45.5 87.9 28.4 48.9 77.3 0 50 50
23.4 45 68.4 54.5 39.4 99.9 37.1 46.1 83.2 0 50 50

27.5 4 71.5 69.6 30.3 93.9 53.4 33 86.4 75 25 100

s3.2 28.8 82 45.5 39.4 84.9 6s.2 27 s2.2 100 0 100

68.8 24.8 90.6 @.7 21.2 90.9 75 18.2 93.2 100 0 100

46.4 32.7 79.1 72.7 21.2 90.9 56.3 31 87.9 1m 0 1@
71.2 2..5 99.7 37.5 46.9 u.4 74.2 22.5 96.7 75 25 100

er.3 24.1 88.4 56.3 40.6 96.9 67.4 28.1 95.5 25 50 75

37.8 3s.1 72.9 46.9 ,13.8 g).7 6s.2 20.2 85.4 50 50 100

71.2 21.6 s2,8 37.5 31.3 68.8 71.6 23.9 95.5 50 0 50
15.3 4.1 59.4 50 34.4 u.4 34.8 40.4 75.2 50 25 75

26.1 36.9 63 21.9 37.5 59.4 55.1 36 91.1 25 50 75

42.3 13.5 s5.8 28.1 4it.8 7',t.9 31.5 41.6 73.1 50 50 100

10.8 9.9 20.7 't2.5 21.9 u.4 17.2 18.4 3s.6 25 0 25
2. 27.5 49.5 37.5 46.9 u.4 41 25 66 75 25 100

33.6 30 63.6 s6.3 37.5 90.8 48.3 N.2 77.5 75 25 100

46.8 25.7 72.5 50 z+3.8 90.8 57.3 28.4 85.7 75 25 100

29.1 34.5 63.6 s6.3 40.6 96.9 46.6 40.9 87.5 100 0 100

52.3 30.6 82.9 56.3 34.4 90.7 45.5 38.6 84.1 75 25 100

35.1 45 80.1 71.9 12.5 u.4 67.4 27 lN.4 75 25 100
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APPENDIX G
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN STUDENT SUBGROUPS

These following dif[erences were found to be significant at the .05 level

SES:

Student excellence in sporting and cultural activities and setting of challenging work in class was
rated more highly by students from working class backgrounds.

Gender:
Male students rated teacher involvement in sporting and cultural activities as being of more
importance than female students.

lntention to study further:
Six to nine average marks were rated as being more important by those who intended to study
further.

Leadership positions:
Students who occupied leadership positions rated advanced sports facilities, advanced teacher
training and the number ofex-students accepted to study medicine as being ofless importance than
students who did not occupy leadership positions.

StAndard:

Matric'A'aggregates, advanced sports facilities, ex-students accepted to study medicine and ex-
students who become prominent members ofcommunity were rated asbeing more important than
by matric students than by standard nine students.

Family structure:
Teacher-teacher and teacher-principal relationships were rated as being of more importance by
students who lived with both parents.
Advanced facilities and lengh of school day were rated as being of more important by students
who did not live with both parents.

Examination results (June 1996)
Low achievers rated needs of high achievers being met lower than other groups.
High achievers rated the role oftradition more highly than the other groups.
Low achievers rated the needs of average achievers and type ofrules whichthe school has as being
of less importance than high achievers did.
Standard 6-9 average marks and school programme and organisation were rated lower by low
achievers than by medium achievers while the role of religion was rated higher by low achievers.

C

D

E

F
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APPENDIX H
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TEACHER SUBGROUPS

The following differences were found to be significant at the .05 level.

Academic qualifications:Teachers with basic teaching qualifications rated student-principal
relationships and advanced sports facilities as being of more importance than teachers with
advanced qualifi cations.

Post level: Student involvement in decision-making and the principals experience as teacher were
rated as being of less importance by those who occupied management positions.

Standards tausht: Teachers who taught senior standards (nine and ten) rated matric average
marks, six to nine pass rate and Facilities as being of less importance than those who did not teach
senior standards.

Ex-students: Advanced sports facilities, incomes which ex-students earn and the number of ex-
students accepted for further studies were considered less important by teachers who were ex-
students of the school.

Institution where teaching qualification was obtained (UWC / UCT)I: Teachers who had obtained
their teaching qualification at IJWC tended to rate religiorq teacher involvement in sports and
cultural activities, ex-students accepted to study at university and the attitude of ex-students
towards the school as being ofmore importance than the teachers who had obtained their teacher
qualifications at UCT.

Gender: Male teachers rated the importance ofex-students becoming prominent members of the
community as being of more importance than female teachers.

Teaching exoerience: The importance of student behaviour, student attitude towards the school,
the condition offacilities, student-teacher relationships and anphasis on growth tended to increase
as the amount ofteaching experience increased.
Teachers with betrveen five and ten years2 teaching experience rated teacher involvement in
decision making as most important.

No significant differences were found between teachers who had children and those who did not
or between the different subject groups which teachers taught.

'The majority of respondents were trained at these two institutions.

.Teachers were divided into three groups namely those with less than
fJ-ve years experience, those with between five and ten years experience and
those with more than ten years experience.

D

E

F

G

H.
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APPENDIX I
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PARENT SUBGROUPS

The following differences were found to be significant at the .05 level.

Gender

B. Ex-students

D

Mothers tended to rate traditiorq academic results, student participation in sporting and culturalactivities' the principal's community inrotvem"nr, tir. nu-u"i of ex-students accepted to study atuniversity and the number of students accepted io study r"di"ir" more highly than fathers did.

C

Parents who were ex-sfudents of the school rated standard 6 to g average marks, teacherappearance, the type ofjobs which ex-students g", *a,"*t.r-parent relationships as being oflessrmportance than parents who were not ex_students.

Matric 'A'aggregates were rno.. i.ffiant to parents whose children were high achievers. Thematric average markl were rated most highly by medium ..hi.u. while the importance of careerguidance and ex-students increased as the results obtained by the children increased.

No significant differences were identified between the different socio-economic groups.Differences between parents who served on the PTSA o.gorr"-irg body ofthe school and those

f*:J'not 
were not determined due to the ,.at por"iiuge of parents who served on these
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